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Knowledge discovery is an important process in data analysis, data mining and ma-
chine learning. Typically knowledge is presented in the form of rules. However, knowledge
discovery systems often generate a huge amount of rules. One of the challenges we face is
how to automatically discover interesting and meaningful knowledge from such discovered
rules. It is infeasible for human beings to select important and interesting rules manually.
How to provide a measure to evaluate the qualities of rules in order to facilitate the un-
derstanding of data mining results becomes our focus. In this thesis, we present a series
of rule evaluation techniques for the purpose of facilitating the knowledge understanding
process. These evaluation techniques help not only to reduce the number of rules, but
also to extract higher quality rules. Empirical studies on both artificial data sets and real
world data sets demonstrate how such techniques can contribute to practical systems such
as ones for medical diagnosis and web personalization.
In the first part of this thesis, we discuss several rule evaluation techniques that are
proposed towards rule postprocessing. We show how properly defined rule templates can
be used as a rule evaluation approach. We propose two rough set based measures, a
Rule Importance Measure, and a Rules-As-Attributes Measure, to rank the important
and interesting rules. In the second part of this thesis, we show how data preprocessing
can help with rule evaluation. Because well preprocessed data is essential for important
rule generation, we propose a new approach for processing missing attribute values for
enhancing the generated rules. In the third part of this thesis, a rough set based rule
evaluation system is demonstrated to show the effectiveness of the measures proposed in
this thesis. Furthermore, a new user-centric web personalization system is used as a case
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In order to automatically discover meaningful and important knowledge from huge amounts
of rules generated in a knowledge discovery system, we propose several rule evaluation
measures to facilitate the knowledge understanding process. Automatic rule evaluation
measures are proposed to extract and rank important knowledge. Empirical studies on
artificial data sets and real world data sets demonstrate how such techniques can contribute
to practical systems such as ones for medical diagnosis and web personalization systems.
1.2 Motivation
Knowledge discovery in databases is a process of discovering previously unknown, valid,
novel, potentially useful and understandable patterns in large data sets [23]. Data mining
is one of the activities in this interactive process. Data mining encompasses many different
techniques and algorithms, including clustering, classification, association rule algorithms
and so on.
A sample knowledge discovery system is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The system first
performs data preprocessing, a step in which the inconsistent data and the data instances
containing missing attribute values are processed. Then the generation of rules is con-
1








Figure 1.1: A Knowledge Discovery System
ducted on the processed data by certain algorithms. After the rules are generated, rule
evaluations are performed. Redundant or not important rules are removed, and useful
rules are presented as knowledge as the output of the system. Rule generation is one of
the important processes in the knowledge discovery system. For example, a rule such as
“Japanese cars with manual transmission and light weight usually have higher mileage”,
can be learned by a classification algorithm from a data set of cars which contain mileage
of the cars and features such as the manufacturer, the model, the transmission, the weight
and so on [39]. Such rules are used for making predictions.
A challenging problem in rule generation is that an extensive number of rules are
extracted by data mining algorithms over large data sets, and it is infeasible for human
beings to select important, useful, and interesting rules manually. How to develop measures
to automatically extract and evaluate interesting, relevant, and novel rules becomes an
urgent and practical topic in this area.
Many existing methods such as rule interestingness measures and rule quality measures
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from statistics and information theory areas were reported in [17, 35, 85]. Comparisons
of different measures are reported for general purpose applications. We say a measure
is a subjective measure if it is defined based on a domain expert’s opinions towards the
particular application [35]. A measure is an objective measure if it measures the data itself
without any predefined opinions. Subjective measures that use real human evaluators
are the optimal measure to evaluate rules, although they are sometimes infeasible and
expensive, because they may require humans to look at a large number of rules. Previous
studies on rule evaluations focus mostly on objective measures [35], which do not contain
any knowledge from the domain of the data. Therefore such objective measures may not
sufficiently evaluate whether a rule is indeed interesting for a certain domain.
In this thesis, we study and propose several rule evaluation measures for the purpose of
facilitating the knowledge understanding process. Our motivation is to design automatic
rule evaluation measures that can bring both domain related knowledge (such as what are
the important attributes and what are the expected results) and the objective measures
together into the rule evaluations. Such measures are proposed to help to extract and rank
important rules from a large number of rules generated by a learning algorithm.
1.3 Objectives
We elaborate on our goals in this thesis as follows.
• Domain-based Rule Templates. As explained earlier, rule evaluation measures can
be categorized into two groups, objective measures and subjective measures. The
objective measures on evaluating rules provide a straightforward way to evaluate.
However, they cannot provide a sufficient evaluation for specific application pur-
poses. Consider association rules generation [3] as an example. An association rules
algorithm is used to extract item-item relationships among large transaction data
sets. For example, in a market basket analysis, by analyzing transaction records
from the market, we could use association rule algorithms to discover frequently pur-
chased items such as bread and milk, because when customers buy bread, they will
probably buy milk. This type of item-item associations can be used in the market
analysis to increase the amount of milk sold in the market. Support and confidence
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are the two most commonly used measures in this algorithm for itemset generation
and rule generation [3]. We call the left hand side of a rule the antecedent, and the
right hand side of a rule the consequent. Support measures how often the antecedent
and the consequent of a rule appear together in the transaction set. Confidence gives
a ratio of the number of transactions where the antecedent and the consequent ap-
pear together to the number of transactions where the antecedent appears. However,
there are usually a few other measures applied in addition to support and confidence
in rule generation. This is because, even with higher support and higher confidence
values to reflect an increased interest in the rules, still a large number of rules are
generated. Extra measures are necessary to help reduce the number of rules, and at
the same time extract only interesting and important rules.
In the real world, deciding what kinds of rules are interesting is quite subjective.
Domain experts are by far the best suited to evaluate whether a rule is interesting
or not. For some domain experts, they may be interested in a certain set of rules,
whereas the same set of rules may not be as interesting to other domain experts.
For example, in the market-basket analysis, rules showing the relations between beer
and diapers might be interesting to market business people; nutrition doctors may
be more interested in finding rules containing the relations between people who buy
nutritional items, such as vitamins and fruits. With the help of a domain expert,
not only can interesting rules be found and recommended to users, but also the
computational cost for rule generations can be largely reduced by combining the
domain related background into the rule generation process.
We study rule templates, patterns to define items that appear both in the antecedent
and consequent of association rules, as a subjective rule evaluation measure in this
thesis. The concept of “Rule Template” was first presented by Klemettinen et al.
in 1994 [45]. Rule templates describe patterns for those items that appear both
in the antecedent and in the consequent of association rules [45]. A rule matches
the defined template if this rule is an instance of the template. We will explain in
more detail this concept and its usage in Section 3.2. Domain related knowledge is
taken into account for the designing of rule templates towards certain applications.
We demonstrate how to use the rule templates to integrate the domain knowledge,
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and show the effectiveness of rule evaluations that utilize the rule templates. We
also present experiments to show that with domain knowledge considered in the rule
evaluation process, a smaller amount of rules with very high interestingness will be
extracted.
• Rough Sets Theory based Rule Evaluations. Rough sets theory was introduced by
Pawlak in the early 1980’s [72]. He introduced an early application of rough sets the-
ory to knowledge discovery systems, and suggested that a rough sets approach can
be used to increase the likelihood of correct predictions by identifying and removing
redundant variables. Efforts into applying rough sets theory to knowledge discovery
in databases have focused on decision making, data analysis, discovering and char-
acterizing the inter-data relationships, and discovering interesting patterns [73]. It
is shown to be an interesting and powerful theory, and it has been used previously
in attribute selection, rule induction, classification, multi-agent systems, medical
diagnosis and other application domains. According to the rough sets theory, an
information system can be considered as a decision table, which is used to specify
what conditions lead to decisions. A sample decision table is shown in the following
Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: A Decision Table for Predicting the Mileage of Cars
U model cylinder transmission weight mileage
1 USACar 6 auto heavy low
2 JapanCar 4 manual light high
3 GermanCar 6 auto heavy medium
4 JapanCar 4 auto light medium
A decision table can be defined as T = (U,C,D), where U is the set of objects in
the table, C is the set of the condition attributes and D is the set of the decision
attributes. In Table 1.1, {model,cylinder,transmission,weight} is the set of condition
attributes, and {mileage} is the set of decision attributes. A reduct of a decision table
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is a subset of the condition attributes that are sufficient to define the decision at-
tributes. Reducts are often used in the attribute selection process at the data prepro-
cessing stage in a knowledge discovery system. For example, {model,transmission}
can be a reduct of Table 1.1. A reduct is not unique [72], and there may exist
multiple reducts for one decision table. The core of a decision table is contained in
every reduct, and it can be considered as the essential information of a decision table.
Any reduct generated from the original data set cannot exclude the core attributes.
Reduct and core are often used in the attribute selection process. We will give more
detailed explanation for the rough sets theory and its usage in Section 2.1.
Since one of the uses for rough sets theory is to select the most relevant attributes to-
wards a classification task, and to remove the unimportant attributes, rules generated
by a learning algorithm can be considered more important if there exist important
attributes in the rules. Therefore this theory can provide a theoretical foundation
for rule evaluations. We study the mechanism of rough sets theory, and we pro-
pose a Rule Importance Measure, and a Rules-As-Attributes Measure that are both
based on rough sets theory. We consider the important attributes as indications of
the domain related knowledge. Therefore by combining such indications into rule
evaluations, the important rules extracted through these measures can represent the
important information contained in the original knowledge. We will demonstrate how
to use such evaluation measures in practical applications such as medical diagnosis
and personalization systems in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
• Data Preprocessing and Rule Evaluations. In practical applications, there usually
exists incomplete data from the data collection process, because of the unavailability
of information, redundant diagnosis tests, unknown data and so on. Discarding all
data containing the missing attribute values cannot fully preserve the characteris-
tics of the original data. Such incompleteness affects the rule generation process.
Either the rule generation algorithms have to be adapted to handle the incomplete
input, or the generated rules have to be further processed in order to understand
the discovered knowledge with the incomplete information. Processing data with in-
complete information becomes an important problem in data mining and knowledge
discovery tasks. In this thesis, we focus on how to preprocess data containing in-
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complete, missing attribute values. We believe that well preprocessed data can help
with rule evaluations as well. Preprocessing data containing missing values can be
integrated together with rule evaluations such as the Rule Importance Measure and
the Rules-As-Attributes Measure to extract important rules.
Grzymala-Busse et al. [28] summarized nine approaches to solve missing values, such
as assigning the most common values or assigning an average value to the missing
attribute. These approaches make good use of all the available data. However the
assigned value may not come from the information from which the data was originally
derived; thus, noise is brought to the data. Let us consider the decision table Ta-
ble 1.1 as an example. Suppose in the second data record, the value under attribute
“transmission” is missing, as shown in Table 1.2. If we assign the most common
value “auto” for attribute “transmission” to the missing value, we obtain informa-
tion specifying that “a Japanese car, with four cylinders, automatic transmission,
and light weight has a high mileage”. This is contradictory to the fourth record,
which indicates such a car has a medium mileage.
Table 1.2: Table 1.1 with One Missing Value
U model cylinder transmission weight mileage
1 USACar 6 auto heavy low
2 JapanCar 4 ? light high
3 GermanCar 6 auto heavy medium
4 JapanCar 4 auto light medium
In this thesis, we explore a new usage of association rule algorithms to predict missing
attribute values, combining with the rough sets theory. We name it the “ItemRSFit”
approach [58]. We will discuss the mechanism of this approach on predicting missing
attribute values, and show empirical results on various applications in Chapter 6. Our
experiments indicate this proposed approach obtains a higher prediction accuracy than
other existing approaches.
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We also demonstrate through a rough set based knowledge discovery system, illustrated
by Figure 7.2 in Chapter 7, how the methods discussed in this thesis can be adapted in
a practical system. One of the proposed rule evaluation measures, the Rule Importance
Measure, has its usage and value demonstrated through a case study on an actual user-
centric web personalization system.
1.4 Contributions
The focus of this thesis is to solve the problems of how to interpret discovered knowledge
(in the format of rules), how to decide for a user whether one rule is better than another
without examining all the rules one by one manually, and how to provide a way to extract
such better and important knowledge.
The contributions in this thesis are:
• We demonstrate through empirical studies how appropriately defined rule templates
can be used towards a recommendation application as rule interestingness measures.
A recommender system is an intelligent system that can predict a user’s interests
based on a database of known users’ profiles. We show a new method of using as-
sociation rule algorithms for recommender systems, which apply properly defined
rule templates to obtain interesting recommendations. Our method does not require
users to provide scores for every item in the system, in order to generate recom-
mendations. The rule templates can be used during the rule generation process to
limit both the type of rules expected and the quantities of rules. This approach is a
subjective rule interestingness measure, which can be combined together with other
rule interestingness measures for rule evaluation purposes.
• We propose a Rule Importance Measure which is an automatic and objective ap-
proach to extract and rank important rules. This measure is applied throughout
the rule generation process. The Rule Importance Measure differentiates rules by
indicating which rules are more important than other rules. The Rule Importance
Measure can be used in a variety of applications such as medical diagnosis, construc-
tion of spam filters, object labeling in criminology and so on. Our method is among
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the few attempts to apply rough sets theory to association rule generation, in order to
improve the utility of an association rule. The Rule Importance Measure is different
from both rule interestingness measures [35] and rule quality measures [17], which
are the two commonly used approaches on evaluating rules. Most of the rule interest-
ingness measures are used to evaluate classification rules, and different people have
different definitions for “interestingness”. Our Rule Importance Measure is instead
applied to evaluate association rules. It is an easy and objective measure. The Rule
Importance Measure is different from the rule quality measures as well. They are of-
ten used in the post-pruning process of the knowledge discovery procedure to remove
redundant rules, and applied on classification rules. The Rule Importance Measure
is instead applied from the process of reduct generation to rule generation; therefore,
our measure does not require the rules to be generated before being evaluated. One
can use the Rule Importance Measure upon the data set directly, and obtain a list
of ranked rules by their importance.
• We propose a Rules-As-Attributes method to evaluate important rules by taking
advantage of rough sets theory. We consider rules generated from the original data
set as attributes in the new constructed decision table. Reducts generated from this
new decision table contain essential attributes, which are the rules. Only important
rules are contained in the reducts. We call such rules “Reduct Rules”. Experiments
show that the Reduct Rules are more important, and this new method provides an
automatic and effective way of ranking rules.
• We explore a new usage of association rule algorithms on predicting missing attribute
values, combining with the rough sets theory. The experimental results show the new
proposed ItemRSFit approach obtains higher prediction accuracy than most of the
existing approaches [28]. It relies on its own data as a knowledge base and therefore
the predicted values are not biased.
• We discuss how knowledge discovery systems can, in particular, benefit from the
integration of the approaches proposed in this thesis. We also demonstrate how our
approaches can be used for a specific real world problem. We show through an actual
user-centric web personalization system the utilities of the proposed approaches in
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this thesis for rule evaluations to predict whether an online purchase will happen.
Such a prediction is made according to the observed online searching and browsing
user behaviours. Through this case study, we also find that certain user-centric
features are more important than others in predicting online purchases. For example,
we can discover the fact that some user made a purchase online previously indicates
such a user is more likely to perform online purchases in the future.
1.5 Organization of This Thesis
Throughout this thesis we present a series of rule evaluation approaches as well as case
studies. There are three main parts in this thesis. In the first part, we introduce our
proposed rule evaluation approaches. In the second part, we discuss our research efforts on
processing missing attribute values, which can contribute to the process of rule generation
as well as rule evaluation. In the third part of this thesis, we demonstrate through a specific
case study how the proposed approaches in Part I and Part II can be utilized in an actual
system.
As background, in Chapter 2, we introduce rough sets theory, the related important
concepts, and current rough set based knowledge discovery systems. We also introduce the
association rule algorithms and briefly discuss current rule evaluation techniques, including
rule interestingness measures, the Rule Importance Measure, and the Rules-As-Attributes
Measure. Background work on recommender systems is also presented in this chapter.
Part I. From Chapter 3 to Chapter 5, we discuss our rule evaluation approaches.
In Chapter 3, we provide a detailed survey of the current existing rule interestingness
measures, and we analyze their application domains through experiments. We then intro-
duce a novel approach of using rule templates as one of the interestingness measures to
facilitate recommending rules generated by association rule algorithms. Experiments on a
recommendation data set demonstrate the effectiveness of this rule measure.
In Chapter 4, we introduce the new measure, the Rule Importance Measure, based on
rough sets theory. We explain the model, and show the experimental results through an
artificial car data set [39], UCI machine learning data sets from the University of California,
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Irvine [21], and a geriatric care data set [53], which is a real world data set from Dalhousie
University Medical School to predict the patients’ survival status. We demonstrate that
the Rule Importance Measure provides a diverse way of ranking how important a rule is.
In Chapter 5, We explain a new method to discover important rules by considering
rules as attributes, the Rules-As-Attributes Measure. Association rules are used for rule
generations. A new decision table is constructed by considering all the rules as condition
attributes. Reducts generated from this new decision table contain essential attributes,
which are the rules. Only important rules are contained in the reducts. Experiments on an
artificial data set, UCI [21] machine learning data sets and real-world data sets show that
the reduct rules are more important and representative than those that do not exist in the
reduct of the new decision table. This new method provides an automatic and effective
way of ranking rules.
Part II. In Chapter 6, we discuss a method of processing missing attribute values based
on rough sets theory and association rules. Empirical studies on UCI [21] machine learning
data sets and a real world data set demonstrate a significant increase of prediction accuracy
obtained from this new integrated approach.
Part III. In Chapter 7 we demonstrate how to use the proposed rule evaluation tech-
niques and data preprocessing approaches proposed in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 within a
knowledge discovery system. We also provide a case study of using the Rule Importance
Measure in a user-centric web personalization system, and as such we show empirically
how the techniques discussed in this thesis can be adapted into an actual application.
In Chapter 8, we summarize the main contributions of this thesis, which lie in a series of
rule evaluation measures and the explorations of their empirical applications. Researchers
interested in rule evaluations, as well as their applications in data mining systems will be
interested in this thesis. We discuss possible future work as the extension of our current
work.
Our earlier thoughts on many issues presented in this thesis have appeared in several
publications [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 59, 60, 61], which are encouraging indications of
the interests in our research within the data mining community.
Chapter 2
Background
The main focus of this thesis is to propose rough set based rule evaluation approaches;
therefore, we review related work on rough sets theory and on rule generation and eval-
uation, as background work. We first introduce rough sets theory, which serves as the
theoretical foundation for the rule evaluation approaches we proposed later in the thesis.
Current rough set based knowledge discovery systems are summarized as well. We then
discuss background work in rule generation and evaluation, beginning with a discussion
of association rules, used as the basis for the rule generation and evaluation approaches
presented within this thesis. Related work on recommender systems is discussed at the
end of this chapter.
2.1 Rough Sets Theory
Rough sets theory was first introduced by Pawlak in the 1980’s [72]. An early application of
rough sets theory to knowledge discovery systems was introduced to identify and remove
redundant variables, and to classify imprecise and incomplete information. Reduct and
core are the two important concepts in rough sets theory. Based on Pawlak’s book [72],




A data set can be represented as a decision table, which is used to specify what conditions
lead to decisions. A decision table is defined as T = (U,C,D), where U is the set of
objects in the table, C is the set of the condition attributes and D is the set of the decision
attributes. We show an example of a decision table in the following Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Artificial Car Data Set
ID make model cyl door displace compress power trans weight Mileage
1 USA 6 2 Medium High High Auto Medium Medium
2 USA 6 4 Medium Medium Medium Manual Medium Medium
3 USA 4 2 Small High Medium Auto Medium Medium
4 USA 4 2 Medium Medium Medium Manual Medium Medium
5 USA 4 2 Medium Medium High Manual Medium Medium
6 USA 6 4 Medium Medium High Auto Medium Medium
7 USA 4 2 Medium Medium High Auto Medium Medium
8 USA 4 2 Medium High High Manual Light High
9 Japan 4 2 Small High Low Manual Light High
10 Japan 4 2 Medium Medium Medium Manual Medium High
11 Japan 4 2 Small High High Manual Medium High
12 Japan 4 2 Small Medium Low Manual Medium High
13 Japan 4 2 Small High Medium Manual Medium High
14 USA 4 2 Small High Medium Manual Medium High
This table shows an artificial data set about the cars [39]. The mileage of a car is related
to the model of the car, the number of cylinders, the number of doors, the displacement, the
compression, the power, the transmission, and the weight of the car. Table 2.1 can be used
to decide whether a car has a high or medium mileage according to its features (e.g., the
model, the transmission and the weight). For example, the first row of this table specifies
that a USA car, with 6 cylinders, 2 doors, medium displacement, high compression, high
power, automatic transmissions, and medium weight, has a medium mileage.
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The rows in this table are called the objects, and the columns in this table are called
attributes [40]. Condition attributes are the features of a car related to its mileage; there-
fore, C = {make model, cyl, door, displace, compress, power, trans, weight}. Mileage is
the decision attribute; therefore, D = {Mileage}. There are 14 objects in this data, and
there do not exist missing attribute values.
Here we only look at the situation when the value of the decision attributes is binary.
And we will not discuss the situation when the condition attributes have missing values.
The reduct and the core are important concepts in rough sets theory. Reduct sets
contain all the representative attributes from the original data set. A reduct contains a
subset of condition attributes that are sufficient to classify the decision table. A reduct
may not be unique. The core is contained in all the reduct sets, and it is the necessity of
the whole data. Any reduct generated from the original data set cannot exclude the core
attributes.
Table 2.2: Multiple Reducts for the Artificial Car Data Set
No. Reduct Sets
1 {make model, compress, power, trans}
2 {make model, cyl, compress, trans}
3 {make model, displace, compress, trans}
4 {make model, cyl, door, displace, trans, weight}
Table 2.2 shows the reducts of the car data set generated by the ROSETTA soft-
ware [69]. For example, a reduct can be a set of condition attributes containing {the
model, the compression, the power and the transmissions} of a car. With this reduct, all
the 14 objects can be correctly classified completely (according to their mileage type). A
subset of {make model, cyl} is not a reduct of this car data, because with only these two
attributes one cannot fully classify all the objects; in addition, there exists redundancy and
contradictions. For example, in Table 2.1, with a subset of {make model, cyl}, we cannot
classify object No.7 and No.8. They both describe USA cars with 4 cylinders, but they
have different mileage.
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A reduct is often used in the attribute selection process to reduce unnecessary attributes
towards decision making applications. According to the reduct No.1 in Table 2.2, one
can generate a rule, i.e., a USA car with high compression, high power and automatic
transmission has medium mileage, which is more succinct than a rule specifying that a
USA car with 6 cylinders, 2 doors, medium displacement, high compression, high power,
automatic transmissions and medium weight, has medium mileage.
Core attributes are the essential information in a data set. The core attributes are
contained by all the reducts. From Table 2.2, we can see the intersection of all the listed
reducts is as follows.
{make model, trans}
This set contains the core attributes. Core attributes can be obtained by the core genera-
tion algorithms proposed by Hu et al. [40], discussed in greater detail in Section 2.1.3.
More discussion on other related concepts in rough sets theory is included in Ap-
pendix A.
2.1.2 Rough Sets based Knowledge Discovery Systems
We briefly survey current rough sets based knowledge discovery systems. We discuss the
individual functions of each system based on general characteristics, such as the data sets,
the preprocessing tasks, the related rough sets tasks, the rule generations and so on.
1. ROSETTA ROSETTA [69] is freely distributed. Downloadable versions for both the
Windows and Linux operating systems are available. The software supports the com-
plete data mining process, from data preprocessing, including handling incomplete
data, data discretization, generating reduct sets which contain essential attributes for
the given data set, to classification, rule generation, and cross validation evaluation.
Some discretization and reducts generation packages are from the RSES library [12].
2. RSES2.2 RSES [12] stands for Rough Set Exploration System. There are down-
loadable versions for both the Windows and Linux operating systems. It is still
maintained and being developed. The system supports data preprocessing, handling
incomplete data, data decomposition, reducts generation, classification, and cross
validations.
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3. ROSE2 ROSE [75] stands for Rough Sets Data Explorer. This software is designed
to process data with large boundary regions. The software supports data prepro-
cessing, data discretization, handling missing values, core and reducts generation,
classifications and rule generation, as well as evaluations. This software provides not
only the classical rough set model, but also the variable precision model, which is
not provided by [12] and [69].
4. LERS LERS [24] stands for Learning from Examples based on Rough Sets. It is
not publicly available. The system was designed especially to process missing values
of attributes and inconsistency in the data set. Certain rules and possible rules are
both extracted based on the lower and upper approximations.
In addition to the rough sets based systems mentioned above, there are other available
knowledge discovery systems based on the methodologies of rough sets such as DBROUGH [41]
and GROBIAN [44].
These systems demonstrate the use of rough sets theory for knowledge discovery by
several researchers.
2.1.3 Current Reduct Generation and Core Generation Approaches
As discussed earlier, a reduct of a decision table is a set of condition attributes that is
sufficient to define the decision attributes. A reduct does not contain redundant attributes
towards a classification task. It is often used in the attribute selection process to reduce
the redundant attributes, and to reduce the computation cost for rule generations. There
may exist more than one reduct for each decision table. Finding all the reduct sets for a
data set is NP-hard [48]. Approximation algorithms are used to obtain reduct sets [10].
The intersection of all the possible reducts is called the core. The core is contained in all
the reduct sets, and it is the essential part of the whole data. Any reduct generated from
the original data set cannot exclude the core attributes.
Previously, many research efforts on designing reduct generation and core generation
approaches have been proposed. In this section, we summarize a few current algorithms
and software that are commonly used and clarify where they are introduced in our thesis.
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• ROSETTA In this thesis, we use ROSETTA [69] GUI version 1.4.41. For reduct
generation, the software provides Genetic reducer, Johnson reducer, Holte1R reducer,
Manual reducer, Dynamic reducer, RSES Exhaustive reducer and so on. Genetic re-
ducer is an approximation algorithm based on a genetic algorithm for multiple reducts
generation. The Johnson reducer generates only a single reduct with minimum num-
ber of attributes.
In this thesis, we use Genetic reducer for multiple reduct generation in Chapter 4
and 7, and the Johnson reducer with the default option of full discernibility1 [68] for
single reduct generation in Chapter 4, 5 and 6. We choose Johnson reducer from
ROSETTA, because it is designed to generate one single reduct with the minimal
number of attributes. For the multiple reduct generations used in Chapter 4, we
use ROSETTA’s Genetic reducer because this allows no constraints on the number
of generated reducts, and we consider this to be preserving the original character-
istics of the data set, which is appropriate towards our goal of designing automatic
rule evaluation approaches. The exhaustive reducers in ROSETTA and RSES also
generate multiple reducts, but this function cannot be used for large datasets [68].
Therefore we do not use them in this thesis.
• RSES The current version of RSES [12] is RSES 2.2.1. RSES provides a genetic
algorithm to control the number of reducts generated, which is appropriate for larger
data sets to only generate representative reducts. The RSES system is described in
more detail in Section 7.2, and its reduct generation algorithm is used within the
case study described in Section 7.3.
Note that there are other reduct generation approaches provided by some other software
such as ROSE2 [75]. In ROSE2 software, there are three reduct generation functions, the
“lattice search”, “heuristic search” and “manual search” approaches [75]. The “lattice
1For reduct generation, there are two options on discernibility provided by the ROSETTA software,
which are full discernibility and object related discernibility [68]. With the option of full discernibility, the
software will produce a set of minimal attribute subsets that can discern all the objects from each other.
With object related discernibility, the software produces reducts that can discern a certain object from all
the other objects.
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search” approach for reduct generation is used when the expected number of reducts are
rather small. The other two reduct generations support larger datasets although they
require domain experts’ knowledge on the data for choosing attributes. In this thesis we
are interested in discovering knowledge from real world applications, which often involve
large data sets; therefore, we do not use this software in this thesis.
Hu’s Reduct and Core Generation
• Hu et al. [40] proposed a new rough set model based on database operations such
as cardinality and projection. By combining a relational algebra with the rough sets
theory, the approach is designed to increase the efficiency of the core and reduct
computation. A reduct is redefined based on the database operations.
The reduct is defined to be a subset REDU(⊆ C) of condition attributes with respect
to the decision attribute D, where REDU is a minimum subset of attributes that has
the same classification power as the entire condition attributes. Let K(REDU,D)
be the proportion of the data instances in the decision table that can be classified.
K is also defined to be the degree of dependency between REDU and the decision
attribute D, and is the stopping criteria for the algorithm, as shown in Eq. 2.1. Card






A measure of merit value is defined to evaluate the effect of each condition attribute
on the decision attribute D. For a condition attribute Ci ∈ C, the merit of Ci can
be calculated by
Merit(Ci, C,D) = 1−
Card(Π(C − {Ci}+ D))
Card(Π(C + D))
. (2.2)
During the reduct generation, the condition attribute with the highest merit value at
the moment is included in the reduct. In case multiple highest merit values exist, the
condition attribute with the least combination with other attributes in the current
reduct is selected. The algorithm iterates until the minimum set of attributes which is
as representative as the entire condition attributes is obtained. The reduct generation
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algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The reduct generation is designed to guarantee
Algorithm 1: Hu’s Reduct Generating Algorithm
input : Decision table T (C,D), C is the condition attributes set; D is the decision
attribute set.
output: REDU , reduct of C.
Core Generation Algorithm to generate Core ;1
REDU = Core;2
AR = C −REDU ;3
for each attribute Ci ∈ AR do4





/*In case there are several attributes with the same merit value,
choose the attribute which has the least number of combinations with
those attributes in REDU. minimum(Card(Π({Cj}+ REDU))) */
REDU = REDU + {Cj}, AR = AR− {Cj};8
if K(REDU,D) = 1 then return REDU ;9
else go to Step 410
that the generated reduct will have the minimum number of attributes.
• Recall that the core represents the most important information of the original data
set; all reducts contain the core.
Since it is infeasible to obtain the core attributes by intersecting all the possible
reducts, other approaches are proposed to generate the core attributes. Hu et al. [40]
introduced a core generation algorithm based on rough sets theory and efficient
database operations, without generating reducts. The algorithm is shown in Al-
gorithm 2, where C is the set of condition attributes, and D is the set of decision
attributes.
This algorithm is developed to consider the effect of each condition attribute on the
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Algorithm 2: Core Generating Algorithm
input : Decision table T (C,D), C is the condition attributes set; D is the decision
attribute set.
output: Core, Core attributes set.
Core← φ;1
for each condition attribute A ∈ C do2
if Card(Π(C − {A}+ D)) 6= Card(Π(C − {A})) then3




decision attribute. The intuition is that, if the core attribute is removed from the
decision table, the rest of the attributes will bring different information to the decision
making. A theoretical proof of this algorithm is provided in [40]. The algorithm takes
advantage of efficient database operations such as count and projection. Since the
attributes of the core are contained in any reduct sets of a data set, this algorithm
also provides an evaluation to justify the correctness of the reduct sets.
We use Hu’s algorithm for core generation in Chapter 4, 5 and 6.
There are other reduct generation approaches such as the QuickReduct algorithm, which
was first applied in information retrieval systems to reduce the dimensions of the input text
data [19]. The algorithm uses the same stopping criteria of the degree of dependency as
Eq. 2.1 to select a reduct. Comparing to Hu’s reduct generation, this algorithm initializes
the reduct set with an empty set, whereas for Hu’s approach the reduct set is initialized
to be the core set. Note that Hu’s reduct generation and QuickReduct generation do not
always produce the minimum reduct [89]. Recent research [95] indicates an addition-only
strategy normally will not produce a minimum reduct.
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2.2 Association Rules
The association rule algorithm was first introduced in [3] and is commonly referred to as
the apriori association rule algorithm. It can be used to discover rules from transaction
datasets. The algorithm first generates frequent itemsets, which are sets of items that have
transaction support more than the minimum support; then based on these itemsets, the
association rules are generated which satisfy the minimum confidence. Many contributions
on how to efficiently generate frequent itemsets and generate rules have been reported [15,
32, 74, 96].
Association rule algorithms can be used to find associations among items from trans-
actions. For example, in market basket analysis, by analyzing transaction records from the
market, we could use association rule algorithms to discover different shopping behaviours
such as, when customers buy bread, they will probably buy milk. This type of behaviour
can be used in the market analysis to increase the amount of milk sold in the market.
An association rule [3] is a rule of the form α → β, where α and β represent itemsets
which do not share common items. The association rule α→ β holds in the transaction set
D with confidence c if c% of transactions in D that contain α also contain β. Confidence
can be represented as c = |α∪β|
|α|
. The rule α → β has support s in the transaction set
D if s% of transactions in D contain α ∪ β. Support can be represented as s = |α∪β|
|D|
.
Here, we call α antecedent, and β consequent. Confidence gives a ratio of the number
of transactions that the antecedent and the consequent appear together to the number of
transactions the antecedent appears. Support measures how often the antecedent and the
consequent appear together in the transaction set. The following example gives a sample
association rule.
Example 1 In the market basket analysis, given customers’ shopping carts containing
{bread, beer, cheese, apple, banana, beef, . . ., icecream}, an association rule indicating the
associations between frequently purchased items in the shopping carts,
bread → cheese (80%, 60%) states that 80% of the customers who bought bread, also
bought cheese, and that 60% of customers bought both items.
A problem of using the association rules algorithm is that there are usually too many
rules generated and it is difficult to analyze these rules. Support and confidence are often
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used as interestingness measures to control how interesting the rules are. Generally, a
rule is considered interesting if the rule has higher support and higher confidence than the
predefined minimum support and confidence for rule generations [35].
2.3 Rule Evaluation Approaches
2.3.1 Rule Interestingness Measures
Knowledge discovered from data mining and knowledge discovery processes can be repre-
sented in different forms, such as association rules, classification rules, sequential patterns
and so on. In general the amount of generated knowledge is very large, but not all of the
knowledge is interesting and useful. This is because there is usually redundant information
in the huge amount of input data, and the knowledge containing the redundant information
is not interesting. In addition, some knowledge may be obvious according to a certain do-
main. The rule interestingness measure is a technique to evaluate how interesting, useful
and relevant the knowledge is. Different applications may have different interestingness
measures emphasizing different aspects of the applications. For example, support and con-
fidence are used to measure how interesting the association rules are. These two measures
are used to evaluate the item-item relations within a transaction data. Rules generated
based on more frequently occurred together items are more interesting. On the other hand,
the J-measure [82] evaluates classification rules. Rules more related to discrete-valued at-
tributes are considered more interesting. Hilderman and Hamilton provided an extensive
survey on the current interestingness measures [35] for different data mining tasks. We will
discuss rule interestingness measures, and show how to use rule templates [45], which de-
scribe patterns appearing both in the antecedent and in the consequent of association rules,
as one of the interestingness measures for a recommendation application in Chapter 3.
2.3.2 Rule Quality Measures
The concept of rule quality measures was first proposed by Bruha [17]. The motivation for
exploring this measure is that decision rules are different with different predicting abilities,
different degrees to which people trust the rules and so on. Measures evaluating these
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different characteristics should be used to help people understand and use the rules more
effectively. These measures have been known as the rule quality measures. The rule quality
measures are often applied in the post-pruning step during the rule extraction procedure [6].
In general, rule generation system uses rule quality measures to determine the stopping
criteria for the rule generations and to extract high quality rules. We will discuss the rule
quality measure in Section 4.3.6 for comparison with the Rule Importance Measure.
2.3.3 Rule Importance Measures
The Rule Importance Measure [57] is a novel rough set based rule evaluation measure
that we propose to evaluate association rules. It is applied from the process of reduct
generation to rule generation to evaluate how important the association rules are. The
intuition behind this measure is that, there exist multiple reducts for a data set. Each
reduct is representative of the original data, therefore rules generated from reducts are
representative rules extracted from the data set. Since a reduct is not unique, rule sets
generated from different reducts contain different sets of rules. However, more important
rules will be generated in most of the rule sets; less important rules will be generated less
frequently than those more important ones. The frequencies of the rules can therefore
represent the importance of the rules. We present the detail of this measure in Chapter 4.
2.3.4 Rules-As-Attributes Measure
A rule evaluation measure based on rough sets theory is proposed by considering rules as
the conditional attributes within a decision table [59]. A set of association rules are first
generated for a given data set. Then such rules are considered as the condition attributes in
a new constructed decision table. The decision attributes in this new constructed decision
table are from the original data set. Reducts further generated from this new decision
table contain essential attributes, which are the rules. Only important rules are contained
in the reducts. This new method provides an automatic and effective way of ranking rules.
We present the details of this approach in Chapter 5.
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2.4 Recommender Systems
A recommender system is an intelligent system that uses a database of known users’ pro-
files to predict a new user’s interests. There are two types of recommender systems:
content-based recommender systems and collaborative filtering recommender systems [9].
Content-based recommender systems make recommendations to new users based on the
content of the available users’ interests. Content-based recommender systems, such as
NewsWeeder [49] and InfoFinder [46], require representative properties from the data,
which are hard to extract. On the other hand, collaborative filtering systems observe the
behaviours and the patterns of the current users, and make recommendations based on the
similarities between the current users and other users. Much research work on collabora-
tive recommender systems, such as GroupLens [79] and Ringo [80], are receiving attention.
Other researchers follow the model-based approaches, which construct proper models for
different user behaviour patterns. The behaviour of a new user can be predicted based
on these user behaviour models. In order to build the model, various methods are used,
such as cluster analysis, Bayesian belief network and the most recent probabilistic mixture
model [?, 38, 37, 97]. In this thesis, we are interested in collaborative filtering systems,
which are also called personalization systems.
We introduce two well-known collaborative filtering systems as follows.
• Amazon. Amazon (http://www.amazon.com/) is an online shopping store mainly
for books, music CD, video, and other products (such as apparel and electronics)
as well. In a general searching for a particular product, for example, the book
of “The Da Vinci Code”, the web site will recommend products “Customers who
bought this also bought”, “Angels & Demons” by the same author, as one of the
recommended books, shown in Figure 2.1. Frequent visiting users are expected to
sign in with their accounts to access, search, and shop for the products they are
interested in. This system therefore uses customers’ identities, as well as the web
pages they have browsed for creating and updating their recommendation databases
(dynamically). Customers with similar user profiles may be clustered into the same
user group. User-group-specific recommendations can be created for certain types of
users. Recommendations are suggested to the new customers who have demonstrated
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Figure 2.1: Amazon Online Recommender System
similar profiles to those profiles in the recommendation database. Therefore the
system provides more precise recommendations to the customers who sign in with
their accounts and have previous histories in the system based on matching their
profiles with the created profiles.
• MovieLens. MovieLens (http://movielens.umn.edu/login) is a movie recommenda-
tion system developed by University of Minnesota. The project is still ongoing. Users
must have an individual account to get signed in order to use the recommendation
system; however, the user’s personal information (such as age group, gender, etc.) is
not required. If a new user is observed, the system requires the minimum input of a
ranking for 15 movies from the user side. The movies ranked by the new users can be
used not only to update the current databases, but also to create the user’s profile.
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The more movies the user ranks, the more precise the recommendation will be. The
system uses a MySQL database to store the data, and Perl to parse the query and
search, and achieve the matched results. Figure 2.2 shows the ranked movies by the
user (the left figure, ranking shown in blue color) and the recommended movies by
the system (the right figure, ranking shown by red color).
Figure 2.2: Rated and Recommended Movies by MovieLens
What is unique with the MovieLens system is that the system not only recommends
the movies to the users, but also provides the ratings of the movies to the user, from
the highest interested movies to the lowest interested movies.
In Chapter 3 we discuss the application of recommending movies to users as the context
of our exploration of rule interestingness.
Chapter 3
Rule Templates as Rule
Interestingness Measures
One of the main issues with data mining and knowledge discovery in databases is how
to interpret and evaluate the discovered knowledge from large data. Many research ef-
forts concentrate on how to use certain measures to rank the generated knowledge. The
motivation for this chapter is that we would like to explore the possibilities of applying
association rules for recommender systems. A recommender system [9] uses a database
of known users’ profiles to predict a new user’s interests. A recommender system can be
considered as a knowledge discovery system, and the purpose of such system is to generate
rules that can help making “recommendations” such as decision support, medical diagnosis,
revenue forecast and so on. Such “recommendations” can be represented as rules, which
are generated from a knowledge discovery system. Association rule algorithms are used to
discover associations among items in transaction datasets. These associations can serve
as a rule generation engine for recommender systems, which suggests interesting items
based on the associations. However, applying association rule algorithms directly to make
recommendations usually generates too many rules; thus, it is difficult to find interesting
recommendations for users.
In this chapter, we concentrate on interpreting the rules and patterns by using the rule
interestingness measures. We first survey the existing interestingness measures which are
designed for different application purposes. We then introduce a new approach of using rule
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templates as one of the interestingness measures to facilitate recommending rules generated
by association rule algorithms. Let us take a recommender system as an example. The
interesting rules in such applications are rules which contain recommended items on the
consequent part of the rules. Rule templates can be defined to satisfy this demand. When
such templates are used in the association rule generation process, only rules used towards
the recommendation purposes will be generated.
Rule templates restrict the form of association rules; therefore, they are used as one of
the interestingness measures to reduce the number of rules in which users are not interested.
By defining appropriate rule templates, we are able to extract interesting rules for users in
a recommender system.
The survey of current interestingness measure is provided in Section 3.1. Section 3.2
explains the definitions of rule templates, as well as how to use the templates, including
examples. Section 3.3 provides the experimental results on the EachMovie collaboration
data set. The concluding remarks on this section are provided in Section 3.4.
3.1 A Review of the Current Methods to Evaluate
Rule Interestingness
Knowledge discovered from data mining and knowledge discovery processes can be repre-
sented in different forms, such as association rules, classification rules, sequential patterns
and so on. In general the amount of generated knowledge is very large, but not all of the
knowledge is interesting and useful. This is because there is usually redundant information
in the huge amount of input data; thus, the knowledge containing the redundant informa-
tion is not interesting. Some knowledge may be obvious according to the domain. The
rule interestingness measure is a technique to evaluate how interesting, useful and rele-
vant the knowledge is. Different applications may have different interestingness measures
emphasizing different aspects of the applications.
Hilderman and Hamilton provided an extensive survey on the current interestingness
measures [35] for different data mining tasks. In this thesis, we are interested in exploring
interestingness measures related to association rules. We give a brief introduction to the
interestingness measures for association rules applications.
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• Support and Confidence. The measures used for apriori association rule algorithm
was proposed by Agrawal et al. [3]. The support of a rule measures how often the
antecedent and the consequent of a rule appear together in the transaction. The
confidence of a rule measures given that the antecedent appears in the transaction,
how often the antecedent and the consequent exist together. The minimum values of
support and confidence are predetermined to generate the association rules. These
two measures evaluate rules based on the statistical significance of the rule. Support
and confidence are used in the situation when the interest of the application is to
find associations between different items. The higher these two measures are, the
more interesting the rules are considered to be. These two measures are objective
measures.
• Lift. In [31] it is shown that the confidence of an association rule is an estimate of
the conditional probability of the consequent given the antecedent. Rules with high
confidence are considered to be interesting, but the confidence cannot measure the
independence between the consequent and the antecedent of the rule. The lift of an
association rule is used to measure whether the consequent and the antecedent are
independent or positively or negatively correlated. Suppose the association rule is




lift < 1 implies the negative correlation between A and B; lift > 1 implies a positive
correlation, which also shows that the occurrence of one implies the other; lift = 1
implies no correlations between A and B, and they are independent. Lift can be used
to extract negative rules, which cannot be extracted by confidence measures.
• Chi-squared Test. Brin et al. [16] also pointed out the problems with the original
confidence measure for association rules. The confidence measure may not rank in-
teresting rules especially when correlation is the measure to be used. The chi-squared
test for correlations is proposed to measure association rules because the measure not
only ranks the correlations but also the negative implications. χ2 statistic is defined
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For a contingency table shown as Table 3.1, the chi-square value is expressed as
follows [85].
Table 3.1: Sample 2× 2 Contingency Table for Binary Variables
B B̄
A f11 f10 f1+


















The χ2 measure can show whether the items in the rule are independent of each
other, but it cannot rank the rules. Also when the contingency table is sparse, the
measure is less accurate [31].
• Rule Templates. The concept of “Rule Template” was first presented by Klemettinen
et al. in 1994 [45]. Rule templates describe patterns for those items that appear both
in the antecedent and in the consequent of association rules [45]. A rule matches
the defined template if this rule is an instance of the template. Rule templates are
“syntactic constraints” [35] that specify certain forms of rules to be of interest. For
a rule in the form of the following.
Attribute1, Attribute2, . . . , Attributek → Attributem
Rule templates can be specified for both the antecedent and the consequent parts of
the rule to extract interested patterns. Since the templates are specified according
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to the need of the application, they are a subjective measure. The advantages of the
rule templates are that they can be defined quite flexibly according to the domain
experts. Interesting templates, uninteresting templates, surprising templates, impor-
tant templates and so on can all be defined according to the expected knowledge.
The rule templates can be used during the rule generation process to only extract
expected rules, or can be used after the rule generation to filter out rules that do not
match the templates. More examples on how to use rule templates are found in the
following Section 3.2.
• Gray and Orlowska’s Interestingness Measure. An interestingness measure combining
support and confidence together is introduced by Gray and Orlowskaz [25] as
following. Given a rule X → Y ,
I = ((
P (X ∩ Y )
P (X)× P (Y )
)k − 1)× (P (X)× P (Y ))m
where P (X ∩ Y ) is the confidence, P (X × Y ) is the support. The discrimination
factor is defined as P (X∩Y )
P (X)×P (Y )
. k and m are predefined parameters that specify the
importance of the discrimination factor and the support factor in the integrated
interestingness measures. This measure is an objective measure, and higher measures
imply more interesting rules.
• Neighborhood-Based Unexpectedness. Dong and Li [22] proposed an interestingness
measure to evaluate association rules based on the unexpectedness comparing to
other rules in its neighborhood. The neighborhood of a rule is decided by a distance
function which compares certain characters of the rules. This measure is a sub-
jective measure. Neighborhood-based interestingness measures such as unexpected
confidence interestingness and isolated interestingness are also introduced.
• Subpatterns and Superpatterns. Subpatterns and superpatterns of a pattern is ex-
plored to measure the interestingness of the association rules [92]. The authors
suggested that interestingness measures such as support and confidence should be
designed based on the frequencies of a pattern to its subpatterns, and it is not neces-
sary to consider the subpatterns of a pattern as interesting. Therefore by combining
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superpatterns together, redundant subpatterns can be filtered out and only more
interesting patterns are kept. This approach provides an objective measure of ex-
tracting interesting rules.
• Other Measures. There are a few other measures that are used for association rules.
Liu et al. proposed a measure [29] to extract exceptional and reliable patterns from
data. This measure is designed for the purpose of discovering rules that are not
considered as interesting by the support and confidence measures. It is also efficient
to extract weak and exceptional rules. The authors assume that exceptional rules
usually have a lower support value, while the items contained in the rule are important
items. Zhong et al. [67] introduced the concept of “peculiarity rules” that are the
unexpected though interesting association rules. Peculiar data can be found through
a peculiarity factor, which evaluates whether one attribute is very different from the
other attribute. A threshold is predefined to evaluate the peculiarity of the data, then
peculiar rules containing peculiar data are extracted. Other measures for different
applications can be found at [36].
Not all the interestingness measures are the same. Depending on different application
purposes, appropriate rule interestingness measures should be selected to extract proper
rules. More than one measure can be applied together to evaluate and explain the rules.
Tan et al. [86] evaluate twenty-one measures in their comparative experiments and sug-
gest different usage domains for these measures. They provide several properties of the
interestingness measures so that one can choose a proper measure for certain applications.
Their experiments also imply that not all the variables perform equally well at capturing
the dependencies among the variables. Furthermore, there is no measure that can per-
form consistently better than the others in all application domains. Different measures are
designed towards different domains.
In this chapter, we show that using the support and confidence measures only is not
sufficient for the application of generating recommendations for users. Rule templates,
as one of the rule interestingness measures, can be combined together with support and
confidence to facilitate evaluating rules. We further discuss and introduce other evaluation
measures in Chapters 4 and 5.
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3.2 Rule Templates
What is a Rule Template
The concept of “Rule Template” was first presented by Klemettinen et al. in 1994[45].
Rule templates describe patterns for those items that appear both in the antecedent and
in the consequent of association rules [45]. A rule matches the defined template if this rule
is an instance of the template; that is, we consider structure information inherent in the
data. By defining patterns and expressions that account for the data under consideration
and the kinds of interactions being sought, interesting rules are selected and uninteresting
rules will be filtered out.
Examples
We provide examples to define rule templates, and show how to design templates to select
interesting rules.
In a typical market basket analysis of grocery items purchased by customers, for exam-
ple, we list transactions for each customer as follows in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Sample Transactions for Each Customer
Customer ID Items Bought by Each Customer
1 Milk, Bread, Lettuce, Mushrooms
2 Cream, Cheese, Muffins, Shrimp, American Wine
3 Butter, Cheese, Lobster, Australian Wine
4 Cheese, Eggs, Peppers, Salmon
. . . . . .
For the transaction data sets used in this chapter, all the items in the data sets can be
classified into different classes. Table 3.3 lists items with their classes.
A rule template is a sequence of n components αi followed by a component β, and is
defined to be
α1, α2, . . . , αn ⇒ β.
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Table 3.3: Class Information and Their Items
Class Name Items Belonging to this Class
Dairy Milk, Cream, Eggs, Cheese, Butter, Yogurt, . . .
Bakery Bread, Croissants, Muffins, Pies, Tarts, Cheesecakes, . . .
Vegetables Broccoli, Carrots, Beans, Lettuce, Mushrooms, Peppers, . . .
Seafood Salmon, Tuna, Shrimp, Scallops, Crab, Lobster, . . .
White Wine American Wine, Australian Wine, Portugal Wine, . . .
. . . . . .
Each component αi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and β is of the form A, C, C+ or C∗, where A is an
attribute name and C is a class name. A class name C followed by a plus (+) can be
one or more instances of class C. A class name C followed a star (*) can be zero or more
instances of class C.
For example, using the transaction data of Table 3.2, a possible rule template can be
defined as shown in Example 2.
Example 2
Cheese, Seafood⇒ White Wine
which implies that we are interested in the kind of rules, such that when customers buy
cheese and seafood, they will probably buy white wine too. In this template, “Cheese” is
an attribute name, “Seafood” and “White Wine” are both class names.
We say a rule matches the template if the rule is an instance of the pattern. An example
of a rule matching the rule template defined by Example 2 is given by Example 3.
Example 3 The customer is interested in White Wine. It would be useful to know any
associations where White Wine is on the consequent part, and cheese with a kind of seafood
item are both on the antecedent part of the rule. For example,
Cheese, Shrimp⇒ American Wine
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Cheese, Lobster ⇒ Australian Wine
these rules match the template
Cheese, Seafood⇒ White Wine
as defined by Example 2.
By defining templates, we can extract rules that are interesting, and filter out uninter-
esting rules if the rules do not match the template. The following Example 4 show rules
not matching the template defined by Example 2.
Example 4
Cheese,Muffins⇒ American Wine
Butter, Lobster ⇒ Australian Wine
Here, in the first example, “Muffins” do not belong to the “Seafood” class. In the second
example, the attribute name is “Butter”; however, the attribute name defined in Example 2
is “Cheese”. Different attribute names do not match this template.
Rule templates can also be used to define rules in which we are not interested. Therefore,
we can use this kind of template to filter out rules, as illustrated in Example 5.
Example 5 It may be the case that we are not interested in rules with the item “Bread”
in the antecedent part. We can define a template as such
Bread,Dairy∗ ⇒ Dairy
Therefore, rules matching this template will be filtered.
Why We Use Rule Templates
In the situation when a huge number of rules are generated, certain rule interestingness
measures are needed to limit the quantities of the rules, and at the same time extract
interesting rules. Depending on the applications, people may be interested in different
rules and knowledge. Rule templates, as one of the subjective measures, can be defined
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according to different applications, and can be applied during the rule generation process.
Therefore, certain rules according to the applications can be extracted to facilitate the
understanding of the knowledge.
How We Use Rule Templates
The concept of rule template can be applied to different applications. The type of applica-
tions we are interested in this chapter is to use association rule algorithms for recommender
systems. By using appropriate rule templates, we could use the generated rules to make
recommendations.
Usually we consider the consequent part of the rule for making recommendations.
Few research efforts can be found on applying association rule algorithms for collab-
orative recommender systems. The disadvantage of using an association rule algorithms
is that there are usually too many rules generated, and it is difficult to make recommen-
dations to the user effectively and efficiently. By examining domain related information,
examining the inherent information of the data, we can define appropriate templates to
generate interesting rules for the recommendation tasks.
Using Templates
We would like to apply the association rule algorithm for recommender systems. In addition
to using support and confidence, we examine the role of the rule template to predict the
items in which users are most likely interested. For example, a rule template like
Item1, Item2 → Item5[support = 0.6, confidence = 0.8]
means 60% of users like Item1, Item2 and Item5, and 80% of users who like Item1 and
Item2 also like Item5. The consequent of the rule is used for making the recommendation.
In addition to the above basic templates for recommender systems, more templates
could be defined by analyzing the data set, and deciding what kinds of information should
be put into consideration.
For example, the items in the transaction data set Table 3.2 belong to different classes as
displayed class information shown in Table 3.3. We can define certain templates specifying
that if all the items in the antecedent part of the rule belong to the same class, and if the
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item in the consequent part of the rule also belongs to the same class, then most likely,
such rules are more interesting for those applications that look for items within the same
class. The following example illustrates this type of template.
Example 6 A rule
Salmon, Tuna, Shrimp⇒ Crab[support = 0.6, confidence = 0.8]
is found to be more interesting than a rule
Salmon,Croissants⇒Mushrooms[support = 0.6, confidence = 0.8]
because “Salmon”, “Tuna” and “Shrimp” all belong to the seafood class. “Salmon”, “Crois-
sants” and “Mushrooms” are from different classes. Similarly, certain applications may
consider rules with items belonging to different class as more interesting; therefore, corre-
sponding templates can be defined for such purposes as well.
Note that we can also adopt an attribute-oriented generalization approach, “concept
hierarchy” [30] to define the proper rule templates.
3.3 Experiments
In this section, we conduct experiments on using rule templates on an movie recommen-
dation task, to show that rule templates can be used as one of the rule interestingness
measures towards a recommendation application. We first introduce related work, then
we describe the experimental data. We further discuss the evaluation measures that we
consider appropriate for this experiment, and show the experimental results.
3.3.1 Related Work
Rule Interestingness Measures
One category of evaluating rules is to rank the rules by rule interestingness measures.
Rules with higher interestingness measures are considered more interesting. The rule in-
terestingness measures, originated from a variety of sources, have been widely used to
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extract interesting rules. Different applications may have different interestingness mea-
sures emphasizing different aspects of the applications. In this experiment, we use rule
templates [45] as one of the rule interestingness measures for a recommendation task.
Recommender Systems
A recommender system is an intelligent system that uses a database of known users’ profiles
to predict a new user’s interests. There are two types of recommender systems: content-
based recommender systems and collaborative filtering recommender systems [9]. Content-
based recommender systems make recommendations to new users based on the content of
the available users’ interests. On the other hand, collaborative filtering systems observe the
behaviours and the patterns of the current users, and make recommendations based on the
similarities between the current users and other users. We are interested in the collaborative
filtering systems. Publicly available data source for research on collaborative filtering
systems is quite limited. We have observed research efforts on movie recommendations
including the MovieLens [66] from University of Minnesota, the EachMovie [1] collaborative
recommender systems from [37, 63, 65, 97] and so on.
Existing Challenges on Collaborative Filtering System
We summarize a few challenging problems in the current developing of collaborative filter-
ing system.
• There is currently limited research on using association rule algorithms for making
recommendations. This is because it is difficult to appropriately adjust the support
and confidence measures to produce the right amount of association rules so that users
can understand such huge amount of recommendations easily. Rules may contain
from one item to more than 10 items on the right hand side; therefore, recommending
so many items altogether is not realistic.
• The number of recommendations can be very large. It is difficult to recommend all
these possible recommendations without processing them. How to make important
and interesting recommendations are the important tasks in the postprocessing stage
of the recommendations.
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• For a collaborative filtering system to provide precise recommendations, users per-
sonal information is quite necessary for creating user profiles and form user groups.
Therefore new users can be easily grouped into specific groups according to the users’
personal information (such as MovieLens). However, in most situation, not many
users would like to release their personal information. In such cases, recommenda-
tions may not be very precise or personalized towards an individual person (such as
Amazon). How to develop a system that can use user’s personal information while
at the same time preserving users’ privacy is very challenging.
EachMovie Data Set
For this work, we also use the EachMovie dataset, a well known test bed for collaborative
recommender systems as our experimental data. This dataset is provided by Compaq’s
Systems Research Center [1].
The EachMovie data set is a collection of users’ votes on 1, 628 different movies from
72, 916 users over an 18 month period. Each movie is assigned to no less than one movie
genre, including action, art or foreign, romance, thriller, horror, animation, comedy, clas-
sics, drama and family. Each movie is voted based on a five star evaluation scheme,
therefore has 6 possible voting values ranging from 0 to 1 with equal space. By removing
all the movies that have no votes and users that have never voted, we are left with 61, 265
valid users, 1, 623 valid movies and 2, 811, 983 votes.
We would like to gain some insight of the credibility of each user’s opinion on which the
collaborative recommender system is based to provide recommendations. For this purpose,
we plot the cumulative frequency of user’s votes as shown in Figure 3.1 [61].
The mean and standard deviation of the voting values approximate a normal distribu-
tion. The global mean of all the votes is around 0.6. Most importantly, the number of votes
of each user follows a very skewed distribution as indicated in the cumulative frequency
plots on the number of votes for each user.
From Figure 3.1 we can see that, around 40% of the users only voted for no more than
1% of the all the movies, 40% of the users voted for no less than 2% of all the movies, 20%
of users voted for more than 4% of the total movies, 5% of the users voted for more than
10% of the total movies.
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Figure 3.1: The Cumulative Frequency Plot on the Number of Votes by Each User
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Based on Figure 3.1, the voting frequency of each user can be used as a threshold
parameter for preprocessing. Here, we want to select users who are frequent movie viewers
of a certain level. Observed from Figure 3.1, 40% of the users voted for no less than 2%
of all the movies, which are 32 movies. We will only consider users who have voted for no
less than 32 movies. Because this value represents the major number of votes, it is also
small enough to avoid sampling users who are real movie fans.
The disadvantage of using association rule algorithms is that there are usually too many
rules generated, and it is difficult to make recommendations to the user effectively and
efficiently. Klemettinen et al. proposed a new interestingness measure, i.e., rule templates,
to find interesting rules from a large set of association rules [45]. By defining rule templates
more appropriately, only rules that match the templates will be extracted. Thus this
method can be used in the post processing of the association rules generated, and can
increase both the efficiency and the accuracy of recommendations.
It is important to note that the research on rule templates [45] was proposed in order
to determine interesting rules during the rule evaluation process. Its application to assist
with recommendations is a new approach proposed in this thesis. We believe that it is
worthwhile to determine the value of rule templates in determining recommendations.
On the other hand, Lin et al. [63] proposed a new association rule algorithm for collab-
orative recommendation. New parameters, such as minimum number of rules generated,
were defined in this algorithm to generate smaller rule sets. Rules with only one conse-
quent were mined, and were used to predict the behaviours for a specific target user. The
EachMovie dataset [1] was used as the collaborative filtering dataset. The authors were
interested in two types of association rules, one was for movie associations, the other was
for user associations. According to different voting scores, both movies and their scores
could be used to generate associations. The minimum support value does not have to be
specified in advance for rule generations; instead, the algorithm automatically adjusts the
support value based on the number of rules expected. The data structure used in this
algorithm considered both the movie and the score for every recommendation; therefore,
the recommended rules contained more information. However, the authors did not explain
their choice of the EachMovie dataset subset they used for testing, nor did they consider
the effect of movie genres to enhance the performance. Since we are proposing the new
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application of association rules on recommendations, it is valuable to see how recommen-
dations can be done in the context of well established association rule algorithms that are
employed already in many contexts.
3.3.2 Experimental Design
According to the kind of rules we wish to generate, we process the transaction dataset as
depicted in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Preprocessing for User Transactions
User ID Movie ID’s
1 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
2 1, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 19
3 2, 3, 5, 7, 110, 112, 150
4 1, 8, 9, 12, 17, 19, 22
. . . . . .
Each transaction represents all the movies voted by a person.
Since we are interested in predicting movies a user would be interested in and making
recommendations, we define rule templates to reduce the number of rules and specify the
recommendation rules we are interested in.
Template 3.1 specifies that there is only one consequent in the generated rules. Tem-
plate 3.2 specifies that only rules whose antecedents and consequent items all belonging to
the same movie genre will be generated. For this template, we first prepare a new movie
genre dataset, as shown in Table 3.5. In Table 3.5, all the possible genres to which one
movie can belong are listed. We assign action movie to be Genre 1, art or foreign movie
Genre 2, romance movie Genre 3, thriller movie Genre 4, horror movie Genre 5, animation
movie Genre 6, comedy movie Genre 7, classics movie Genre 8, drama movie Genre 9, and
family movie Genre 10. For example, the first row in Table 3.5 can be interpreted to state
that movie 1 is both art or foreign movie, and comedy movie.
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Table 3.5: Movie Genre Information
Movie ID Genre ID’s










. . . . . .
Template 3.1
〈Movie1,Movie2, . . . ,Moviem〉 → 〈Movien〉 (3.1)
Template 3.2
〈Genre Movie1 ∩ . . . ∩Genre Moviem ∩Genre Movien〉 6= φ (3.2)
where Movie1, . . . , Moviem and Movien are different from each other.
3.3.3 Evaluation Function
Our motivation for the experiments is to generate association rules that can be used for
recommendations of movies. For example, when a person watched movie1, and movie2,
this person will be recommended to watch movie3. We perform cross validation by dividing
the complete dataset into training data and testing data. Training data can be used to
generate association rules. Then these rules such as movie1,movie2 → movie3 will be
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validated on the testing data. For each transaction in the testing data, we consider that
a rule can correctly classify the transaction if and only if both the antecedent and the
consequent of the rule are contained in the transaction. For a transaction (movie1, movie2,
movie3, movie5), we consider that the rule movie1,movie2 → movie3 can correctly classify
this transaction because when a person watched movie1, and movie2, the recommended
movie3 is indeed watched by this person.
We use accuracy [78] to evaluate the performance of our method. Eq. 3.3 gives the
accuracy computed as a function of c and t. c stands for the number of transactions such
that the predictions are correct, which also implies the number of transactions containing
both the antecedent and the consequent of a rule. t stands for the number of transactions
for which the rule makes a prediction, which also implies the number of times the antecedent





The following example illustrates the use of accuracy function. Below we show the
generated sample rules and the sample test dataset.
Generated Rules
2 → 3
1, 2 → 4






In this example, the three rules have their antecedents in one transaction respectively.
We therefore have t = 3 × 1 = 3. The rule 2 → 3 is the only rule whose antecedent and
consequent are in the same transaction, which is (1, 2, 3), therefore c = 1. According




In our experiment, we applied Borgelt’s apriori algorithm [15] to generate frequent
itemsets.1 And we use our algorithms to read these frequent itemsets as input, and im-
plement the templates as well as our rule generating algorithm using C++, and the target
1Downloaded from http://fuzzy.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/˜borgelt/software.html#assoc
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compiler and platform is g++ and Unix respectively. We perform 4-fold cross validation
for the following experiments.
All the following experiments were performed on Sun Fire V880, four 900Mhz Ultra-
SPARC III processors, with 8GB of main memory [2].
Table 3.6: Recommendation Accuracies on The EachMovie dataset
Accuracy
Confidence Support = 20% Support = 30% Support = 40% Support = 50%
70% 86.96% 85.27% 84.10% 82.81%
80% 89.79% 88.49% 86.68% 83.77%
90% 93.73% 93.23% 92.14% 92.51%
Largest Data Set
This experiment is to test whether the whole EachMovie dataset can be used to generate
rules. We applied Template 3.1, and only generated rules with one consequent part. We
did not put any constraint on the number of rules generated. Training data is 80% of the
transaction datasets, and test data is 20% of the total transactions.
Table 3.6 shows the recommendation accuracies when support ranges from 20% to 50%
with different confidence levels.
We can see that for the same confidence value, as support increases, the accuracy
becomes lower. This is because fewer rules are generated for higher support values, and
thus the number of transactions containing both the antecedent and the consequent parts
of the rules are fewer. For the same support value, when confidence gets higher, accuracy
becomes higher. This is because confidence, as one of the interestingness measures, is a
measure for how correct a rule is. The higher the confidence, the more correct a rule
becomes and therefore, the higher accuracy we obtain. This test also shows that recent
association rule algorithms can be applied to large datasets.
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Table 3.7: Accuracy when confidence = 80% (First Trial)






Table 3.8: Accuracy when Confidence = 90%(First Trial)







In order to test whether Template 3.2 increases the accuracy, we apply this template to
two subsets of data which are commonly used for this dataset [13] and [63].
First Trial. The first subset we tried is from [13]. Training data represents the first
1, 000 users who have rated for more than 100 movies. Testing data comes from the first
100 users whose user ID is larger than 70, 000, and who also rated more than 100 movies.
Since the paper specified that the maximum length of a rule is 8, here we limit the
length of a rule to be 8 as well.
Table 3.7 shows the accuracies of this experiment when confidence is 80%. The first
column shows the support value, the second column shows the accuracy from applying the
first template to our algorithm, and the third column shows the accuracy of adding genre
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information, which is Template 3.2.
Table 3.8 shows the performance of this experiment when confidence is 90%.
From Table 3.7 and Table 3.8, we can see that when applying movie genre information,
only extracting rules where all the movies belong to the same genre, we obtain a higher
recommendation accuracy.
In order to show the computing overhead is also reduced by applying Template 3.2, we
list the number of itemsets and rules generated according to different support values.
Table 3.9: Itemset Size and Rule Size when confidence = 80%(First Trial)
Minimum Frequent Association With Genre
support Itemsets Rules Rules
90% 2 0 0
80% 35 47 30
70% 272 608 198
60% 2, 773 8, 303 1, 439
50% 35, 276 139, 796 10, 385
40% 690, 382 3, 525, 426 88, 298
Table 3.10: Itemset Size and Rule Size when confidence = 90%(First Trial)
Minimum Frequent Association With Genre
support Itemsets Rules Rules
90% 2 0 0
80% 35 38 24
70% 272 392 127
60% 2, 773 5, 074 805
50% 35, 276 79, 353 5, 404
40% 690, 382 1, 994, 580 49, 278
Table 3.9 and Table 3.10 show that using Template 3.2 reduces the number of rules
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generated. As support values get lower, there are more frequent itemsets generated, thus
more rules are generated; the accuracy increases as the support value decreases. This use
of Template 3.2 shows that the more rules that are generated, the more accurate the
recommendation will become. By adding the movie genre information, we extract only
rules whose items in both antecedents and consequents belong to the same genre (as one of
the interestingness measures), and the accuracy increases. Thus, if we want to recommend
movies online to the user immediately, our method can generate movie recommendations
with high accuracy.
By increasing the confidence, the accuracy will also be increased, thus better quality
rules will be extracted. But some interesting rules may be filtered. By adding movie genre
information, we can generate rules that apply for certain purposes.
Second Trial. The second subset we tried is from [63]. We used training data for the
first 2, 000 users. Testing data comes from users whose like ratios are less than 0.75, from
which we randomly selected 20 users as one test set. We repeated this choice of test set 4
times, from which we obtained the average accuracy.
The accuracy is shown by Table 3.11, and Table 3.12. The two tables show an average
of more than 15% increase in accuracy using Template 3.2.
Table 3.11: Accuracy when confidence = 80%(Second Trial)






We list the number of itemsets and rules generated according to different support values
for different confidence levels in Table 3.13 and Table 3.14.
Table 3.13 and Table 3.14 describe the size of frequent itemsets and the rule sets. As
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Table 3.12: Accuracy when confidence = 90%(Second Trial)






Table 3.13: Itemset Size and Rule Size when confidence = 80%(Second Trial)
Minimum Frequent Association With Genre
support Itemsets Rules Rules
30% 17 1 1
20% 171 86 30
10% 9, 023 15, 671 1, 360
5% 579, 291 1, 926, 017 37, 855
4% 2, 326, 891 9, 154, 962 104, 589
we can see, when confidence gets higher, there are fewer rules generated; when support
gets higher, fewer rules are generated.
3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we discuss how to use rule templates as rule interestingness measures
to extract interesting rules. We proposed a new method of applying the association rule
algorithms for recommender systems. By applying appropriately defined rule templates, we
obtained interesting rules. Experiments on a recommendation data set EachMovie dataset
demonstrate the effectiveness of this rule measure. Unlike most current recommender
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Table 3.14: Itemset Size and Rule Size when confidence = 90%(Second Trial)
Minimum Frequent Association With Genre
support Itemsets Rules Rules
30% 17 0 0
20% 171 6 4
10% 9, 023 3, 788 297
5% 579, 291 745, 971 12, 954
4% 2, 326, 891 3, 900, 287 41, 626
systems, our method does not consider specific score or vote values associated with every
recommended item. Our method relaxes the strictness of considering a user’s preference
to a certain item in the recommender system. Since requiring a user to input his or her
preference is compulsory to most current recommender systems, we envisage that without
the preference information, future recommender systems using rule templates will be more
convenient for users, as well as providing accurate recommendations to the users. According
to our experimental results, the rule templates can be used during the rule generation
process to limit both the type of rules expected and the quantities of rules. This approach
is a subjective rule interestingness measure, which can be combined together with other rule
interestingness measures for rule post-processing, and can be applied in other application
domains such as decision support, medical analysis and so on. We adapt the usages of rule




In this chapter, we discuss how rough sets theory can help in evaluating rules. We introduce
the Rule Importance Measure to evaluate how important a rule is. Rules generated from
reducts are representative rules extracted from the data set; since a reduct is not unique,
rule sets generated from different reducts contain different sets of rules. Some rules appear
in most of the rule sets; some rules appear less frequently across all the rule sets. The
frequencies of the rules can therefore be used to determine the most important rules.
To test our hypothesis, we first use the ROSETTA rough sets toolkit [69] to generate
multiple reducts. We then use apriori association rules generation [3] to generate rule
sets for each reduct set. We are interested in applying these rules for making decisions.
Therefore, the type of rules we are looking for are rules which have, on the consequent part,
the decision attributes, or items that can be of interest for making decisions. Some rules
are generated more frequently than the others among the total rule sets. We consider such
rules more important. We define the Rule Importance Measure according to the frequency
of an association rule among the rule sets. We will show by the experimental results that
our method provides diverse measures of how important the rules are, and at the same
time reduces the number of rules generated.
Our method is among the few attempts on applying rough sets theory to association
rules generation to improve the utility of an association rule. The Rule Importance Mea-
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sure is different from either the rule interestingness measures or the rule quality measures,
which are the two well-known approaches on evaluating rules. Most of the rule interesting-
ness measures are used to evaluate classification rules, and different people have different
definition for “interestingness”. The Rule Importance Measure is instead applied to evalu-
ate association rules. It is an easy and objective measure. The Rule Importance Measure is
different from rule quality measure as well which is often used in the post-pruning process
of the knowledge discovery procedure to remove the redundant rules, and is applied on
classification rules. In contrary, the Rule Importance Measure is applied from the process
of reduct generation to rule generation, and the rules evaluated are association rules.
We discuss related work on association rule algorithms and rough sets theory on rule
discovery in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3 we introduce the Rule Importance Measure. In Sec-
tion 4.4 we experiment the rule importance measure on an artificial car data set, UCI data
sets and a geriatric care data set. We summarize this chapter and discuss the continuing
work in Section 4.5.
4.2 Related Work
An association rules algorithm helps to find patterns which relate items from transactions.
For example, in market basket analysis, by analyzing transaction records from the market,
we could use association rule algorithms to discover different shopping behaviours such
as, when customers buy bread, they will probably buy milk. Association rules can then
be used to express these kinds of behaviours, thus helping to increase the number of
items sold in the market by arranging related items properly. A well known problem
for association rules generation is that too many rules are generated, and it is difficult
to determine manually which rules are more useful, interesting and important. In our
study of using rough sets theory to improve the utility of association rules, we propose
a new Rule Importance Measure to select the most appropriate rules. In addition to the
experimentations on artificial data sets and UCI (University of California, Irvine) [21]
data sets, we also perform the experiments on a larger data set, a geriatric care data set
from Dalhousie University Medical School [53], to explore the application of the proposed
method.
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Rough sets theory was proposed to classify imprecise and incomplete information.
Reduct and core are the two important concepts in rough sets theory. A reduct is a
subset of attributes that are sufficient to describe the decision attributes. Finding all the
reduct sets for a data set is a NP-hard problem [48]. Approximation algorithms are used
to obtain the reduct set [10]. All reducts contain the core. Core represents the most im-
portant information of the original data set. The intersection of all the possible reducts is
called the core. We use ROSETTA [69] for multiple reducts generation. We use Hu’s core
algorithm to generate core attributes (details discussed in Chapter 2).
There have been contributions on applying rough sets theory to rule discovery. Rules
and decisions generated from the reducts are representative of the data set’s knowledge.
In [43], two modules were used in the association rules mining procedure for supporting
organizational knowledge management and decision making. Self-Organizing Map was
applied to cluster sale actions based on the similarities in the characteristics of a given set
of customer records. Rough sets theory was used on each cluster to determine rules for
association explanations. Hassanien [33] used rough sets to find all the reducts of data that
contain the minimal subset of attributes associated with a class label for classification, and
classified the data with reduced attributes. In Sections 4.3.5 and 4.3.6 we discuss other
related research specific to the content of those sections.
Rough sets theory can help to determine whether there is redundant information in the
data and whether we can find the essential data needed for our applications.
4.3 Rule Importance Measures
4.3.1 Motivation
In medical diagnosis, a doctor requires a list of symptoms in order to make a diagnosis.
For different diseases, there are different patient symptoms to examine. However, there
are some routine exams that the doctor must perform for all the patients, such as the
age of the patient, the blood pressure, the body temperature and so on. There are other
symptoms that doctors may take into consideration, such as whether the patients have
difficulty walking, whether the patients have bladder problems and so on. We would like
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to find the most important symptoms for diagnoses. We know that the symptoms that are
checked more frequently are more important and essential for making diagnoses than those
which are considered less frequently. However, both the symptoms that require frequent
checking and the symptoms that are checked less frequently are included in the list of
checkup symptoms. In this way, the doctor will make a precise diagnosis based on all
possible patient information.
4.3.2 Defining the Rule Importance Measure
The medical diagnosis process can be considered as a decision making process. The symp-
toms can be considered as the condition attributes. The diagnosed diseases can be con-
sidered as the decision attributes. Since not all symptoms need to be known to make a
diagnosis, the essential symptoms are considered as representative. These symptoms can
be selected by a reduct generation algorithm.
All the patient information can also be represented in a transaction data set, with
each patient’s record considered to be an item set. The association rules algorithm can
be applied on this transaction data set to generate rules, which have condition attributes
on the antecedent part and decision attributes on the consequent part of the rules. Rules
generated from different reduct sets can contain different representative information. If
only one reduct set is being considered to generate rules, other important information
might be omitted. Using multiple reducts, some rules will be generated more frequently
than other rules. We consider the rules that are generated more frequently more important.
We propose a new measure, Rule Importance, to evaluate the importance of association
rules. A rule is defined to be important by the following definition.
Definition 1 If a rule is generated more frequently across different rule sets, we say this
rule is more important than rules generated less frequently across those same rule sets.
Rule Importance Measure is defined as follows,
Definition 2
Rule Importance Measure =
Number of times a rule appears in all
the generated rules from the reduct sets
Number of reduct sets
.
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The definition of the Rule Importance Measure can be elaborated by Eq. 4.1. Let n
be the number of reducts generated from the decision table T (C,D). Let RuleSets be the
n rule sets generated based on the n reducts. rulesetj ∈ RuleSets (1 ≤ j ≤ n) denotes
individual rule sets containing rules generated based on reducts. rulei (1 ≤ i ≤ m) denotes
the individual rule from RuleSets. RIMi represents the Rule Importance Measure for the
individual rule. Thus the Rule Importance Measures can be computed by the following
RIMi =
|{rulesetj ∈ RuleSets|rulei ∈ rulesetj}|
n
. (4.1)
The following example shows how to compute the Rule Importance Measure. We use
the Iris [21] data set as an example, which is a data set containing three classes of iris
plants, which are Iris setosa, versicolour and virginica. For the four attributes, we use “sl”
to stand for attribute “sepal length”, “sw” for “sepal width”, “pl” for “petal length” and
“pw” for “petal width”. There are n = 4 reducts available for rule generations. For each
of the reducts, the rule sets generated based on the reduct are shown below.
Reducts Rule Sets
{sl, sw, pl} {sl4.4 → setosa, sw2.9 → versicolor, pl1.9 → setosa, . . .}
{sw, pl, pw} {sw2.9 → versicolor, pl1.9 → setosa, pw1.1 → versicolor, . . .}
{sl, pl, pw} {sl4.4 → setosa, pl1.9 → setosa, pw1.1 → versicolor, . . .}
{sl, sw, pw} {sl4.4 → setosa, sw2.9 → versicolor, pw1.1 → versicolor, . . .}
Rule sl4.4 → setosa is generated across 3 rule sets, therefore the rule importance is
RIM = 3
4
= 75%. For rules sw2.9 → versicolor, pl1.9 → setosa, pw1.1 → versicolor, they
are all generated from 3 of the 4 rule sets, therefore their rule importance is also 75%.
4.3.3 Modeling the Rule Importance Measure
The general model on which we compute the Rule Importance Measure is shown in Fig-
ure 4.1.
First during the data preprocessing step, the inconsistent data instances and the data
instances containing missing attribute values are processed. Several approaches on pro-
cessing data instances with missing attribute values are discussed in Chapter 6. Semantic

















Figure 4.1: How to Compute the Rule Importance
methods on assigning missing values as well as objective methods (such as ignoring data
instances containing missing attribute values, or assigning all possible average attribute
values to the missing attribute [28]) can be used optionally. Inconsistency exists in a de-
cision table when two or more data instances contain the same condition attribute values
but different decision attribute values. These data instances must be removed. To remove
them, we first sort the whole data set according to the condition attributes, excluding the
decision attributes. Then we select data instances that contain the same condition at-
tribute values, but different decision attribute values. They are removed during this stage.
Discretization algorithms, such as equal frequency binning or entropy algorithm [69], are
also applied during this stage if necessary. Core attributes are generated at the end of
the data preprocessing stage. It is worthwhile to mention that core generation requires no
inconsistencies in the data set.
After data is preprocessed, multiple reducts are generated. Various algorithms and
rough set software provide multiple reducts generation. For example, ROSETTA’s genetic
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algorithm generates multiple reducts; RSES [12] provides a genetic algorithm for user
defined number of reducts generation, which is appropriate in cases of larger data sets for
generating representative reducts.
After multiple reducts are generated, the condition attributes contained in the reduct
together with the decision attributes are used as the input data for rule generation. Rule
templates, such as
α1, α2, . . . , αn ⇒ β.
as discussed in Chapter 3, are applied in the rule generation step. Depending on different
applications and the expected results, rule templates for desired types of rules and for
subsumed rules are defined prior to the rule generation and are applied during the rule
generation process. Multiple rule sets are therefore generated after the rule generations
for multiple reducts. Rule Importance Measures are further calculated for each generated
rule by counting the rule frequencies appearing across all the rule sets. Rules with their
individual importance measures are ranked according to Eq. 4.1 and returned from the
model.
In the evaluation stage of the model, core attributes play an important role for eval-
uating these ranked rules. Rules with 100% importance contain all the core attributes.
Rules that contain more core attributes are more important than rules that contain fewer
or none core attributes. Since core attributes are the most representative among all the
condition attributes, more important rules contain these more representative attributes,
which are the core attributes. Therefore by checking for the presence of the core attributes
in the rules, we can evaluate the ranked rules with their rule importance.
4.3.4 Complexity Analysis
We analyze the time complexity for the proposed approach of generating important rules.
Suppose there are N data instances in the data set, and M attributes for each data instance,
N ′ is the number of distinct values in the discernibility matrix [72] which is a matrix
composed of attributes for computing the core and the reduct, t is the number of multiple
reducts for the data set, the time complexity in the worst case is analyzed as follows.
The time complexity for multiple reducts generation is O(N ′2) [88]. The core generation
takes O(NM) [40]. The apriori association rules generation takes O(NM !) [3], therefore it
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takes O(tNM !) to generate multiple rule sets for multiple reducts. The calculation of the
rule importance for the total rules k generated by the multiple rule sets takes O(k log k).
In general, t is much smaller than N , therefore the time complexity of our approach is
bounded by O(N ′2 + NM + NM ! + k log k) ≈ O(NM !) in the worst case.
4.3.5 How Rule Importance is Different from Rule Interesting-
ness
Rule generation often brings a large amount of rules to analyze. However, only part of
these rules are distinct, useful and interesting. How to select only useful, interesting rules
among all the available rules has drawn the attention of many researchers. As discussed
in Chapter 3, one of the approaches to help selecting rules is to rank the rules by “rule
interestingness measures”. Rules with higher measures are considered more interesting.
The rule interestingness measures, originated from a variety of sources, have been widely
used to extract interesting rules.
The Rule Importance Measure is a new measure to rank the rules. It is different from
the rule interestingness measure in the following ways.
• The Rule Importance Measure is used to evaluate association rules. The rule inter-
estingness measure applies to classification rules except that support and confidence
are two necessary parameters used in association rules generation, and they are con-
sidered as rule interestingness measures. Rule interestingness measures cannot be
used to measure association rules. The input data for association rules generation
is transaction data, and there is usually no class label with the transaction data.
However the class label is required for calculating the rule interestingness measure.
• The Rule Importance Measure is an objective measure. The rule interestingness
measure can be either objective or subjective 1. In order to determine whether a
rule is “interesting” or not, different people may have different opinions. Therefore
“domain experts” are required to help make evaluations. However the Rule Impor-
tance Measure does not require human supervision. Our Rule Importance Measure
1For example, in Chapter 3 we presented a rule template approach that labeled “genre” as a valuable
feature. This would have been a subjective measure.
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uses the notion of a “reduct” from rough sets theory. Recall that a reduct selects the
maximally independent set of attributes from a data set; that is, the reduct contains
a set of attributes that are sufficient to define all the concepts in the data. These
attributes contained in the reduct are considered to be more important. The Rule
Importance Measure is thus computed across all the rule sets generated from all the
possible reducts of a data set. Since the reducts contain important attributes and
rule sets generated from the reducts contain important rules, the Rule Importance
Measure thus provides an evaluation of how important these rules are. There is
no subjectivity involved in this measure. ROSETTA provides a genetic algorithm
to generate multiple reducts. It is also not necessary to define and use the rule
templates during the rule generations. On the other hand, the rule interestingness
measure usually requires domain experts’ evaluation 2.
• The Rule Importance Measure provides more direct and obvious measures. Rule in-
terestingness measures often involve selections according to the specific applications.
In [35] Hilderman and Hamilton showed that there is no rule interestingness measure
that can always perform better than the others in all applications. Each individual
rule interestingness measure is based on its selection bias on the data. In order to de-
termine what is the best interestingness measure to use for certain application data,
all the possible measures have to be compared to determine the best measure. But
the Rule Importance Measure does not consider the type or applications of the data.
It can be used directly on the data from any application field.
• The Rule Importance Measure reduces the amount of data required for rule gener-
ation by selecting only important attributes from the original data. The number of
rules generated is thus greatly reduced. The rule interestingness measure is applied
after the rules are generated. Therefore it requires more computational resources.
In summary, the Rule Importance Measure is simple, quick, easy to compute; it provides
a direct and objective view of how important a rule is. Let us use the following example
2Rules that are considered interesting may not be important. We will discuss this through a comparison
experiment as shown in Section 4.4.4.
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to illustrate how the rule importance measure ranks rules according to the importance of
a rule.
The data set used in the following example is an artificial data set about cars [39],
as shown in Table 4.1. It is used to decide the mileage of different cars. The condition
attributes are make mode, cyl, door, displace, compress, power, trans, weight. Mileage is
the decision attribute. There are 14 instances. The data set does not contain missing
attribute values.
For the Car data set, ROSETTA software generates 4 reducts as shown in Table 4.2.
The core attributes are, make model, and trans as shown in the following Table 4.3.
Since we are interested in predicting the mileage of a car based on the model of a
car, the number of doors, the compression, the weight as well as other factors related to
a car, we would like to extract rules which have the decision attribute “mileage” on the
consequent part of the rules. Therefore we specify the template for desired rules as shown
by Eq. 4.2.
〈model, cyl, . . . , weight〉 → 〈mileage〉. (4.2)
And if a rule
〈JapanCar, weight medium〉 → 〈mileage High〉 (4.3)
is generated, rules such as Eq. 4.4
〈JapanCar, trans manual, weight medium〉 → 〈mileage High〉 (4.4)
are removed, because this rule can be subsumed by the previous rule.
We generate the rule sets based on these 4 reduct sets with support = 1%, confidence =
100%, and we also rank their rule importance, as shown in Table 4.4.
Discussion
From Table 4.4, the first 2 rules have an importance of 100%. This observation matches
our experiences on cars. The auto transmission cars usually have a lower mileage than the
manual cars. Japanese cars are well known for using less gas and providing higher mileage.
The rule “Door 4 → Mileage Medium” has a lower importance because the number of
doors belonging to a car does not affect car mileage. We noticed that the two rules with
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Table 4.1: Artificial Car Data Set
make model cyl door displace compress power trans weight Mileage
USA 6 2 Medium High High Auto Medium Medium
USA 6 4 Medium Medium Medium Manual Medium Medium
USA 4 2 Small High Medium Auto Medium Medium
USA 4 2 Medium Medium Medium Manual Medium Medium
USA 4 2 Medium Medium High Manual Medium Medium
USA 6 4 Medium Medium High Auto Medium Medium
USA 4 2 Medium Medium High Auto Medium Medium
USA 4 2 Medium High High Manual Light High
Japan 4 2 Small High Low Manual Light High
Japan 4 2 Medium Medium Medium Manual Medium High
Japan 4 2 Small High High Manual Medium High
Japan 4 2 Small Medium Low Manual Medium High
Japan 4 2 Small High Medium Manual Medium High
USA 4 2 Small High Medium Manual Medium High
Table 4.2: Reducts Generated by Genetic Algorithm for the Artificial Car Data Set
No. Reduct Sets
1 {make model, compress, power, trans}
2 {make model, cyl, compress, trans}
3 {make model, displace, compress, trans}
4 {make model, cyl, door, displace, trans, weight}
Table 4.3: Core Attributes for the Artificial Car Data Set
Core Attributes
make model, trans
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Table 4.4: The Rule Importance for the Artificial Car Data Set
No. Selected Rules Rule Importance
1 Trans Auto → Mileage Medium 100%
2 JapanCar → Mileage High 100%
3 USACar, Compress Medium → Mileage Medium 75%
4 Compress High, Trans Manual → Mileage High 75%
5 Displace Small, Trans Manual → Mileage High 50%
6 Cyl 6 → Mileage Medium 50%
7 USACar, Displace Medium, Weight Medium → Mileage Medium 25%
8 Power Low → Mileage High 25%
9 USACar, Power High → Mileage Medium 25%
10 Compress Medium, Power High → Mileage Medium 25%
11 Displace Small, Compress Medium → Mileage High 25%
12 Door 4 → Mileage Medium 25%
13 Weight Light → Mileage High 25%
importance of 100% contain core attributes and only core attributes to make a decision
of mileage. For the rest of the rules with importance less than 100%, the attributes on
the left hand side of a rule contain non-core attributes. This observation suggests that
core attributes are important when evaluating the importance of the rules. Our method
of generating rules with reduct sets is efficient. There are 6, 327 rules generated from the
original data without using reducts or rule templates. 13 rules are generated using reducts
and rule templates.
4.3.6 How Rule Importance is Different from Rule Quality
The concept of rule quality measures was first proposed by Bruha [17]. The motivation for
exploring this measure is that decision rules are different with different predicting abilities,
different degrees to which people trust the rules and so on. Measures evaluating these
different characteristics should be used to help people understand and use the rules more
effectively. These measures have been known as rule quality measures.
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The rule quality measures are often applied in the post-pruning step during the rule
extraction procedure [6]. The measure is used to evaluate whether the rules overfit the data.
When removing an attribute-value pair, the quality measure does not decrease in value, this
pair is considered to be redundant and will be pruned. In general, rule generation system
uses rule quality measures to determine the stopping criteria for the rule generations and
extract high quality rules. In [7] twelve different rule quality measures were studied and
compared through the ELEM2 [6] system on their classification accuracies. The measures
include empirical measures, statistical measures and information theoretic measures.
The Rule Importance Measure is different from the rule quality measure because of the
following.
• The Rule Importance Measure is used to evaluate how important is an association
rule. Rule quality measures explore classification tasks of data mining, and are
targeted towards improving the quality of decision rules. We cannot use rule quality
measures to evaluate the association rules.
• The Rule Importance Measure takes transaction data as input. There is no class label
from the transaction data. The measure evaluates how important is an association
rule without considering other information from the data. Sometimes the transaction
data can be processed by organizing the data into the form of a decision table. In this
situation, the Rule Importance Measure evaluates the relations between the condition
attributes and the class. However, the rule quality measures are used to evaluate the
relations between the rules and the class.
• The Rule Importance Measure takes input of multiple reducts and multiple rule sets,
then calculates the frequencies of each rule across multiple rule sets. The measure is
used throughout the rule generation process. The rule quality measure is often used
in the post-pruning process of the rule classification system.
• The Rule Importance Measure considers the representative attributes contained in
the reducts, and rule generations are based on the reducts. Therefore, redundant
attributes are removed before the rule generation, and the number of rules generated
are much fewer than rules generated from the original data set. Thus the computation
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cost is lower. When the rule quality measures are used to remove the low quality
rules from the generated rules, the rule generation computation cost is greater than
that of the Rule Importance Measure.
In summary, the Rule Importance Measure is different from the rule quality measure
because of the differences between their application tasks, the processes where the measures
are applied and the contents they measure.
4.4 Experiments
In this section, we explain the experiments we conducted to generate Rule Importance
Measure on an artificial car data set, UCI data sets and a geriatric care data set.
The reduct is generated from ROSETTA GUI version 1.4.41. ROSETTA provides the
following approximation algorithms for reducts generation: Johnson’s algorithm, Genetic
algorithm, Exhaustive calculation and so on. Johnson’s algorithm returns a single reduct.
Genetic algorithm returns more than one reduct. Exhaustive calculation returns all possi-
ble reducts, although given a larger data set, this algorithm takes a longer time to generate
reduct sets [68]. In our experiment, we use the genetic algorithm [87] to generate multi-
ple reduct sets with the option of full discernibility. The apriori algorithm [15] for large
item sets generation and rule generation is performed on Sun Fire V880, four 900Mhz
UltraSPARC III processors, with 8GB of main memory.
4.4.1 Specifying Rule Templates
The apriori association rules algorithm is used to generate rules. Because our interest is
to make decisions or recommendations based on the condition attributes, we are looking
for rules with only decision attributes on the consequent part. Therefore, we specify the
following two rule templates to extract the rules we want as shown by Template 4.5, and
to subsume rules as shown by Template 4.6.
〈Attribute1, Attribute2, . . . , Attributen〉 → 〈DecisionAttribute〉 (4.5)
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Template 4.5 specifies that only decision attributes can be on the consequent part of a
rule, and Attribute1, Attribute2, . . . , Attributen lead to a decision of DecisionAttribute.
We specify the rules to be removed or subsumed using Template 4.6. For example,
given rule
〈Attribute1, Attribute2〉 → 〈DecisionAttribute〉 (4.6)
the following rules
〈Attribute1, Attribute2, Attribute3〉 → 〈DecisionAttribute〉 (4.7)
〈Attribute1, Attribute2, Attribute6〉 → 〈DecisionAttribute〉 (4.8)
can be removed because they are subsumed by Template 4.6.
The rule templates defined for the artificial car data set in the previous section, as
shown by Eq. 4.2, can be used as an example to further explain how to define proper
templates.
4.4.2 Experiments on UCI Data Sets
We experiment on selected UCI data sets [21] A through M described in Appendix C.
In Table 4.5, we list the name of the data set, the number of condition attributes, the
number of instances it contains, the number of reducts returned by ROSETTA’s genetic
algorithm, sample reducts and the core attributes returned by Algorithm 2 as shown in
Chapter 2. In Table 4.6, we list the number of rules generated using the original data
set with certain support and confidence values without applying the rule templates or the
Rule Importance Measure, the number of rules generated from the reducts with the same
support and confidence values, but now using the rule templates (as the Rule Importance
Measure (RIM) procedure shown in Figure 4.1); and sample rules ranked by the Rule
Importance Measure. The table demonstrates that we can make dramatic reductions in
the number of rules that can be used for knowledge discovery and can generally provide
some rules with a high measure.
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Table 4.5: UCI Data Sets
Data Condition No. of No. of Sample Core
Set Attributes Instances Reducts Reducts Attributes
Abalone 8 4, 177 16 {WholeWeight, ShuckedWeight, ShellWeight} Empty
{Height, WholeWeight, ShuckedWeight, VisceraWeight}
{Sex, Length, Height, WholeWeight, ShellWeight}
Breast 9 286 1 {age, menopause, tumor-size, deg-malig, age,











Glass 9 214 21 {RI, Al}, {Na, Si} Empty
{RI, Na, Mg}, {Na, Mg, K, Fe}
Heart 13 303 57 {age, chol, exang} Empty
{age, trestbps, chol}
{chol, thalach, slope, ca}
{sex, chol, oldpeak, ca, thal}
Iris 4 150 4 {sepalLength, sepalWidth, petalLength} Empty
{sepalLength, petal Length, petalWidth}
{sepalWidth, petalLength, petalWidth}
{sepalLength, sepalWidth, petalWidth}
Lympho- 18 148 147 {blockofaffere, hangesinnode, Empty
graphy changesinstru, specialforms,
dislocationof, noofnodesin}
Pendigits 16 7, 494 246 {C3, C6, C12, C13} Empty
{C3, C7, C10, C13, C14}
Pima 8 768 28 {blp, pedigree, age} Empty
Diabetes {times, glucose, pedigree}
{glucose, blp, insulin, age}
Spambase 57 4, 601 110 {will, report, you, credit, hp, george, meeting re, meeting, george
re, edu, (, !, average, total} you, !, total, edu
{make, all, our, mail, report, free, you, credit, your
george, technology, meeting, re, edu, !, average, total}
Wine 13 178 66 {Flavanoids, Color} Empty
{Proanthocyanins, Color}
{MalicAcid, Alcalinity, Phenols}
Yeast 8 1, 484 4 {mcg, alm, mit, vac}, {mcg, gvh, mit, vac} vac
{mcg, gvh, alm, vac, nuc}
{gvh, alm, mit, vac, nuc}
Zoo 16 101 27 {eggs, aquatic, toothed, breathes, legs} aquatic, legs
{milk, aquatic, backbone, venomous, legs, catsize}
{hair, eggs, aquatic, predator, breathes, fins, legs}
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Table 4.6: UCI Data Sets with the Rule Importance Measures
Data set No. Rules with No. Rules Sample Rules by Rule Importance Measure
Original Data by RIM % indicates the Rule Importance
Abalone (s = 0.1%, 17 Viscera weight=0.1730 → Rings=9 [62.50%]
c = 100%) Infant, Height=0.12, Length=0.5 → Rings=8 [18.75%]
218 Female, Height=0.165, Diameter=0.48 → Rings=10 [12.50%]
Breast (s = 1%, 225 age30-39, tumor-size20-24, NoIrradiat
Cancer c = 100%) → no-recurrence-events [100%]
49, 574 age50-59, menopause premeno, degmalig 3
rightbreast → recurrence-events [100%]
tumor-size30-34, degmalig 3, breast-quad rightup
→ recurrence-events [100%]
Car (s = 1%, 9 BuyingPrice v-high, Maintainance v-high
c = 100%) → Decision unacceptable [100%]
341 BuyingPrice v-high, SizeLuggageBoot small, Safety med
→ Decision unacceptable [100%]
Glass (s = 0.5%, 129 Si=72.19 → Type 2 [44.44%]
c = 100%) Na=14.38 → Type 7 [33.33%]
9, 129 Na=13.48, Mg=3.74 → Type 1 [11.11%]
Heart (s = 1%, 237 maximum heart rate 179 → class0 [61.40%]
c = 100%) oldpeak 3.4 → class2 [47.37%]
71, 534 age65, female, thal normal → class0 [3.51%]
male, restingBloodPressure 130, no exercise induced angina,
no major vessels colored by flourosopy → class0 [1.75%]
Iris (s = 1%, 50 petalWidth1.1 → Iris-versicolor [75%]
c = 100%) sepalWidth2.9 → Iris-versicolor [75%]
352 petalLength1.9 → Iris-setosa [75%]
sepalLength5.4, sepalWidth3.4 → Iris-setosa [50%]
Lympho- (s = 10%, 43 changesinnode=lac.margin, bloflymphc=yes → metastases [51.02%]
graphy c = 100%) specialforms=vesicles, lymnodesenlar=4 → malign lymph [30.61%]
75, 731 blockofaffere=yes, bypass=no, earlyuptakein=no → metastases [7.48%]
Pendigits (s = 0.5%, 52 C3 0, C13 100 → Class 8 [31.30%]
c = 100%) C3 0, C9 100, C12 100 → Class 0 [6.10%]
389 C1 0, C12 50, C14 25 → Class 1 [0.41%]
Pima (s = 0.5%, 126 Diabetes pedigree function 0.237 → Tested negative [60.71%]
Diabetes c = 100%) Plasma glucose concentration 187 → Tested positive [53.57%]
429 Pregnant twice, insulin 0, age 25 → Tested negative [3.57%]
Spambase (s = 1%, 2, 190 you=0, re=0, !=0, average=1 → NotSpam [100%]
c = 100%) !=0, captialCharacterLongest=2 →NotSpam [67.27%]
37, 374, 343 george=0, re=0, edu=0, !=0, longest=3 → NotSpam[67.27]
Wine (s = 1%, 247 Nonflavanoid0.14 → class2 [21.21%]
c = 100%) Malic acid 1.64 → class1 [18.18%]
548 Nonflavanoid phenols0.53,
Alcalinity of ash 21.00 → class3 [10.61%]
color intensity5.40, Hue 1.25 → class1 [1.52%]
Yeast (s = 0.2%, 195 alm0.39, vac0.51 → ME3 [75%]
c = 100%) alm0.51, vac0.51, gvh0.48 → CTY [50%]
20, 864 mcg0.43, nuc0.33 → NUC [25%]
mcg0.46, vac0.51, nuc0.22 → CYT [25%]
zoo (s = 10%, 31 aquatic, 6 legs → Type 6 [100%]
c = 100%) no eggs, 2 legs → Type 1 [66.67%]
680, 996 eggs, non breathes, non fin → Type 7 [7.41%]
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4.4.3 Experiments on Geriatric Care Data Set
In this experiment, a sanitized geriatric care data set is used as our test data set. The
attributes for this medical data set are listed in Table B.1 in Appendix B. This data set
contains 8, 547 patient records with 44 symptoms and their survival status. This data set is
an actual data set from Dalhousie University Faculty of Medicine to determine the survival
status of a patient giving all the symptoms he or she shows. We use survival status as
the decision attribute, and the 44 symptoms of a patient as condition attributes, which
includes education level, the eyesight, the age of the patient at investigation and so on. 3
There is no missing value in this data set. Table 4.7 gives selected data records of this
data set.
Table 4.7: Geriatric Care Data Set
edulevel eyesight . . . trouble livealone cough hbp heart . . . studyage sex livedead
0.6364 0.25 . . . 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . . . 73.00 1.00 0
0.7273 0.50 . . . 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . . . 70.00 2.00 0
0.9091 0.25 . . . 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 . . . 76.00 1.00 0
0.5455 0.25 . . . 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 . . . 81.00 2.00 0
0.4545 0.25 . . . 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 . . . 86.00 2.00 0
0.2727 0.00 . . . 0.50 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 . . . 76.00 2.00 0
0.0000 0.25 . . . 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 . . . 76.00 1.00 0
0.8182 0.00 . . . 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 . . . 76.00 2.00 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
There are 12 inconsistent data entries in the medical data set. After removing these
instances, the data contains 8, 535 records. 4
Table 4.8 shows selected reduct sets among the 86 reducts generated by ROSETTA.
All of these reducts contain the core attributes. For each reduct set, association rules
3Refer to Appendix B and [53] for details about this data set.
4Notice from our previous experiments that the core generation algorithm cannot return correct core
attributes when the data set contains inconsistent data entries.
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Table 4.9: Core Attributes for Geriatric Car Data Set
Core Attributes
eartroub, livealone, heart, hbp, eyetroub, hearing, sex,
health, edulevel, chest, housewk, diabetes, dental, studyage
are generated with support = 30%, confidence = 80%. 5 There are 14 core attributes
generated for this data set. They are eartroub, livealone, heart, hbp, eyetroub, hearing,
sex, health, edulevel, chest, housewk, diabetes, dental, studyage as shown in Table 4.9.
Discussion
There are 218 rules generated and ranked according to their rule importance as shown
in Table 4.10. We noticed there are 8 rules having importance of 100%. All attributes
5Note that the value of support and confidence can be adjusted to generate as many or as few rules as
required.
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Table 4.10: The Rule Importance for the Geriatric Care Data Set
No. Selected Rules Rule Importance
1 SeriousChestProblem → Dead 100%
2 SeriousHearingProblem, HavingDiabetes → Dead 100%
3 SeriousEarTrouble → Dead 100%
4 SeriousHeartProblem → Dead 100%
5 Livealone, HavingDiabetes, HighBloodPressure → Dead 100%
. . . . . . . . .
11 Livealone, HavingDiabetes, NerveProblem → Dead 95.35%
. . . . . . . . .
14 Livealone, OftenCough, HavingDiabetes → Dead 93.02%
. . . . . . . . .
217 SeriousHearingProblem, ProblemUsePhone → Dead 1.16%
218 TakeMedicineProblem, NerveProblem → Dead 1.16%
contained in these 8 rules are core attributes. These 8 rules are more important when
compared to other rules. For example, consider rule No.5 and No.11. Rule No.11 has an
importance measure of 95.35%. The difference between these two rules is that rule No.5
contains attribute Livealone, HavingDiabetes, HighBloodPressure, and rule No. 11 contains
the first 2 attributes, and instead of HighBloodPressure, NerveProblem is considered to
decide whether the patient will survive. Generally high blood pressure does affect people’s
health condition more than nerve problem in combination with the other 2 symptoms.
Rule No.11 is more important than rule No.218 because in addition to the NerveProblem,
whether a patient is able to take medicine by himself or herself is not as fatal as whether
he or she has diabetes, or lives alone without care. With the same support and confidence,
2, 626, 392 rules are generated from the original medical data set without considering reduct
sets or rule templates. Our method efficiently extracts important rules, and at the same
time provides a ranking for important rules.
We also performed experiments using Johnson’s reduct generation algorithm [69] for rule
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Table 4.11: Rules Generated by Johnson’s Algorithm for the Geriatric Care Data Set
No. Rules Rule Importance
According to
Table 4.10
1 SeriousChestProblem → Dead 100%
2 SeriousHearingProblem, HavingDiabetes → Dead 100%
3 SeriousEarTrouble → Dead 100%
4 SeriousEyeTrouble → Dead 100%
5 SeriousHeartProblem → Dead 100%
6 Livealone, HavingDiabetes, HighBloodPressure → Dead 100%
7 VerySeriousHouseWorkProblem → Dead 100%
8 Sex 2 → Dead 100%
9 FeetProblem → Dead 96.51%
10 SeriousEyeSight → Dead 95.35%
11 Livealone, HavingDiabetes, NerveProblem → Dead 95.35%
12 TroublewithLife → Dead 81.40%
13 LostControlofBladder, HavingDiabetes → Dead 75.58%
14 Livealone, HighBloodPressure, LostControlofBladder → Dead 75.58%
15 HighBloodPressure, LostControlofBladder, NerveProblem → Dead 72.09%
16 Livealone, LostControlofBladder, NerveProblem → Dead 72.09%
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generation based on one reduct with the minimum attributes. 16 rules are generated using
this reduct [53] as shown in Table 4.11. The 8 rules with 100% importance in Table 4.10
are also generated. Although the reduct generated by Johnson’s algorithm can provide all
the 100% importance rules, the result does not cover other important rules. For example,
rule No.14 in Table 4.10 implies that it is important for the doctors to pay attention to
some patient who lives alone, coughs often and also has diabetes. This information is not
included in Table 4.11 by just considering the rules generated by only one reduct.
The experimental results show that considering multiple reducts gives us more diverse
view of the data set and the Rule Importance Measure provides a ranking of how important
a rule is.
4.4.4 Comparison Experiments
Confidence is one of the interestingness measures discussed in Chapter 3. Given the an-
tecedent of a rule existing in the data set, the confidence measures the probabilities of
both the antecedent and the consequent of the rule appearing together in the data set.
The higher the probability, the more interesting the rule is considered to be. Confidence
is usually used to measure how frequently the items appear together in the data set, and
how much associated one item is to the other item(s). Thus, if people are interested in how
significant a rule is instead of how often the items contained in the rule appear together, a
confidence measure cannot provide such knowledge. The Rule Importance Measure takes
the semantic meaning of the data into consideration, and evaluates the significance of a
rule through how significant the attributes are.
In order to show that the Rule Importance Measure is different from other existing
measures on ranking the rules, e.g., confidence, we compare effects on ranking the rules
from both the Rule Importance Measure and confidence measure.
We take the geriatric care data set as an example. The rules ranked with their impor-
tance are shown in Table 4.10. These rules are generated with the minimum confidence of
80%. We list the rules ranked by their confidence in Table 4.12. From Table 4.12 we can
see that what the confidence measure considers to be interesting are not always important.
For example, rule No. 4 and No. 5 have similar confidence, but intuitively, whether a
patient has a serious heart problem is more important than whether he or she can walk
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Table 4.12: Rules Ranked with Confidence for the Geriatric Care Data Set
No. Selected Rules Confidence Rule Importance
1 TroublewithLife → Dead 85.87% 81.40%
2 VerySeriousHouseWorkProblem → Dead 84.77% 100%
3 TroublewithShopping → Dead 83.03% 41.86%
4 TroublewithGetPlacesoutofWalkingDistance → Dead 81.86% 16.28%
5 SeriousHeartProblem → Dead 81.66% 100%
6 TroublePrepareMeal → Dead 81.51% 69.77%
7 EyeTrouble → Dead 80.91% 95.35%
8 Sex 2 → Dead 80.87% 100%
9 SeriousEarTrouble → Dead 80.48% 100%
10 SeriousFeetProblem → Dead 80.83% 96.51%
11 TakeMedicineProblem, KidneyProblem → Dead 80.64% 13.95%
. . . . . . . . . . . .
21 SeriousEyeTrouble → Dead 80.48% 100%
. . . . . . . . . . . .
36 Livealone, OftenCough, HavingDiabetes → Dead 80.40% 93.02%
37 TakeMedicineProblem, LostControlBladder → Dead 80.39% 16.28%
38 SeriousHearingProblem, HavingDiabetes → Dead 80.39% 100%
. . . . . . . . . . . .
125 SeriousHearingProblem, ProblemUsePhone → Dead 80.13% 1.16%
. . . . . . . . . . . .
154 SeriousChestProblem → Dead 80.07% 100%
. . . . . . . . . . . .
169 Livealone, HavingDiabetes, HighBloodPressure → Dead 80.05% 100%
. . . . . . . . . . . .
177 Livealone, HavingDiabetes, NerveProblem → Dead 80.04% 95.35%
. . . . . . . . . . . .
218 TakeMedicineProblem, NerveProblem → Dead 80.00% 1.16%
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for a certain distance. When a patient has a heart problem, he or she normally would
have trouble walking for long distances. As another example, rule No. 177 has a lower
confidence, and therefore is not considered to be interesting. However, whether the patient
has diabetes plays an important part in diagnosing diseases; this knowledge cannot be
ignored. Comparison experiments between the Rule Importance Measure and support can
be conducted similarly by ranking the rules with their support and rule importance, and
compare the different effects they have on ranking the same set of rules. In comparison,
Rule Importance Measure ranks rules containing important attribute(s) to be more sig-
nificant. In certain applications, such as medical diagnosis, when the focus of knowledge
discovery is on the important symptoms, the Rule Importance Measure can indeed help
facilitate evaluating important knowledge.
4.5 Conclusions
We introduce a Rule Importance Measure which is an automatic and objective approach to
extract and rank important rules. This measure is applied throughout the rule generation
process. Although the rules we used in experiments in this chapter are rules with decision
attributes on the consequent part, any forms of association rules can all be generated
and ranked by this rule importance measure. The core attributes should be taken into
consideration while choosing important and useful rules. By considering as many reduct
sets as possible, we try to cover all representative subsets of the original data set. This
measure can also be used jointly with other measures to facilitate the evaluation of the
association rules.
Rough sets theory can help with selecting representative attributes from a given data
set. By removing redundant attributes, only preserving representative attributes, we
achieve representative rules. At the same time, the computation cost is lower compar-
ing to rule generation with all the attributes.
During our experiments on actual data sets, we observed some interesting results. For
the UCI breast cancer data set, we extract a rule with 100% importance that if the patient
is in the age of 50 to 59, pre-menopause, with degmalig of 3 and the tumor is in the right
breast, then the breast cancer belongs to a recurrence event. For the pima diabetes data
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set, it is not necessary to consider the following rule as important that if a patient has
been pregnant twice, the 2-hour serum insulin is 0, and she is 25 years old, her chance of
getting diabetes is negative. For the spambase data set, one of the most important rules
is when the word frequencies for “you”, “re” and “!” are 0 in an email, and the average
length of uninterrupted sequences of capital letters is 1, then this email is not considered
possible to be a spam email. For the geriatric care data set, we found that given the same
condition of a patient living alone and having lost control of bladder, high blood pressure
brings more a severe effect to the patient than nerve problems 6.
Rule Importance Measures differentiate rules by indicating which rules are more impor-
tant than other rules. Rule Importance Measures can be used in a variety of applications
such as medical diagnosis, construction of spam filters, object labeling in criminology and
so on. We will further demonstrate other possible applications in Chapter 7.
We observed a limitation for the Rule Importance Measure that when there is only one
reduct for a data set, such as the UCI Car data set or the Breast Cancer data set, the Rule
Importance Measure returns all the rules with the importance of 100%. The result is the
same as rule generation for the data set itself. So, for a given data set, if there is only one
reduct, the Rule Importance Measure does not differentiate the generated rules.
6Note that rules ranked as important may sometimes be tautological or non-unique. In such cases, the
domain experts are needed for precise evaluations.
Chapter 5
Rules-As-Attributes Measure
Use of rough sets theory to select essential attributes that can represent the original data
set is well known. A reduct is a subset of the original data set which contains the essential
attributes. Decision rules generated from reducts can fully describe a data set. In this
chapter, we introduce a new method of evaluating important rules by taking advantage
of rough sets theory, the Rules-As-Attributes measure. We consider rules generated from
the original data set as attributes in the new constructed decision table. Reducts gener-
ated from this new decision table contain essential attributes, which are the rules. Only
important rules are contained in the reducts. Experiments on an artificial data set, UCI
data sets and real-world data sets show that the Reduct Rules are more important, and
this new method provides an automatic and effective way of extracting important rules.
5.1 Introduction
Rough sets theory [72] is commonly used for attribute selection in the decision making
process. Efforts on applying rough sets theory to knowledge discovery in databases have
focused on decision making, data analysis, discovering and characterizing the inter-data
relationships, and discovering interesting patterns [73]. The decision table consists of
condition attributes and decision attributes. As explained in Chapter 2, a reduct is a
subset of condition attributes that can represent the whole data set. Traditionally reduct
generation is designed to extract important condition attributes from a decision table. By
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considering fewer attributes, the decision making process will become more efficient.
The association rule algorithm [3] is well known for discovering associations, e.g., shop-
ping behaviours among transaction data. One of the main problems for association rule
generations is that the number of rules generated is generally quite large; thus, it is very
difficult to evaluate and rank these rules. In order to solve this problem, many novel ap-
proaches have been developed to extract more interesting rules. Rule templates [45] as one
of the examples of the rule interestingness measures can be applied to extract appropriate
rules towards certain applications. They are useful in decision making, recommender sys-
tems and other applications. The association rule algorithm can be used to extract rules
from the decision table as well.
In this chapter we are interested in using rough sets theory to facilitate the association
rule generation. We focus on how to use rough sets theory to discover important rules.
The Rule Importance Measure introduced in Chapter 4 is also a rough set-based rule
evaluation approach. The approach we will introduce in this chapter is different from the
Rule Important Measure, although both measures consider the input data as a decision
table. The Rule Importance Measure is applied through the rule generation procedure, the
input of this measure is the original decision table, and the output is a set of rules ranked
by their importance. The Rules-As-Attributes Measure takes any sets of rules as input,
and it is to be used after the rules are generated. Such rules can be generated by various
learning algorithms. The output of the Rules-As-Attributes Measure is a set of important
rules, which is a subset of the original rule sets generated from the original data.
We utilize the concept of a reduct in a new perspective. Association rules are generated
from the original decision table. Each rule is considered as a condition attribute in the
new constructed decision table. The decision attributes are the original decision attributes.
Therefore, a reduct of such a decision table represents the essential attributes, which are
the most important rules that fully describe the decision. We call these rules Reduct Rules.
The reduct rules contained by a reduct are therefore important, and all the other rules are
not as important or as representative.
Related work on rough sets theory and rule discovery is discussed in Section 5.2. In
Section 5.3 we introduce the Reduct Rules from the proposed Rules-As-Attributes measure.
Experiments on an artificial data set, real-world data sets and UCI data sets are shown
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in Section 5.4. Several observations and discussions of the experiments are included in
Section 5.5. Conclusions for this chapter are discussed in Section 5.6.
5.2 Rough Sets Theory and Rule Discovery
We define the rule templates that are used in this chapter, and discuss previous work on
using rough sets theory to facilitate rule discovery. Literature reviews on rough sets theory
can be found in Chapter 2.
5.2.1 Defining Rule Template
Because our interest is to make decisions or recommendations based on the condition
attributes, we are looking for rules with only decision attributes on the consequent part.
Therefore, we specify the following 2 rule templates to extract rules we want as shown by
Template 5.1, and to subsume rules as shown by Template 5.2.
〈Attribute1, Attribute2, . . . , Attributen〉 → 〈DecisionAttribute〉 (5.1)
Template 5.1 specifies only decision attributes can be on the consequent part of a rule, and
Attribute1, Attribute2, . . . , Attributen lead to a decision of DecisionAttribute, as shown
by Template 5.1.
We specify the rules to be removed or subsumed using Template 5.2. For example,
given rule
〈Attribute1, Attribute2〉 → 〈DecisionAttribute〉 (5.2)
the following rules
〈Attribute1, Attribute2, Attribute3〉 → 〈DecisionAttribute〉 (5.3)
〈Attribute1, Attribute2, Attribute6〉 → 〈DecisionAttribute〉 (5.4)
can be removed because they are subsumed by Template 5.2.
We use the artificial car data set that is shown in Table 5.3 as an example to further
explain how to define proper templates. Since we are interested in predicting the mileage
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of a car based on the model of a car, the number of doors, the compression, the weight as
well as other factors related to a car, we would like to extract rules which have the decision
attribute “mileage” on the consequent part of the rules. Therefore we specify the template
for desired rules as shown in Eq. 5.5
〈model, cyl, . . . , weight〉 → 〈mileage〉. (5.5)
And if a rule
〈JapanCar, weight medium〉 → 〈mileage High〉 (5.6)
is generated, rules such as Eq. 5.7
〈JapanCar, trans manual, weight medium〉 → 〈mileage High〉 (5.7)
is subsumed, because this rule can be deduced by the previous rule.
5.2.2 From Reduct to Rule Generation
As discussed in Section 4.2, there have been other contributions on applying rough sets
theory to rule discovery (e.g., [33, 43]). Another relevant work is that of Szczuka [84]
who proposed a new method of constructing a classification system with a combination of
a rule based system and neural networks. Reducts are generated from the original data
using rough sets theory; then, rules (rule generation functions depend on the applications)
are generated according to the attributes in the reducts. These rules are used as input for
a neural network based classifier. The classifier constructed is smaller and simpler than
the rough sets classifier, and the weights of the neural network imply the importance of
particular rules.
Still, little effort to date has been expended on applying rough sets theory to association
rules generation. In fact, rough sets can be used to determine whether there is redundant
information in the data and whether we can find the essential data needed for our ap-
plications. Since the rough sets method can help to generate representative attributes,
we expect fewer rules will be generated due to fewer attributes. And the rules will be as
significant as the rules generated without using the rough sets approach.
Rules generated from the original data set can be used to represent original knowledge.
After a reduct is generated, a rule based on this reduct is generated in the form such that
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the antecedents of a rule are from the value of condition attributes in the reduct set, and
the consequents of a rule are from the value of decision attributes from the original data
set. Association rule generations also return rules with certain support and confidence.
5.3 Discovering Important Rules - Reduct Rules
As discussed in Chapter 4, a general problem with rule generation is how to automatically
extract important rules from the large number of generated rules. In this section we propose
a new approach of selecting important rules based on rough sets theory.
Let us consider the concept of a reduct. A reduct of a decision table contains attributes
that can fully represent the original knowledge. When a reduct is given, rules extracted
based on this reduct are representative of the original decision table. These representative
rules are therefore considered more important than the rules generated without using the
reduct. A reduct contains the most representative and important condition attributes of a
decision table. Based on this intuition, each of the individual rules among the generated
rules sets can be considered as a condition attribute in a decision table. The reduct
extracted for such decision tables would contain representative and important attributes,
which are the rules. Since the generation of reduct is an automatic process, we can use
such an approach to discover important rules from a set of generated rules automatically.
5.3.1 Reconstructing Decision Tables by Considering Rules as
Attributes
We consider a decision table T = (U,C,D), where U = {u0, u1, ..., um−1} is a set of records
in the table, C = {c0, c1, ..., cp−1} is a set of the condition attributes and D is a set of the
decision attributes. Let us consider decision tables with one decision attribute. A set of
rules R is generated from this table T , where R = {Rule0, Rule1, ..., Rulen−1}. The new
decision table is constructed as follows.
We construct a new decision table Am×(n+1), where each record from the original
decision table u0, u1, ..., um−1 is the row, and the columns of this new table consists of
Rule0, Rule1, ..., Rulen−1 and the decision attribute. We say a rule can be applied to a
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record in the decision table if both the antecedent and the consequent of the rule appear to-
gether in the record, which can also be interpreted as whether a rule can classify the record
correctly. For each Rulej (j ∈ [0, ..., n − 1]), we assign 1 to cell A[i, j] (i ∈ [0, ...,m − 1])
if the rule Rulej can be applied to the record ui. We set 0 to A[i, j] otherwise. The de-
cision attribute A[i, n] (i ∈ [0, ...,m − 1]) remains the same as the original values of the
decision attribute in the original decision table. Eq. 5.8 shows the conditions for the value







1, if j < n and Rulej can be applied to ui
0, if j < n and Rulej cannot be applied to ui
di, if j = n and di is the corresponding decision attributes for ui
(5.8)
where i ∈ [0, ...,m− 1], j ∈ [0, ..., n− 1].
The following example explains how to construct the new decision table using the above
proposed approaches and Eq. 5.8. Let us consider a decision table as shown in Table 5.1.
c1, c2, c3 are the condition attributes, and D is the decision attributes.
Table 5.1: Sample Decision Table
c1 c2 c3 D
1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1
0 0 1 0
Suppose there are 2 rules generated based on Table 5.1, and the rule set is R =
{Rule0, Rule1}. Rule0 specifies “if c1 = 1, then D = 1”; Rule1 specifies “if c2=1 and
c3=0, then D = 1”. In this example, m = 3 which stands for the number of rows in the
original decision table; n = 2 which stands for the number of rules in the rule set. A
new decision table for ranking the important rules can therefore constructed as A3×3, the
condition attributes in the new decision table are Rule0 and Rule1, and decision attribute
is D, which comes from the original decision table. According to Eq. 5.8, for condition
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attribute Rule0, A[0, 0] = 1 because Rule0 can correctly classify the record in the first row
in Table 5.1, A[1, 0] = 1 because Rule0 can correctly classify the record in the second row
from Table 5.1; but A[2, 0] = 0 because Rule0 cannot be applied to the record in the third
row from Table 5.1 since c1 = 0 instead of 1. Therefore, the cells from the first column in










With the original decision attributes unchanged from Table 5.1, and the two columns for
condition attributes, the new decision table A3×3 is constructed as shown in the following
Table 5.2.





This new decision table is then used as the input decision table for discovering important
rules.
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5.3.2 Reduct Rules and Core Rules
We further define Reduct Rule Set and Core Rule Set.
Definition 3 Reduct Rule Set. We define a reduct generated from the new decision
table A as the Reduct Rule Set. A Reduct Rule Set contains Reduct Rules.
The Reduct Rules are representative rules that can fully describe the decision attribute.
Definition 4 Core Rule Set. We define the intersection of all the Reduct Rule Sets
generated from this new decision table A as the Core Rule Set. A Core Rule Set contains
Core Rules.
The Core Rules are contained in every Reduct Rule Set.
By considering rules as attributes, reducts generated from the new decision table con-
tain all the important attributes, which represent the important rules generated from the
original data set; and it excludes the less important attributes. Core attributes from the
new decision table A contain the most important attributes, which represent the most
important rules.
5.3.3 Evaluation
A reduct of a data set contains a set of representative and important attributes that can
determine the decision attributes. The proposed Reduct Rules are of interest and can be
used to discover representative and important rules.
Since the Rule Importance Measure in Chapter 4 (see also [54]) provides a rank of
different important rules, we use the Rule Importance Measure to evaluate our experimental
results in Section 5.4.
Note that the Rule Importance Measure ranks rules generated from multiple reducts,
which implies that these ranked rules all contain reduct attributes from the original data
sets. However, the Reduct Rules are extracted from generated rules based on all the
attributes of the original data sets. Therefore, if a Reduct Rule can be found in the rule
sets ranked by the rule importance, it implies that this is a rule containing the attributes
in the reduct and thus is more important than rules that are not ranked by the Rule
Importance Measure.
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5.4 Experiments
In this section, we perform experiments on an artificial car data set, a real world geriatric
care data set, 10 UCI data sets and a marketing data set to show that the Reduct Rules
are more important.
5.4.1 Procedures














Figure 5.1: Experiment Procedure
In our experiments, we consider each data set as a transaction set. First during the
data preprocessing step, the inconsistent data instances and the data instances contain-
ing missing attribute values are processed. The core algorithms require a consistent data
set. Therefore in our experiments, the inconsistent data instances are considered as noise
and are removed during the data preprocessing stage. Inconsistency exists in a decision
table when two or more data instances containing the same condition attribute values
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but different decision attribute values. These data instances must be removed. We first
sort the whole data set according to the condition attributes, excluding the decision at-
tributes. Then we select data instances that contain the same condition attributes values,
but different decision attributes values. These data instances are inconsistent and they are
removed during this stage. Discretization, such as equal frequency binning or the entropy
algorithm [69], is also applied during this stage if necessary. Core attributes are generated
at the end of the data preprocessing stage.
The apriori [15] association rule algorithm is then applied to generate association rules
for each data set. Since our interest is to make decisions, we use the rule templates defined
in Section 5.2.1 to generate only rules with decision attributes on the consequent part, and
to remove subsumed rules. The new decision table is constructed by using these association
rules as condition attributes. Note that there may be inconsistencies existing in the new
decision table; therefore, the data instances that are inconsistent have to be removed.
We use Johnson’s Reduct generation algorithm in ROSETTA [69] on the new decision
table to generate Reduct Rules. Other reduct generation approaches may also be applied
at this step.
We first apply this experimental procedure to two data sets. The first data set, the
car data set, is a small artificial data set designed to illustrate in detail how to generate
Reduct Rules. The second data set, geriatric care data, is an actual data set from Dalhousie
University Medical School [53] to determine the survival status of a patient. It is used to
illustrate that the methods we devised can scale to larger data sets. We then demonstrate
the utility of our method on UCI [21] data sets and a real-world marketing data set [34].
5.4.2 Car Data Set
We first explain in detail our method of considering rules as attributes using an artificial
data set about cars [39], shown in Table 5.3, which is used to decide the mileage of different
cars. This data set contains 14 records, and 8 condition attributes.
There is no inconsistent data or incomplete data existing in this data set. Rule tem-
plates defined in Section 5.2.1 are applied, e.g., rules with only decision attribute mileage
on the consequent part are generated; and subsumed rules are removed. There are 19 rules
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Table 5.3: Artificial Car Data Set
make model cyl door displace compress power trans weight mileage
USA 6 2 Medium High High Auto Medium Medium
USA 6 4 Medium Medium Medium Manual Medium Medium
USA 4 2 Small High Medium Auto Medium Medium
USA 4 2 Medium Medium Medium Manual Medium Medium
USA 4 2 Medium Medium High Manual Medium Medium
USA 6 4 Medium Medium High Auto Medium Medium
USA 4 2 Medium Medium High Auto Medium Medium
USA 4 2 Medium High High Manual Light High
Japan 4 2 Small High Low Manual Light High
Japan 4 2 Medium Medium Medium Manual Medium High
Japan 4 2 Small High High Manual Medium High
Japan 4 2 Small Medium Low Manual Medium High
Japan 4 2 Small High Medium Manual Medium High
USA 4 2 Small High Medium Manual Medium High
generated by the apriori algorithm with support = 1%, confidence = 100%1, as shown in
Table 5.4.
New Decision Table
The new decision table A14×20 is constructed by using the 19 rules as condition attributes,
and the original decision on the mileage as the decision attribute. For each rule we check
whether it can be applied to the 19 records. For example, Rule0,
USACar, Displace Medium,Weight Medium→ Mileage Medium (5.9)
1The values of support and confidence can be adjusted to control the number of rules generated. For
the rest of our experiments, we set the support and confidence during rule generations for each data set
to obtain a certain amount of rules.
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Table 5.4: Rule Set Generated by the Car Data Set
No. Association Rules
0 USACar,Displace Medium,Weight Medium → Mileage Medium
1 USACar, Compress Medium → Mileage Medium
2 USACar,Power High → Mileage Medium
3 Cyl 6 → Mileage Medium
4 Door 4 → Mileage Medium
5 Displace Medium, Compress High, Weight Medium → Mileage Medium
6 Displace Medium, Power High → Mileage Medium
7 Compress Medium, Power High → Mileage Medium
8 Trans Auto → Mileage Medium
9 JapanCar → Mileage High
10 Cyl 4, Displace Medium, Compress High → Mileage High
11 Cyl 4, Compress High, Power High → Mileage High
12 Displace Small, Compress Medium → Mileage High
13 Displace Small, Power High → Mileage High
14 Displace Small, Trans Manual → Mileage High
15 Displace Medium, Compress High, Power Medium → Mileage High
16 Compress High, Trans Manual → Mileage High
17 Power Low → Mileage High
18 Weight Light → Mileage High
can be applied to the first record, because both the antecedent USACar, Displace Medium,
Weight Medium and the consequent Mileage Medium appear in the rule. Therefore, we as-
sign A[0, 0] = 1. Rule0 can be applied to the second record as well. We assign A[1, 0] = 1.
However, Rule0 cannot be applied to the third record, because the value for “displace”
is “small” instead of “medium”. Therefore A[2, 0] = 0. Table 5.5 gives the new con-
structed decision table for car data set. Note that we set “Mileage Medium” to be 0, and
“Mileage High” to be 1.
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Table 5.5: New Decision Table for the Car Data Set
Rule0 Rule1 Rule2 . . . Rule15 Rule16 Rule17 Rule18 Mileage
1 0 1 . . . 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 . . . 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 . . . 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 . . . 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 . . . 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 . . . 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 . . . 1 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 . . . 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 . . . 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 . . . 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 . . . 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 . . . 0 1 0 0 1
Table 5.6: Reduct Rules for the Car Data Set
No. in Reduct Rules Rule
Table 5.4 Importance
9 JapanCar → Mileage High 100%
16 Compress High, Trans Manual → Mileage High 75%
There is no inconsistency in this new decision table. The core rule set generated by
the core algorithm is empty. Johnson’s Reduct generation algorithm generates one reduct,
{Rule9, Rule16}. The Reduct Rules for the car data set is shown in Table 5.6.
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Evaluation
The Rule Importance Measure provides a way to evaluate whether the reduct rules are more
important. Table 5.7 shows the Rule Importance for the car data set. Core attributes from
the original data set are generated by the core algorithm. The core for this data set are
make model, and trans as shown earlier in Table 4.3. From Table 5.7 we can see that Rule9
and Rule16 have the rule importance of 100%, and 75% respectively.
We also observe that, in Rule9, JapanCar is the core attribute value, in Rule16,
Trans Manual is the core attribute value.The Reduct Rules all contain core attributes.
Discussion
This example shows that by considering rules as attributes and constructing a new decision
table, the rules in the reduct are important rules, and are representative knowledge of the
original data set. Therefore the Reduct Rules could be considered as important knowledge
discovered from the original data.
5.4.3 Experiment on the Geriatric Data
A sanitized geriatric care data set is tested. This data set contains 8547 patient records
with 44 symptoms and their survival status. The data set is used to determine the survival
status of a patient giving all the symptoms he or she shows. We use survival status as
the decision attribute, and the 44 symptoms of a patient as condition attributes, which
includes patients’ education level, the eyesight, the age of the patient at investigation, the
sex of the patient and so on2. There are no missing values in this data set. Table 6.5 gives
selected data records of this data set.
We first check for inconsistency in this data set and 12 inconsistent data records are
removed from this data set. There are 86 reducts generated for this geriatric data set by
the genetic algorithm in ROSETTA. The apriori algorithm [15] is then used to generate
86 rule sets for each reduct with support = 30%, confidence = 80%. Rule templates are
applied in the rule generation as well, e.g., extracting only rules with decision attribute
2Refer to [53] for details about this data set.
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Table 5.7: Rule Importance for the Car Data Set
No. in Rules Rule
Table 5.4 Importance
9 JapanCar → Mileage High 100%
8 Trans Auto → Mileage Medium 100%
16 Compress High, Trans Manual → Mileage High 75%
1 USACar, Compress Medium → Mileage Medium 75%
14 Displace Small, Trans Manual → Mileage High 50%
3 Cyl 6 → Mileage Medium 50%
0 USACar, Displace Medium, Weight Medium → Mileage Medium 25%
17 Power Low → Mileage High 25%
2 USACar, Power High → Mileage Medium 25%
7 Compress Medium, Power High → Mileage Medium 25%
12 Displace Small, Compress Medium → Mileage High 25%
4 Door 4 → Mileage Medium 25%
18 Weight Light → Mileage High 25%
livedead on the consequent part and removing subsumed rules. For example, in the rule
set, a rule shown as Eq. 5.10 exists
SeriousChestProblem→ Death (5.10)
the following rule is removed because it is subsumed.
SeriousChestProblem, TakeMedicineProblem→ Death (5.11)
218 unique rules are generated over these 86 reducts. These rules as well as their rule
importance are shown in Table 5.9. Among these 218 rules, 87 rules have rule importance
of no less than 50% , 8 of which have rule importance of 100%. All the rules with rule
importance of 100% contain only core attributes.
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Table 5.8: Geriatric Care Data Set
edulevel eyesight hearing health trouble livealone cough hbp heart stroke . . . sex livedead
0.6364 0.25 0.50 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . . . 1 0
0.7273 0.50 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . . . 2 0
0.9091 0.25 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 . . . 1 0
0.5455 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . . . 2 0
0.4545 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 . . . 2 0
0.2727 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.50 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 . . . 2 0
0.0000 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 . . . 1 0
0.8182 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 . . . 2 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The core attributes for this data set are eartrouble, livealone, heart, highbloodpressure,
eyetrouble, hearing, sex, health, educationlevel, chest, housework, diabetes, dental, studyage
as shown earlier in Table 4.9. The new decision table A8535×219 is constructed by using
the 218 rules 3 as condition attributes, and the original decision attribute as the decision
attribute. Note that after reconstructing the decision table, we must check for inconsistency
again before generating reduct rules for this table. After removing the inconsistent data
records, there are 5709 records left in the new decision table. The core rule set is empty.
We use Johnson’s reduct generation algorithm on this table A′5709×219 and the reduct rule
set is {Rule0, Rule1, Rule3, Rule5, Rule19, Rule173}. We show these rules in Table 5.10.
Evaluation
From Table 5.10 we can see that the reduct rule sets contain 6 rules. There are 4 rules
judged to be the most important. The rule importance for Rule0, Rule1, Rule3 and Rule5
are all 100%. Rule19 has the importance of 82.56%, but is still more important than most
3There are 1, 615 rules generated by the apriori algorithm from the original data set with support =
30%, confidence = 80%, after applying the rule template. We can circumvent problems inherent in
considering all 1615 generated rules using the 218 unique rules that are derived from the 86 reducts
obtained by ROSETTA’s genetic algorithm.
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Table 5.9: Rule Importance for the Geriatric Care Data
No. Selected Rules Rule Importance
0 SeriousHeartProblem → Death 100%
1 SeriousChestProblem → Death 100%
2 SeriousHearingProblem, HavingDiabetes → Death 100%
3 SeriousEarTrouble → Death 100%
4 SeriousEyeTrouble → Death 100%
5 Sex Female → Death 100%
. . . . . . . . .
10 Livealone, HavingDiabetes, NerveProblem → Death 95.35%
. . . . . . . . .
216 SeriousHearingProblem, ProblemUsePhone → Death 1.16%
217 TakeMedicineProblem, NerveProblem → Death 1.16%
of the 218 rules.
5.4.4 Experiments on UCI Data Sets and a Marketing Data Set
We experiment on selected UCI data sets [21] (as shown in Appendix C) and a marketing
data set described below. In Table 5.11, we list for each data set, the name of the data
set, the number of condition attributes, the number of instances it contains; the number of
reducts returned by the ROSETTA genetic algorithm, sample reducts; and core attributes.
A. Abalone Data 17 rules are ranked by the Rule Importance Measure (of Chapter 4)
ranging from 6.25% to 62.50%.
C. Car Data We first use Hu’s core algorithm (discussed in Chapter 2) to generate
core attributes, and all the condition attributes are the core attributes. There is only one
reduct generated for this data set, and the reduct contains all the core attributes. 9 rules
are ranked by the Rule Importance Measure all with 100% importance.
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Table 5.10: Reduct Rules for the Geriatric Care Data
No. in Reduct Rules Rule
Table 5.9 Importance
0 SeriousHeartProblem → Death 100%
1 SeriousChestProblem → Death 100%
3 SeriousEarTrouble → Death 100%
5 Sex Female → Death 100%
19 Livealon, OftenSneeze, DentalProblems, HavingDiabetes → Death 82.56%
173 ProblemHandleYourOwnMoney → Death 27.91%
D. Glass Data 129 rules are ranked by the Rule Importance Measure ranging from
5.56% to 44.40%.
F. Iris Data We apply the association rules algorithm [3] with rule templates, and there
are 50 rules generated, which are ranked by the Rule Importance Measure ranging from
50.00% to 75.00%.
G. Lymphography Data 147 reducts are generated from this data set. 43 rules are
ranked by Rule Importance Measure ranging from 1.36% to 51.02%.
H. Pendigits Data 52 rules are ranked by the Rule Importance Measure ranging from
0.41% to 31.30%.
I. Pima Indians Diabetes Data 126 rules are ranked by the Rule Importance Measure
ranging from 3.57% to 60.71%.
K. Wine Recognition Data 247 rules are ranked by the Rule Importance Measure
ranging from 1.52% to 21.21%.
L. Yeast Data 195 rules are ranked by the Rule Importance Measure ranging from
25.00% to 75.00%.
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M. Zoo Data 31 rules are ranked by the Rule Importance Measure ranging from 3.70%
to 100.00%.
K. Marketing Data This data set was collected from questionnaires filled in by shop-
ping mall customers in the San Francisco Bay area [34]. The data is used to predict
the annual income of each household from the 13 condition attributes, including the cus-
tomer’s sex, marital status, age, education, occupation, period of living in the local area,
dual incomes if married, number of people living in the household, number of people in
the household under age 18, the status of the household, the type of the home, the ethnic
classifications and the languages spoken in the house. There are 8993 data instances. After
removing inconsistencies and missing attribute values, there are 5625 data instances. All
the condition attributes are core attributes. There is only one reduct generated for this
data set, and the reduct contains all the core attributes. 102 rules are ranked by the Rule
Importance Measure all with 100% importance.
Evaluations
In Table 5.12, we list the number of rules generated using the original data set with certain
support and confidence values, and with the rule templates; the size of the new decision
table with the same number of rows as the original data, and the number of columns are
from the number of rules plus the original decision attributes, where the values in this new
decision table are assigned according to Eq. 5.8. We also list the Reduct Rules returned by
Johnson’s reduct generation from ROSETTA, shown as “R” followed by the rule number;
the results of the core rules generated by Algorithm 2 from Chapter 2 are also included.
For each Reduct Rule in each data set, we show the Rule Importance Measures.
From Table 5.12, we notice that a majority of reduct rules have high rule importance,
although there exist rules with lower importance measures as well.
5.5 Observations
From the Reduct Rules generation results in Section 5.4, we make the following observa-
tions.
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Table 5.11: UCI Data Sets and Marketing Data
Data Condition No. of No. of Sample Core
Set Attributes Instances Reducts Reducts Attributes
Abalone 8 4, 177 16 {WholeWeight, ShuckedWeight, ShellWeight} Empty
{Height, WholeWeight, ShuckedWeight, VisceraWeight}
{Sex, Length, Height, WholeWeight, ShellWeight}





Glass 9 214 21 {RI, Al} {Na, Si} Empty
{RI, Na, Mg} {Na, Mg, K, Fe}
Iris 4 150 4 {sepalLength, sepalWidth, petalLength} Empty
{sepalLength, petal Length, petalWidth}
{sepalWidth, petalLength, petalWidth}
{sepalLength, sepalWidth, petalWidth}
Lympho- 18 148 147 {blockofaffere, hangesinnode, Empty
graphy changesinstru, specialforms,
dislocationof, noofnodesin}
Pendigits 16 7, 494 246 {C3, C6, C12, C13} Empty
{C3, C7, C10, C13, C14}
Pima 8 768 28 {blp, pedigree, age} Empty
Diabetes {times, glucose, pedigree}
{glucose, blp, insulin, age}
Wine 13 178 66 {Flavanoids, Color} Empty
{Proanthocyanins, Color}
{MalicAcid, Alcalinity, Phenols}
Yeast 8 1, 484 4 {mcg, alm, mit, vac}, {mcg, gvh, mit, vac} vac
{mcg, gvh, alm, vac, nuc}
{gvh, alm, mit, vac, nuc}
Zoo 16 101 27 {eggs, aquatic, toothed, breathes, legs} aquatic, legs
{milk, aquatic, backbone, venomous, legs, catsize}
{hair, eggs, aquatic, predator, breathes, fins, legs}
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Table 5.12: Reduct Rules for UCI Data Sets and Marketing Data
Data No. of Decision Table Reduct Rules Sample Reduct Rules Core
Rules (support, by Johnson’s & Rule Importance
Set confidence) Row × Column from ROSETTA (Indicated by %) Rules
Abalone 20 4, 177× 21 R1,R2,R3,R4, R1: VisceraWeight=0.0065 → Rings=4 [62.50%] Empty
(s=0.1%, R5,R6,R7,R8, R3: Length=0.245 → Rings=4[43.75%]
c=100%) R9,R14,R15,R16, R19: Height=0.17, Diameter=0.480 →
R17,R18,R19,R20 Rings=10 [18.75%]
(16 Reduct Rules) R20:Height=0.195,Diameter=0.54→ Ring=11[18.75%]
Car 9 1, 728× 10 Empty N/A Empty
(s=1%,
c=100%)
Glass 138 214 × 139 R21,R49,R50,R57,R62, R21:Al=1.12 → Type=1[33.33%] Empty
(s=0.5%, R65,R67,R69,R71,R72, R81: Si=72.19 → Type=2 [44.44%]
c=100%) R73,R74,R75,R76,R80, R86: Si=72.83 → Type=2 [44.44%]
R81,R82,R85,R86,R87, R87: Si=72.87 → Type=2 [44.44%]
. . . R123: Na=14.95 → Type=7 [33.33%]
R127,R128,R131 R127: Mg=0, Fe=0.09 → Type=7 [5.56%]
(45 Reduct Rules) R128: Al=1.99→Type=7 [33.33%]
R131: K=0, Cal=8.67 → Type=7 [N/A]
Iris 50 150 × 51 R9,R17,R19, R9: sepalWidth3.5 →Iris-setosa [75.00%] Empty
(s=1%, R20,R21,R22 R17: petalLength1.7 → Iris-setosa [75.00%]
c=100%) R21: petalWidth0.3 → Iris-setosa [75.00%]
(6 Reduct Rules) R22: petalWidth0.4 → Iris-setosa [75.00%]
Lympho- 43 148 × 44 R30,R31, R30: changesinlym=oval, specialforms=vesicles, Empty
graphy (s=10%, R37,R38 blockofaffere=no → malign lymph [16.33%]
c=100%) R38: specialforms=vesicles, dislocationof=yes,
(4 Reduct Rules) blockofaffere=no → malign lymph [17.01%]
Pendigits 74 7494× 75 R14,R16,R17,R18,R22, R22: C1 0,C12 51 → Class=1 [10.57%] Empty
(s=0.5%, R25,R26,R27,R28,R29, R25: C7 100, C8 100, C12 51 → Class=1 [2.85%]
c=100%) R30,R31,R32,R33,R34, R31: C9 0, C14 0 → Class=2 [5.28%]
. . . R64: C3 0, C13 100 → Class=8 [31.30%]
R65,R66,R67,R68 R65: C5 100, C8 0 → Class=8 [9.35%]
(49 Reduct Rules) R67: C8 0, C9 0, C13 100 → Class=8 [3.66%]
Pima 134 768 × 135 R125,R126,R127, R127: glucose=168 → Tested Positive [53.57%] Empty
Diabetes (s=0.5%, R128,R129,R130, R128: glucose=181 → Tested Positive [53.57%]
c=100%) R132,R133,R134 R130: blp=78, age=31 → Tested Positive [17.86%]
(9 Reduct Rules) R132: insulin=0, BMI=32.0 → Tested Positive [7.14%]
Wine 247 178 × 248 R1,R2,R3,R5,R6,R7 R1: Nonfla=0.20, → Class=1 [21.21%] Empty
(s=1%, R8,R9,R11,R12,R14,R15, R7: Nonfla=0.31 → Class=1 [21.21%]
c=100%) R16,R17,R20,R21,R24, R16: MalicAcid=1.77 → Class=1 [18.18%]
. . . R221: Hue=0.56 → Class=3 [16.67%]
R222,R224,R225,R233 R222: Hue=0.57 → Class=3 [16.67%]
(68 Reduct Rules) R233: ODDiluted=1.33 → Class=3 [16.67%]
Yeast 209 1453× 210 R47,R91,R92,R93,R94, R47: gvh=0.48,alm=0.51,nuc=0.27 → CYT [50.00%] Empty
(s=0.2%, R95,R96,R97,R98,R99, R95: mcg=0.33,vac=0.51 → NUC [75.00%]
c=100%) R100,R101,R102,R103, R103: mcg=0.42,alm=0.50 → NUC [50.00%]
. . . R107: mcg=0.47,vac=0.51 → NUC [75.00%]
R195,R197,R199,R200 R169: gvh=0.62, vac=0.50 → MIT [75.00%]
(106 Reduct Rules) R200: alm=0.36,mit=0.26 → ME3 [50.00%]
Zoo 65 59× 66 R22,R36,R55 R22: milk=1→Type=1 [33.33%] Empty
(s=10%, (3 Reduct Rules) R36: hair=0, legs=2 →Type=2[40.74%]
c=100%) R55: aquatic=0, legs=6 → Type=6 [100.00%]




• The number of Reduct Rules is always less than the number of rules generated with
the same support, confidence and the same rule templates. Since the Reduct Rules
are rules generated based on the definitions of the reduct in rough sets theory, these
rules are sufficient to describe the decision attributes in the original decision table.
• The Core Rule Set is always empty. This means that none of the Reduct Rules is
contained by all the Reduct Rule sets.
• For UCI Car data set and Marketing data set, the Reduct Rule sets from ROSETTA
are empty as shown in Table 5.12. This is because there is only one decision attribute
value that exists in the new decision table after removing the inconsistencies. There-
fore there is no subset of “condition attributes”, which are the Reduct Rules, that can
differentiate different concepts. It is also interesting to notice that all the condition
attributes for these data sets are core attributes, and there is only one reduct for the
data as shown in Table 5.11.
• There exist Reduct Rules that are not ranked by rule importance measures, such
as R131 in Glass data set in Table 5.12. Such Reduct Rules are not ranked by the
Rule Importance Measure because they either do not contain important attributes,
or because the attribute values are not frequently occurring.
5.6 Conclusions
We introduced a Rules-As-Attributes measure to discover important rules by considering
rules as attributes. Association rules are used for rule generation. A new decision table
is constructed by considering all the rules as condition attributes. Reducts generated by
ROSETTA from this new decision table are representative of rules from the original data
set. The experimental results for discovering important rules are promising and exciting.
The process of extracting Reduct Rules is automatic. Reduct Rules are a subset of the
original rules which are representative and important. This method can be used together
with the Rule Importance Measure to take a further step to evaluate rules. We discuss the
relationship between these two measures in Section 7.2.2.
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We are interested in applying the Rules-As-Attributes measure to recommender systems
for interesting recommendations. In particular, we are interested in collaborative filtering
systems which observe the behaviours and the patterns of the current users, and make
recommendations based on the similarities between the current users and other users. A
decision table can be constructed by considering user’s interests as condition attributes, and
different recommended items as decision attributes. Therefore, association rules generated
from this decision table, with decision attributes on the consequent part, can be used to
make recommendations. The Reduct Rules extracted from the proposed approach can thus
be used to provide representative and interesting recommendations.
Chapter 6
Frequent Itemset and Missing
Attribute Values
How to process missing attribute values is an important data preprocessing problem in data
mining and knowledge discovery tasks. A commonly-used and näıve solution to process
data with missing attribute values is to ignore the instances which contain missing attribute
values. This method may neglect important information within the data and a significant
amount of data could be easily discarded. Some methods, such as assigning the most
common values or assigning an average value to the missing attribute, make good use of all
the available data. However the assigned value may not come from the information which
the data originally derived from; thus, noise is brought to the data.
In this chapter, we introduce two approaches RSFit and ItemRSFit to effectively predict
missing attribute values. The frequent itemset is generated from the association rules
algorithm and it displays the correlations between different items in a transaction data set.
Considering a data set as a transaction, each data instance as an itemset, frequent itemset
can be used as a knowledge base to predict missing attribute values. However this approach
alone cannot predict all the existing missing attributes. RSFit [55] is a newly developed
approach to predict missing attribute values based on the similarities of attribute-value
pairs by only considering attributes contained in the core or the reduct of the data set. The
RSFit approach provides a faster prediction and can be used for predicting the cases that
cannot be covered by the itemset approach. We name the integrated approach ItemRSFit.
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Empirical studies on UCI data sets and a real world data set demonstrate a significant
increase of predicting accuracy obtained from this new integrated approach.
6.1 Introduction
We propose two approaches based on rough sets theory and association rule algorithms for
processing data with missing attribute values. We first discuss the current approaches for
processing missing attribute data. We then introduce an approach RSFit for processing
data with missing attribute values based on rough sets theory. By matching attribute-
value pairs among the attributes from the same core or reduct of the original data set,
the assigned value preserves the characteristics of the original data set. We compare
our approach with “closest fit approach globally” and “closest fit approach in the same
concept”, which are the two recent rough sets approaches for processing missing attribute
values [27]. We conduct experiments on complete data sets with a randomly selected
number of missing attribute values. Then we compare the accuracy of the predictions
using the proposed RSFit approach and other existing approaches. Experimental results
on UCI data sets and a real geriatric care data set show that the RSFit approach can
obtain a comparable prediction accuracy on assigning the missing values while at the same
time significantly reducing the computation time. However, the RSFit approach, like most
other existing approaches, cannot provide a high percentage of prediction to all the missing
attribute values.
In the second part of this chapter, we introduce an integrated approach ItemRSFit
to effectively predict missing attribute values by combining the frequent itemset approach
and RSFit together. Frequent itemsets are generated from the association rule algorithm
for transaction data. The itemsets demonstrate correlations between different items from
the transaction. Therefore, the frequent itemsets can be considered as a knowledge base
for correlations between items. If one item in a transaction is missing, it can be predicted
by the correlations from the frequent itemsets based on other transactions containing this
item. Since a general data set can be considered as transaction data, missing attribute
values can be considered as missing item values. We can use frequent itemsets to predict
those missing attribute values. The experimental results show that using frequent itemset
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as a knowledge base to predict missing attribute values can provide a high prediction
accuracy. However this approach alone cannot guarantee a complete prediction to all the
existing missing attributes in the data set, because not all the attributes are associated
with other attributes. Although with a lower support value, the association rule algorithm
can extract rare associations between different possible values, it is computationally time
consuming to use a larger knowledge base on prediction. We would like to discover a
tradeoff between an acceptable prediction accuracy for missing attribute values and an
acceptable computation time. Adopting the fast prediction advantage of RSFit approach,
we can use this approach to predict those data instances that cannot be predicted by
the itemset approach. Empirical studies on artificial data sets and a real world data set
demonstrate a significant increase of predicting accuracy obtained from this new integrated
approach.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 presents existing approaches
on processing missing attribute values. Our proposed rough sets based approach RSFit
is explained in Section 6.3, and initial experimental results for the RSFit approach are
demonstrated in this section. Section 6.4 introduces the ItemRSFit approach. Section 6.5
gives concluding remarks and discuss future work.
6.2 Related Work
Various approaches on how to cope with missing attribute values have been proposed in
the past years. We list some representative approaches as follows.
6.2.1 From Rough Sets Theory
In [28] nine approaches on filling in the missing attribute values were introduced, such as
selecting the “most common attribute value”, the “concept most common attribute value”,
“assigning all possible values of the attribute restricted to the given concept”, “ignoring
examples with unknown attribute values”, “treating missing attribute values as special
values”, etc. We will enumerate them in the following.
• The approach of most common attribute value. This approach will assign to the
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missing attribute value the most common value among all the possible values of the
attribute.
• The approach of concept most common attribute value. This approach will assign
the most common value among all the possible values of the attribute, by only con-
sidering data instances with the same concept (decision attribute) as the concept of
the missing instance.
• The approach of assigning all possible values of the attribute restricted to the given
concept. This approach will consider only data instances with the concept value
the same as the given concept, and assign all the possible values from attributes
contained in these data instances for the missing attribute.
• The approach of ignoring examples with unknown attribute values. This approach
simply discards all the data instances containing any unknown or missing attribute
values.
• The approach of treating missing attribute values as special values. The missing
value is considered as one of the possible values of the attribute.
In [27] a “closest fit” approach was proposed to compare the vectors of all the attribute
pairs from a preterm birth data set, and assign the value from the most similar pair to
the missing value. A distance function was used to calculate the similarities between the
attribute pairs. In more recent research [26] four interpretations on the meanings of missing
attribute values such as “lost” values and “do not care” values are discussed. Different
approaches from rough sets theory are demonstrated on selecting values for the individual
interpreted meanings.
Although these approaches provide a simple and direct processing to the missing at-
tribute values, noise is usually brought into the data set as well.
Consider the approach of “assigning most common attribute values” [28] as an example.
This approach assigns the most frequently appeared value among the attribute to the
missing value. Shown in Table 6.1 as an example, there are 4 data instances existing in a
data set T (C,D), where C is the condition attribute set, D is the decision attribute set,
U is the set of data instances, C = (c1, c2, c3, c4), D = (0, 1), U = {u1, . . . , u4}. There is
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a missing value for c3 in u2, represented with “?”. According to this approach, the most
common value for attribute c3 is 2. However, if we assign the value, the data set becomes
inconsistent. u1 and u2 will have the same condition attributes with different decision
attributes.
Table 6.1: Sample Data Set with Missing Attribute Values
Condition Decision
U c1 c2 c3 c4 D
1 1 2 2 1 1
2 1 2 ? 1 0
3 1 1 3 1 0
4 1 0 2 0 1
Another approach of “treating missing attribute values as special values” [28] may
also bring noise to the original data. The missing value is considered as an individual
“unknown” value for the attribute. However, the attribute may not at all be possible to
have another value in certain scenario. For example, suppose in a data set, the missing
attribute is “gender of a patient” with values of either “male” or “female”. In case of
missing value for this attribute, we cannot assign a “unknown” to this attribute.
More research efforts are concentrating on how to predict the missing attribute values
by obtaining the most information out of the original data set. In [47], support and
confidence for the association rules generated from data containing missing attribute values
were considered not precise. Rough sets theory was used to estimate the support and
confidence values for the generated association rules. For each large itemset, based on
which the association rules would be further generated, the maximal sets of tuples that are
matched, or may match, or certainly did not match, or may not match the item set were
listed. The lowest and the highest possible support and confidence values were further
defined and computed based on these sets. Different approaches from rough sets theory
are demonstrated on selecting values for the individual interpreted meanings.
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6.2.2 From Data Mining
In addition to the efforts from rough sets theory on processing missing attribute values,
strategies from data mining area are also widely applied in predicting the missing val-
ues. In [31] it is suggested that using regression or inference-based tools on the data set
can produce a more precise prediction for the missing attributes. A robust algorithm of
generating optimal association rules to solve the missing attribute value problems in the
testing data set has been discussed in [50]. In [91], the authors discussed a new approach
on using association rules generation on completing missing values. Data associations are
created based on an association rule algorithm and are then used to find the associated
values for the missing data. Formulas, based on support, confidence and lift, were applied
to help choosing the better options when multiple matches existed. Recently Zhu and
Wu [100] introduced methods on processing missing attribute values by considering the
attribute cost. They point out that the common problems on assigning missing values are
that not all the missing values can be predicted by current data mining approaches, and
the predictions do not usually bring higher prediction accuracy. They consider in the real
world, it is expensive to predict all the missing attributes, therefore a technique is needed
on balancing the prediction percentage, the prediction accuracy and the computational
cost. They evaluate the importance of different missing data instances by information-gain
ratio.
6.2.3 Motivations
Inspired by, though different from, the related work, we are interested in predicting missing
attribute values in the data preprocessing stage. We consider rough sets theory as an effec-
tive approach on attribute selection; therefore, a subset of the whole condition attributes
can be used to make effective prediction instead of considering the complete data as the
knowledge base. We are motivated to develop a technique that can predict all the missing
attribute values with a high precision.
We discuss how to effectively predict missing attribute values from both the data mining
technique and the rough sets theory. We show how to avoid bias and use more information
from the data itself to predict the missing values.
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We are interested in integrating two techniques into our research. One of them is the
association rule algorithm [3], which is well known in data mining for discovering item
relationships from large transaction data sets. Prior to the association rule generation,
frequent itemsets are generated based on the item-item relations from the large data set
according to a certain support. Thus the frequent itemsets of a data set represent strong
correlations between different items, and the itemsets represent probabilities for one or more
items existing together in the current transaction. When considering a certain data set as
a transaction data set, the implications from frequent itemsets can be used to find which
attribute value the missing attribute is strongly connected to and the frequent itemset can
be used for predicting the missing values. We call this approach “itemset-approach” for
prediction. Apparently, the larger the frequent itemsets used for the prediction, the more
information from the data set itself is used for prediction; hence, the higher the accuracy
will be obtained. However, generating frequent itemsets for a large data set is time-
consuming. Itemsets with lower support, which leads to larger size itemsets, usually costs
a significant amount of computation time. Although itemsets with higher support need
less computation time, they show restricted item relationships and the applicable number
of itemsets are fewer; therefore, not all the missing values can be predicted. In order
to balance the tradeoff between computation time and the percentage of the applicable
prediction, another approach has to be taken into consideration.
Rough sets theory has been used for attribute selection, rule discovery and many knowl-
edge discovery applications in the areas such as data mining, machine learning and medical
diagnoses. Core and reduct are among the most important concepts in this theory. A reduct
contains a subset of condition attributes that are sufficient enough to represent the whole
data set. The intersection of all the possible reduct is the core. Therefore the attributes
contained in the reduct or core are more important and representative than the rest of
the attributes. Therefore by examining only attributes within the same core or reduct to
find the similar attribute value pairs for the data instance containing the missing attribute
values, we can assign the most relevant value for the missing attribute. Since this method
only considers a subset of the data set, which is either the core or the reduct, the prediction
is quite fast. This approach “RSFit” is an alternative approach for fast prediction and it
can be used to predict missing attributes that cannot be predicted by the frequent itemset.
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We integrate the prediction based on frequent itemset and the RSFit approach into a
new approach ItemRSFit to predict missing attribute values. This approach can predict
missing values from the data itself; therefore, less noise is brought into the original data.
6.3 RSFit Approach to Assign Missing Values
In this section, we introduce the RSFit approach for predicting missing values. We first
make definitions to be used in the following descriptions of the proposed approaches.
The input to our approach is a decision table T = (C,D), where C = {c1, c2, . . . , cm}
is the condition attribute set, and D = {d1, d2, . . . , dl} is the decision attribute set.
U = {u1, u2, . . . , un} represent the set of data instances in T . For each ui (1 ≤ i ≤ n),
an attribute-value pair for this data instance is defined to be ui = (v1i, v2i, . . . , vmi, di),
where v1i is the attribute value for condition attribute c1, v2i is the attribute value for
condition attribute c2, ..., vmi is the attribute value for condition attribute cm.
6.3.1 Detailed Explanation
The core or the reduct of a data set contains a set of attributes that are able to represent
the original data set. The attributes contained in the same core or the reduct set are
related to each other to a certain degree. We consider attribute-value pairs contained in
the same core or reduct set to find the best match for the missing values. This approach
is inspired by the “closest fit” approach by Grzymala-Busse [27]; however, it is different
from it. Instead of searching the whole data set for closest matched attribute-value pairs,
RSFit searches only for the attribute-value pairs within the core or a reduct.
For each missing attribute value, we let the attribute be the “target attribute”(represented
as ck in the following). We assume that missing attribute values only exist in the condition
attributes not in the decision attributes. We explain the RSFit approach for how to find
the matched value for this target attribute, in detail.
First, we obtain the core of the data set T = (C,D) based on Hu’s core algorithm
introduced in [40] (explained in Chapter 2). If the target attribute ck does not belong
to the core, we include ck into the core. In case there is no core for T , we consider a
reduct of T . ROSETTA software [69] is used for reduct generation. There are a few
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reduct generation algorithms provided by ROSETTA. We use Johnson’s algorithm for
single reduct generation. In the case of no reducts containing the target attribute ck, we
include the target ck into the reduct.
Secondly, a new decision table T ′ = (C ′, D) is created based on the previous step, where
C ′ = {c′1, c
′
2, . . . , ck, . . . , c
′
m′}, 1 ≤ m
′ ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ m′, and C ′ ⊆ C, C ′ is either the core or
the reduct of C, U ′ = {u1, u2, . . . , un′}, 1 ≤ n
′ ≤ n. There are two possibilities for selecting
the data instances. One possibility is to include other data instances with missing values
to predict the current target attribute value; the other option is to exclude all the other
data instances containing missing attribute values. We allow the other missing attribute
values to exist by designing the proper match function.
Thirdly, in T ′, when considering the match cases, there are two possibilities. One
possibility is that we consider all the data instances; the other is to consider data instances
having the same decision attribute values while finding a matched attribute-value pair.
Here we call the first possibility global, and the second concept. We perform experiments
to test both possibilities. We would like to examine the prediction difference (if any)
between the two possibilities and to determine whether they bring inconsistencies into the
data.
Fourthly, we define a distance function to compute the similarities between different
attribute-value pairs. The details of the distance function is elaborated in the following. Let
ui = (v1i, v2i, . . . , vki, . . . , vm′ i, di) (1 ≤ i ≤ n
′) be the attribute-value pair containing the
missing attribute value vki (represented as vki =?) for ck (1 ≤ k ≤ m
′). Distance functions,
such as Euclidean distance and Manhattan distance, are used in instance-based learning
to compare the similarity between a test instance and the training instances [90]. We use
Manhattan distance 1to evaluate the distance between an attribute-value pair containing
missing attribute values with other attribute-value pairs. This formula is also used in the
“closest fit” approach [27]. Let uj be a data instance from U . The distance between uj to
1In our experiments, the prediction results by Manhattan distance and Euclidean distance returned the
same accuracy. Because the computation for Manhattan distance is faster, we use Manhattan distance as
the distance function.
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For attributes which are the missing attribute values, the distance is set to be 1, which
specifies the maximum difference between unknown values. The best match has the small-
est difference from the target attribute-value pair. After the best matched attribute-value
pair is returned by the algorithm, the corresponding value will be assigned to the target
attribute. We consider all the attributes as numerical attributes. In case of symbolic at-
tributes, we convert them to numerical ones during the preprocessing stage. In case there
are multiple matched attribute-value pairs for the missing attribute, one of the values is
randomly selected to be assigned to the missing value.
6.3.2 A Walk Through Example
We demonstrate the RSFit approach by an artificial car data set which appeared in [40]
as shown in Table 6.2. One missing attribute value is randomly selected across the data
set as shown by Table 6.3.
First, the core is obtained for this data set as “Make model” and “trans”. Since the
core attributes exist and the missing attribute “compress” does not belong to the core, we
add attribute “compress” to the core set. The new data set containing the core attributes,
target attribute “compress” and the decision attribute are created and shown in Table 6.4.
Then we will find the match for attribute “compress” in u8. For “RSFit-global”, we find
the u14 has the smallest difference, which is 0, from u8, therefore, u14 is the best match. We
assign ccompress14 to ccompress8, which is “High” (correct prediction). For “RSFit-concept”,
we only look for attribute-value pairs that have the same decision attribute value as u8,
which is mileage = high. We find that u14 is the best match. We assign ccompress14
to ccompress8, which is “High” (correct prediction). For “closest fit-global” approach, we
examine all the instances in the data set. u5 is the closest fit, ccompress5 = “Medium”
(wrong prediction). For “closest fit-concept” approach, we examine only the data with
decision attribute “High”. We find u10 with ccompress10 = “Medium” as the match (wrong
prediction).
2In the algorithm, |x| returns the absolute value of x.
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Table 6.2: Artificial Car Data Set
U Make model cyl door displace compress power trans weight mileage
1 usa 6 2 medium high high auto medium medium
2 usa 6 4 medium medium medium manual medium medium
3 usa 4 2 small high medium auto medium medium
4 usa 4 2 medium medium medium manual medium medium
5 usa 4 2 medium medium high manual medium medium
6 usa 6 4 medium medium high auto medium medium
7 usa 4 2 medium medium high auto medium medium
8 usa 4 2 medium high high manual light high
9 japan 4 2 small high low manual light high
10 japan 4 2 medium medium medium manual medium high
11 japan 4 2 small high high manual medium high
12 japan 4 2 small medium low manual medium high
13 japan 4 2 small high medium manual medium high
14 usa 4 2 small high medium manual medium high
Table 6.3: Artificial Car Data Set with One Missing Attribute Value
U Make model cyl door displace compress power trans weight mileage
1 usa 6 2 medium high high auto medium medium
2 usa 6 4 medium medium medium manual medium medium
3 usa 4 2 small high medium auto medium medium
4 usa 4 2 medium medium medium manual medium medium
5 usa 4 2 medium medium high manual medium medium
6 usa 6 4 medium medium high auto medium medium
7 usa 4 2 medium medium high auto medium medium
8 usa 4 2 medium ? high manual light high
9 japan 4 2 small high low manual light high
10 japan 4 2 medium medium medium manual medium high
11 japan 4 2 small high high manual medium high
12 japan 4 2 small medium low manual medium high
13 japan 4 2 small high medium manual medium high
14 usa 4 2 small high medium manual medium high
6.3.3 Evaluation Method
Our goal is to test the accuracy of using the RSFit method to predict the missing values,
and compare the accuracy and the computation time with “closest fit-global” and “closest
fit-concept” approaches. We use the following way to perform the evaluation process. We
consider complete data sets as the input data. For each data set, we randomly select
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Table 6.4: New Decision Table for Car Data Set Based on Core Set with One Missing
Attribute Value
U Make model compress trans mileage
1 usa high auto medium
2 usa medium manual medium
3 usa high auto medium
4 usa medium manual medium
5 usa medium manual medium
6 usa medium auto medium
7 usa medium auto medium
8 usa ? manual high
9 japan high manual high
10 japan medium manual high
11 japan high manual high
12 japan medium manual high
13 japan high manual high
14 usa high manual high
a certain number of the attribute-value pairs among the whole data set and remove the
values to produce x missing attribute values per data set. We test different approaches
on assigning the missing values, and compare the accuracy of the prediction. In order to
average the odds of the randomly selected missing attributes, we perform this process 100
times for each data set for each x missing attribute values and average the accuracy.
6.3.4 Experimental Results for the RSFit approach
In order to test our proposed approach, we experiment on selected UCI data sets [21] and
a geriatric care data set [53], which contain no missing attribute values.
These data sets can be further divided into two categories. One category of data sets
contain core attributes, such as, geriatric care data, spambase data and zoo data. The
other set of data sets do not contain core attributes, such as lymphography data. We do
not discuss the type of data set in which the core attributes are all the condition attributes
in this thesis (in this case, the method of RSFit is the same as the closest fit approach).
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Geriatric Care Data Set We perform experiments on a geriatric care data set from
Dalhousie University Medical School. This data set contains 8547 patient records with
44 symptoms and their survival status. The data set is used to determine the survival
status of a patient given all the symptoms he or she shows. We use survival status as
the decision attribute, and the 44 symptoms of a patient as condition attributes, which
includes education level, the eyesight, the age of the patient at investigation and so on 3.
There is no missing value in this data set. There are 12 inconsistent data entries in the
medical data set. After removing these instances, the data contains 8535 records 4. Table
6.5 gives selected data records of this data set. There are 14 core attributes generated
Table 6.5: Geriatric Care Data Set
edulevel eyesight hearing health trouble livealone cough hbp heart stroke . . . sex livedead
0.6364 0.25 0.50 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . . . 1 0
0.7273 0.50 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . . . 2 0
0.9091 0.25 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 . . . 1 0
0.5455 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . . . 2 0
0.4545 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 . . . 2 0
0.2727 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.50 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 . . . 2 0
0.0000 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 . . . 1 0
0.8182 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 . . . 2 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
for this data set. They are eartroub, livealone, heart, hbp, eyetroub, hearing, sex, health,
edulevel, chest, housewk, diabetes, dental, studyage.
Lymphography Data The data set contains 148 instances and 18 condition attributes.
There are no missing attribute values in this data. We check that there is no inconsis-
tent data. The core is empty for this data set. Johnson’s reduct generated from this
data set contains blockofaffere, changesinnode, changesinstru, specialforms, dislocationof,
noofnodesin.
3Refer to [53] for details about this data set.
4Notice from our previous experiments that core generation algorithm can not return correct core
attributes when the data set contains inconsistent data entries.
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Spambase Data This data set originally contains 4, 601 instances and 57 condition at-
tributes. It is used to classify spam and non-spam emails. Most of the attributes indicate
whether a certain word (such as, order, report) or character (such as !, #) appears fre-
quently in the emails. There are no missing attribute values. There are 6 inconsistent data
instances that are removed. The core attributes, which are essential to determine whether
an email is not a spam email, are, the word frequency of “george”, “meeting”, ‘re”, “you”,
“edu”, “!”, and the total number of capital letters in the email. In addition, it is interesting
to pay attention to the reducts as well. They are important information on identifying the
possible spam emails.
Zoo Data This artificial data set contains 7 classes of animals, 17 condition attributes,
101 data instances, and there are no missing attribute values in this data set. Since the
first condition attribute “animal name” is unique for each instance, and we consider each
instance a unique itemset, we do not consider this attribute in our experiment. There are
no inconsistent data in this data set. The core attributes are aquatic, legs.
6.3.5 Comparison Results
The compared approaches are implemented by Perl and the experiments are conducted on
Sun Fire V880, four 900Mhz UltraSPARC III processors. Our proposed rough sets based
approach considers a subset of the attributes (the reduct or the core). In order to compare
whether the reduct or the core provide a better choice of attributes, we also compare our
approach against a randomly selected subset of the attributes as reduct or core. Given a
reduct of size n, we randomly choose a combination of n attributes. The comparison results
on processing missing attribute values between the RSFit approach, closest fit approach
and random approach on geriatric care data set, spambase data set, lymphography data
set and zoo data set are shown in Figure 6.1, Figure 6.2, Figure 6.3, and Figure 6.4. The
reduct and core generation time are not included in the comparison results.
The comparison results are shown in the following Table 6.6, Table 6.7, Table 6.8 and
Table 6.9.
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Figure 6.1: Comparison Figure for Geriatric Care Data
6.3.6 Discussions
In the comparison figures (Figure 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4), “RSFitGlobal” and “RSFitCon-
cept” stand for the new approach proposed in this chapter. “CFGlobal” and “CFConcept”
stand for the “closest fit” approach from [27]. “RandomGlobal” and “RandomConcept”
stand for the random selected attributes approach. For each figure, the upper chart shows
the prediction time; the lower chart shows the prediction accuracy. Our proposed rough
sets theory based method RSFit achieved significant saving on computation time for as-
signing missing attribute values. It can be used in the situation when time is the most
important issue, with the sacrifice of less precision. The time saving is quite noticeable for
larger data sets such as geriatric care and spambase data set. Taking the geriatric care
data as an example, among the 44 condition attributes, we only consider 14 of them which
are core attributes. Comparing “RSFitGlobal” to “CFGlobal”, the prediction precision
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Figure 6.2: Comparison Figure for Spambase Data
of RSFit is on average 0.762% lower than the “closest fit” approach; however, the com-
putation time of ours is on average 49.026% of the computation time for the “closest fit”
approach. “RSFitConcept” and “RSFitGlobal” achieve similar prediction accuracy; how-
ever, “RSFitConcept” takes slightly less computation time because the amount of data the
approach processes is less. The fact that concept related prediction is faster than global
prediction also applies to the “closest fit” approach and the random approach. The exper-
imental results also shows that the RSFit approach provides a higher prediction accuracy
than the random approach. The reduct from the rough sets theory presents a better choice
of attributes than the randomly selected attributes on representing the original data.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison Figure for Lymphography Data
6.4 The ItemRSFit Approach
The RSFit approach cannot provide a very high prediction precision, although it is com-
putationally faster than the “closest fit” approach [55]. This is because this approach does
not fully consider the item-item relationships inside the data set. The RSFit uses the
subset of a transaction as a knowledge base to find the similar object for prediction. It
is actually comparing the similarity between the subsets of transactions and assigns the
values from the most similar transaction to the missing item. This kind of similarity does
not consider the item-item relationship. The frequency of a certain item existing in the
transaction in fact indicates how frequently the other item(s) exist(s) in the transaction.
The indictions from the strong associations between different items can be discovered by
the association rule algorithm.
In this section, we discuss how to use the association rule algorithm to help process
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Figure 6.4: Comparison Figure for Zoo Data
missing attribute values. We then introduce the ItemRSFit approach which integrates
both RSFit and frequent itemsets.
The association rule algorithm was first introduced in [3], and it can be used to discover
rules from transaction datasets. Association rule algorithms can be used to find associations
among items from transactions. For example, in market basket analysis, by analyzing
transaction records from the market, we could use association rule algorithms to discover
different shopping behaviours such as, when customers buy bread, they will probably buy
milk. This type of behaviours can be used in the market analysis to increase the amount
of milk sold in the market.
Frequent itemset generation is the first step of the two for association rule generation.
Itemsets that frequently occur together in the transactions are generated. Rules based on
these itemsets are further extracted to represent the associated relations.
Here we consider data in the form of a decision table as the transaction data for gen-
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Table 6.6: Comparisons on Accuracies and Time For Geriatric Care Data
Data Sets Computation Time (Second) For 100 Run
Missing RSFit RSFit ClosestFit ClosestFit Random Random
Values Global Concept Global Concept Global Concept
5 842.637 642.607 1673.972 1193.496 835.15 638.928
10 1660.891 1266.308 3337.450 2403.185 1645.864 1255.622
15 2481.925 1896.875 4993.163 3611.637 2454.688 1880.036
20 3298.103 2479.502 6668.741 4663.448 3265.128 2452.722
25 4118.382 3116.954 8315.181 5878.851 4106.38 3088.842
30 4933.933 3714.456 10126.725 7000.339 4928.184 3676.568
40 6595.240 4978.143 13375.369 9462.916 6552.399 4936.833
50 8183.797 6222.527 16557.562 11747.613 8188.923 6162.332
60 9908.241 7479.915 20024.138 14126.664 9807.790 7413.180
Data Sets Average Accuracy (Percentage %) over 100 Times
Missing RSFit RSFit ClosestFit ClosestFit Random Random
Values Global Concept Global Concept Global Concept
5 73.6% 73.4% 72.4% 71.2% 69.2% 69.2%
10 72.6% 72.6% 73.5% 73.5% 71.1% 71.1%
15 72.6% 72.67% 73.13% 72.8% 70.67% 70.67%
20 72.05% 72.00% 74.10% 74.30% 70.85% 70.90%
25 72.56% 72.48% 74.00% 73.84% 70.60% 70.60%
30 73.37% 73.37% 74.40% 74.33% 71.50% 71.57%
40 72.15% 72.15% 73.23% 73.40% 70.28% 70.25%
50 73.78% 73.82% 73.86% 73.86% 72.06% 72.08%
60 72.43% 72.45% 73.38% 73.45% 71.35% 71.38%
Data Instances: 8535. Condition Attributes: 44.
erating the frequent itemsets. For a rough set approach we define the following concepts.
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Table 6.7: Comparisons on Accuracies and Time For Spambase Data
Data Sets Computation Time (Second) For 100 Run
Missing RSFit RSFit ClosestFit ClosestFit Random Random
Values Global Concept Global Concept Global Concept
5 343.581 262.547 1163.445 685.700 339.987 260.068
10 676.317 504.733 2310.732 1361.200 663.801 500.903
15 995.771 746.852 3458.372 2069.000 987.348 742.708
20 1323.940 986.152 4605.719 2667.500 1309.055 977.558
25 1647.742 1223.637 5752.945 3300.900 1629.186 1216.533
30 1970.233 1470.366 6896.710 3992.000 1949.636 1460.533
35 2299.640 1705.113 8051.766 4625.400 2270.247 1695.289
50 3276.769 2437.121 11642.691 5461.400 3236.639 2420.724
Data Sets Average Accuracy (Percentage %) over 100 Times
Missing RSFit RSFit ClosestFit ClosestFit Random Random
Values Global Concept Global Concept Global Concept
5 78.20% 78.20% 79.40% 79.40% 76.60% 76.60%
10 77.80% 77.80% 80.60% 80.60% 77.00% 77.00%
15 76.67% 76.67% 80.13% 80.13% 74.13% 74.13%
20 73.85% 73.85% 75.65% 75.65% 70.75% 70.75%
25 76.48% 76.48% 78.76% 78.76% 74.44% 74.44%
30 76.53% 76.53% 79.60% 79.60% 74.33% 74.33%
35 75.86% 75.86% 78.74% 78.74% 73.74% 73.74%
50 77.80% 77.80% 79.78% 79.78% 74.50% 74.50%
Data Instances: 4601. Condition Attributes: 57.
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Table 6.8: Comparisons on Accuracies and Time For Lymphography Data
Data Sets Computation Time (Second) For 100 Run
Missing RSFit RSFit ClosestFit ClosestFit Random Random
Values Global Concept Global Concept Global Concept
1 14.269 13.913 8.063 6.760 12.93 11.717
2 13.532 13.275 10.124 15.255 15.561 13.208
3 15.454 14.292 11.765 14.185 16.332 14.781
4 16.92 14.237 15.006 17.814 18.189 14.566
5 17.965 15.09 16.964 17.351 17.926 15.36
6 18.273 17.511 26.036 20.546 20.259 17.352
7 20.626 17.38 28.503 20.468 20.331 16.582
8 21.842 17.418 30.979 20.712 21.264 18.651
10 24.121 19.558 34.579 23.815 24.405 19.444
Data Sets Average Accuracy (Percentage %) over 100 Times
Missing RSFit RSFit ClosestFit ClosestFit Random Random
Values Global Concept Global Concept Global Concept
1 57.00% 57.00% 58.00% 62.00% 59.00% 62.00%
2 62.50% 64.50% 64.00% 65.00% 64.00% 64.00%
3 61.67% 61.00% 59.33% 61.67% 61.33% 60.00%
4 63.00% 63.00% 59.75% 60.75% 62.00% 61.75%
5 64.60% 65.60% 63.00% 63.00% 63.40% 63.80%
6 64.00% 64.50% 60.17% 60.83% 63.50% 63.33%
7 59.43% 61.14% 59.57% 60.28% 61.57% 61.28%
8 61.63% 62.88% 61.50% 61.63% 59.50% 60.50%
10 61.30% 62.50% 62.00% 62.70% 62.70% 63.30%
Data Instances: 148. Condition Attributes: 18.
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Table 6.9: Comparisons on Accuracies and Time For Zoo Data
Data Sets Computation Time (Second) For 100 Run
Missing RSFit RSFit ClosestFit ClosestFit Random Random
Values Global Concept Global Concept Global Concept
1 14.404 14.495 9.900 7.790 14.767 15.135
2 15.219 13.219 9.421 13.524 12.938 15.737
3 14.813 14.579 12.284 14.154 14.043 14.522
4 16.445 13.974 14.937 17.948 15.909 15.376
5 18.416 16.639 15.136 17.012 17.277 15.385
6 18.938 15.195 23.021 16.837 17.387 18.133
7 19.259 14.500 21.720 17.647 17.401 17.543
8 20.278 16.990 23.439 15.456 19.290 16.528
10 20.089 15.236 27.541 19.657 20.738 17.846
Data Sets Average Accuracy (Percentage %) over 100 Times
Missing RSFit RSFit ClosestFit ClosestFit Random Random
Values Global Concept Global Concept Global Concept
1 84.00% 85.00% 87.00% 88.00% 87.00% 87.00%
2 91.00% 91.00% 91.00% 91.00% 90.00% 90.00%
3 89.00% 90.67% 90.33% 90.67% 90.67% 91.00%
4 88.50% 90.00% 88.75% 89.25% 89.25% 89.25%
5 86.80% 88.60% 87.99% 89.60% 87.40% 87.99%
6 87.00% 87.83% 85.83% 86.50% 88.17% 88.17%
7 88.29% 88.43% 88.00% 88.57% 87.57% 88.14%
8 89.88% 90.88% 89.38% 90.00% 89.63% 90.25%
10 88.10% 89.60% 89.20% 89.90% 87.90% 88.50%
Data Instances: 101. Condition Attributes: 16.
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Definition 5 Transaction. The set of transactions to the frequent itemsets generation
is in a form of a decision table T=(C, D), where C = {c1, c2, . . . , cm} is the condition
attribute set where m is the number of condition attributes, and D = {d1, d2, . . . , dl} is the
decision attribute set where l is the number of decision attributes. U = {u1, u2, . . . , un}
represent the itemsets in T , where n is the number of transactions in T. Each transaction
contains (m + l) items.
Therefore each attribute value is considered an item in the transaction.
An association rule [3] is a rule of the form α → β, where α and β represent itemsets
which do not share common items.
Definition 6 Support. A support of an itemset is the percentage of the number of
transactions containing the itemset to the total number of transactions.





Frequent itemsets are itemsets that satisfy the minimum support. A frequent itemset that
contains l items is a l-itemset.
6.4.1 Frequent Itemset on Prediction
The frequent itemset generation in an association rule algorithm first counts the frequen-
cies of each individual item among the whole transaction. Then based on the 1-itemsets
whose support are no less than the predefined minimum support, frequent 2-itemsets are
generated. Those itemsets with occurrence no less than the minimum support are selected
for frequent 3-itemsets generation. Frequent l-itemset are generated based on the frequent
(l − 1)-itemset. The process continues until no new frequent itemsets are found. The l
value can also be specified in the itemset generation algorithm to achieve limited itemsets
within a preferred time period.
We explain in the following how to use itemsets to predict missing attribute values.
Let T = (C,D) be the decision table that contains missing attribute values, where
C = {c1, c2, . . . , ck, . . . , cm}, 1 ≤ k ≤ m, and U = {u1, u2, . . . , un}, 1 ≤ n.
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First, the data input to the association rule algorithm is prepared. Data instances with
missing attribute values are all removed from T , and we call the new decision table T ′′. T ′′
does not contain any missing values.
Secondly, frequent l-itemsets are generated based on T ′′ with a given minimum support.
Let Itemsets = {S1, S2, . . . , Sg}, where Si (1 ≤ i ≤ g) is a frequent l-itemset generated
based on T = (C,D) according to a minimum support, Si = {vp1, vp2, . . . , vpl}, l is the
number of items contained in Si, and vpj (1 ≤ j ≤ l) is an attribute value in T .
Thirdly, we use the frequent itemsets generated in the previous step as our knowledge
base to find a match for the missing value. Let ui = (v1i, v2i, . . . , vki, . . . , vmi, di) (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
be the data instance in T containing the missing attribute value vki (represented as vki =?)
for attribute ck (1 ≤ k ≤ m). We search from Itemsets for all the itemsets containing
the missing attribute vk, and check which itemset among the itemsets can be applied to
ui. We say a frequent itemset can be applied to this data instance if all the items in this
itemset, except the missing attribute, have exactly the same attribute values as contained
by the data instance that has the missing attribute value. If this itemset can be applied,
we assign the attribute value contained in this itemset to the missing attribute. In case
there are multiple matched attribute-value pairs for the missing attribute, one of the values
is randomly selected to be assigned to the missing value.
Example 7 Suppose ui is one of the data instances in T that contain missing attribute
values, ui = (v1i = 1, v2i = 2, v3i = 4, v4i =?, v5i = 8). An itemset generated from T is
S = {v2 = 2, v3 = 4, v4 = 6, v5 = 8}. Since all the items in S can be applied to ui, we
assign v4i = 6.
6.4.2 ItemRSFit Approach
The frequent itemset is generated from the original data set without missing values. We
use itemsets as our knowledge base to predict missing attribute. Since the knowledge base
is generated with a certain support value, when support is high, the item-item relations are
stronger, and the available knowledge for prediction is less. Missing attribute values from
some data instances can be predicted by frequent itemsets. We call these data instances
Compatible Records. There also exist data instances for which no possible match can be
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found to predict the missing values.
Definition 7 Compatible Record. A compatible record (CR) is a record whose missing
attributes can be predicted by an itemset. More formally, a record r with p missing
attributes is a CR if there exists an itemset I such that |I ∩ r| ≤ p.
The missing attributes of a CR are predicted using the technique described in Section 6.4.1.
If a record is not CR, the RSFit method is applied to predict the rest of the missing attribute
values. We call this integrated approach ItemRSFit. The details on the integrated
approach is shown in the following Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: ItemRSFit Approach
The procedure of the ItemRSFit approach is shown in Figure 6.5. Stage A illustrates
the itemset approach, in which the frequent itemsets, as the knowledge base, are generated
based on using the apriori association rule algorithm from complete data instances. The
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reduct and core are generated in stage B for the use of the RSFit approach. In stage
C, the frequent itemsets are used to predict the missing attribute first, then the RSFit
approach is applied to the rest of the missing cases.
6.4.3 Evaluation Method
We use the same approach to perform the evaluation process as the RSFit approach evalua-
tion in Section 6.3.3. We use the following approach to perform the evaluation process. We
consider complete data sets as the transaction data set T . For each data set, we randomly
select a certain number of missing values among the whole data set to produce n missing
attribute values per data set. We then apply both the RSFit approach and the ItemRSFit
approach on predicting missing values, and compare the accuracy of the predictions from
these two approaches.
6.4.4 Experimental Results for the ItemRSFit Approach
The ItemRSFit approach is implemented by Perl and the experiments are conducted on
Sun Fire V880, four 900Mhz UltraSPARC III processors. We use apriori frequent itemset
generation [15] to generate frequent 5-itemset. The core generation in the RSFit approach
is implemented with Perl combining the SQL queries accessing MySQL (version 4.0.12).
ROSETTA software [69] is used for reduct generation.
Experiments on Geriatric Care Data
We perform experiments on a geriatric care data set as shown in Table 6.5.
Table 6.10 lists the prediction accuracy comparisons for the RSFit and the ItemRSFit
approaches. RSFit is used to predict missing attribute values based on the attribute-value
pairs from the core or the reduct. The ItemRSFit approach is the new integrated approach
introduced in this chapter. Table 6.10 lists the prediction accuracy for both RSFit and
ItemRSFit according to different number of missing attribute values and different support
values. We also list the numbers and the percentage of compatible records by only using
frequent itemsets as knowledge for prediction. In this research, we experiment on geriatric
care with 50 to 200 missing attribute values.
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Table 6.10: Comparisons on Geriatric Care Data on Prediction Accuracy
Data Sets Average Accuracy(Percentage%)
Missing RSFit Support # CR % CR Integrated
Values ItemRSFit
50 64.00% 90% 11 22% 64.00%
80% 22 44% 68.00%
70% 26 52% 68.00%
60% 38 76% 72.00%
50% 41 82% 70.00%
40% 43 86% 72.00%
30% 43 86% 78.00%
20% 46 92% 90.00%
10% 46 92% 96.00%
100 69.00% 90% 26 26% 69.00%
80% 53 53% 74.00%
70% 58 58% 74.00%
60% 69 69% 77.00%
50% 80 80% 75.00%
40% 87 87% 76.00%
30% 87 87% 81.00%
20% 95 95% 87.00%
10% 95 95% 96.00%
150 73.33% 90% 43 29% 75.33%
80% 85 57% 79.33%
70% 94 63% 79.33%
60% 120 80% 80.00%
50% 133 89% 81.33%
40% 137 91% 82.00%
30% 137 91% 83.33%
20% 142 95% 89.33%
10% 142 95% 96.67%
200 73.50% 90% 39 20% 73.50%
80% 103 52% 77.00%
70% 118 59% 76.50%
60% 146 73% 75.50%
50% 169 84% 73.50%
40% 182 91% 79.00%
30% 182 91% 79.50%
20% 192 96% 88.50%
10% 194 96% 96.00%
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From Table 6.10 we can see, the smaller the support becomes, the more itemsets are
generated, and the larger the number of compatible records from frequent itemset becomes.
The ItemRSFit approach always obtains higher or the same prediction accuracy as the
RSFit approach.
Figure 6.6 shows the comparison for the number of compatible records by Itemsets
prediction according to different support for different numbers of missing values. Frequent
itemsets with lower support value can provide a larger knowledge base to find predictions,
and this is not related to the number of missing values existing in the data set. We can also
see from Figure 6.6 that using itemsets alone cannot predict all the missing values. For
instance, when there are 50 missing values existing in the data set, given support = 10%,
there are still 8% of the missing instances that cannot be predicted by the itemsets.

























Figure 6.6: Comparisons on the Percentage of CR for Geriatric Care Data
In order to show that the ItemRSFit approach obtains better prediction accuracy than
RSFit, we show the prediction accuracy comparisons on the geriatric care data set with
150 missing attribute values, as shown in Figure 6.7. We can see from Figure 6.7 when
support value is lower, the prediction accuracy of ItemRSFit is significantly higher than
RSFit prediction. This result demonstrates that frequent itemsets as a knowledge base can
effectively be applied for predicting missing attribute values.
Figure 6.8 demonstrates the prediction accuracy comparisons for different number of
missing attribute values with different support for the geriatric care data set using ItemRS-
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Figure 6.7: Geriatric Care Data with 150 Missing Attribute Values
Fit. We can see from the comparisons that the ItemRSFit approach obtains higher accuracy
when the support value is lower. The number of missing attribute values existing in the
data set does not affect this fact.






















Figure 6.8: Geriatric Care Data with Different Number of Missing Attribute Values
Comparisons on the size of Frequent Itemset
We compare the size of the frequent itemsets on the prediction accuracy, with different
frequent l-itemset, for l = 5, l = 4, l = 3, l = 2, and l = 1, on the geriatric care data
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with 50 missing attribute values for support = 30%. The comparison results are shown
in Table 6.11. For frequent itemsets whose size is larger than 7, the computation time is
Table 6.11: Comparisons on Frequent l-Itemsets for Prediction Accuracy
l-itemset Accuracy Time for Itemset Time for Prediction Total
(Percentage) (Seconds) (Seconds) (Seconds)
7 78.00% 2371.943 95000.011 97371.954
6 78.00% 511.351 21942.596 22453.947
5 78.00% 84.097 4003.857 4087.954
4 78.00% 13.121 576.679 589.800
3 78.00% 1.849 86.640 88.489
2 78.00% 0.471 36.708 37.179
1 64.00% 0.342 101.403 101.745
excessive. From Table 6.11, we can see that the size of the itemsets from l = 2 to l = 5
bring the same prediction accuracy on the missing attribute, while the frequent 2-itemset
gives a much faster computation time.
Discussions for the Result on Geriatric Care Data
From the experimental results shown in Figure 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8, we notice that
• The prediction accuracy for the ItemRSFit approach increases while the support
value decreases.
• The frequent Itemset approach can provide a higher prediction by itself. But this
approach cannot predict all the missing values in the geriatric care data set.
• For the ItemRSFit approach on the geriatric care data, the highest accuracy is ob-
tained when support = 10%; the lowest accuracy is obtained when support = 90%.
This can be explained as follows. “Support” is a measure to evaluate the occurrence
of both the antecedents and the consequents of an association rule in the data set.
The higher the support is, the more frequent this occurrence becomes and the less
knowledge for prediction is obtained. When the support value is increased, fewer
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matched cases are found from the itemset approach; therefore, more missing values
have to be predicted by the RSFit approach.
• The lowest accuracy of the ItemRSFit approach is equal to the accuracy from the
RSFit approach. The RSFit approach gives the baseline prediction accuracy for the
ItemRSFit approach.
• For different numbers of missing attribute values, the frequent itemset with the lowest
support brings the highest prediction accuracy. The frequent itemset alone as the
knowledge base to predict the missing values cannot fully find all the matches for the
missing value for geriatric care data.
Experiments on UCI Data Sets
In the experiments on the UCI data sets [21] we study how the ItemRSFit approach can
be applied for predictions on different types of data sets. We experiment on data sets with
no missing attribute values. For each data set, we randomly select 5% of the total possible
missing values (total number of condition attributes × total number of data instances) as
missing attribute values, and list the prediction accuracy comparisons for the ItemRSFit
and RSFit approaches according to different support values.
Abalone Data This data set is used to predict the age of abalone from physical
measurements. There are 4, 177 instances and 8 condition attributes in this data set.
There are no missing attribute values or inconsistent data instances in the data set. For
this data set, we randomly select 0.5% missing attribute values, which is 167 missing
values. The prediction comparisons between RSFit and ItemRSFit approaches are shown
in Figure 6.9.
Observation. As we can see from Figure 6.9, when the support value decreases, the
prediction accuracy increases.
Lymphography Data The data set contains 148 instances and 18 condition attributes.
There are no missing attribute values in this data. We check that there is no inconsistent
data. The core is empty for this data set. We randomly select 133 missing attribute values
from this data set, which is around 5% of the data set. The prediction comparisons between
RSFit and ItemRSFit approaches are shown in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.9: Accuracy Comparisons for Abalone Data
Observation. As we can see, when support value decreases, the prediction accuracy
increases. We further explore the prediction accuracy on a smaller number of missing
values with this data set, as shown in Figure 6.11. For 10 missing values, when support
reaches less than or equal to 20%, the accuracy is 100%. This observation implies that
a smaller number of frequent itemsets can also be used to provide high predictions for
missing attributes.
Glass Data This data set is used for the study of classification of types of glass
by criminological investigation. At the scene of the crime, the glass left can be used
as evidence. There are 214 instances and 9 condition attributes. There are no missing
attribute values or inconsistent data instances. We randomly select 96 missing attribute
values from this data set, which is around 5% of the data set. The prediction comparisons
between RSFit and ItemRSFit approaches are shown in Figure 6.12.
Observation. For the glass data set, the support values rank from 1% to 10% for
frequent itemset generation. We can see as support decreases, the prediction accuracy
increases. The highest prediction accuracy obtained when support = 1%. ItemRSFit
always achieves higher prediction than RSFit.
Iris Data For Iris data set, there are 4 condition attributes, 150 instances. There is
no inconsistent data existing in the data. We first use the core algorithm to generate core
attributes, but the result is empty. This means none of the attributes is indispensable.
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Figure 6.10: Accuracy Comparisons for Lymphography Data
We randomly select 30 missing attribute values from this data set, which is around 5% of
the data set. The prediction comparisons between RSFit and ItemRSFit approaches are
shown in Figure 6.13.
Observation. For the Iris data set, the support values rank from 1% to 10% for
frequent itemset generation. We can see as support decreases, the prediction accuracy
increases. The highest prediction accuracy of 83.33% is obtained when support = 1%. The
ItemRSFit always achieves higher prediction than RSFit. It is also interesting to notice
how drastically the prediction accuracy increases from 20% to 83.33% within a small range
of support values decreasing from 7% to 1%.
6.4.5 Discussions and Related Work
Experimental results from both the real-world geriatric care data set and UCI data sets
have demonstrated the high prediction characteristics of the proposed ItemRSFit approach
on processing data with missing attribute values. The frequent itemsets can be used as a
knowledge base to predict missing attribute values.
We find the approach introduced in [91] close to our work. An approach of using
association rules generations on completing missing values is discussed. However, our
proposed ItemRSFit approach is quite different from the approach introduced in [91].
First, only frequent 1-itemset and 2-itemset are used in [91] to find the possible values for
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Figure 6.11: Accuracy Comparisons for Lymphography Data
the missing data, and data associations with missing attributes on the consequent part
are used for prediction. It is not discussed what percentage of the missing data can be
predicted with the data association. We use frequent 5-itemset as the knowledge base for
prediction. We explore the relations between different support and the percentage of the
compatible records using frequent itemsets as shown in Figure 6.6. Second, in case there
is no match from the data association, the missing value is assigned by the most common
value of the missing attribute in [91]. We use frequent itemsets as the knowledge base for
prediction, and the RSFit approach for the non-compatible records where the itemset cannot
be applied, which guarantee that more important attributes are taken into considerations
while predicting attributes. The proposed ItemRSFit approach provides predictions based
on the data domain itself, which better preserves the originality of the data sets and avoids
noise. Third, in [91], data associations, which are similar to associated rules, are generated
according to both support and confidence and used as a knowledge base for predictions.
Our approach is more efficient because we do not need to generate associated rules based
on both support and confidence for prediction. Only support is used for frequent itemsets
generation in the ItemRSFit approach.
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Figure 6.12: Accuracy Comparisons for Glass Data
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we explore a new usage of association rule algorithms on predicting missing
attribute values, combining with the rough sets theory. We first introduce a new approach
RSFit to assign missing attribute values based on rough sets theory. Comparing to the
“closest fit” approach proposed by Grzymala-Busse [28], this approach significantly reduces
the computation time and a comparable accuracy is achieved. In the second part of the
chapter, we introduce an integrated approach ItemRSFit based on both association rule
algorithm and rough sets theory to assign missing attribute values. The experimental
results show the new approach obtains higher prediction accuracy than most of the existing
approaches. It relies on its own data as a knowledge base and therefore the predicted values
are not biased.
The ItemRSFit approach uses the RSFit approach for predicting non-compatible records.
We would like to experiment with other techniques on predicting missing values for the
non-compatible records. In our research, we also adopt the strategies used by [100] on
balancing the computational cost and the prediction accuracy. Lower support value can
bring a higher prediction accuracy; however, frequent itemsets with lower support requires
more time for computation than frequent itemsets with higher support. In the future, we
are also interested in exploring a satisfactory balance between the support value and the
prediction accuracy. Given the available computational cost and the affordable compu-
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Figure 6.13: Accuracy Comparisons for Iris Data
tation time, it is interesting to explore what percentage of the missing attributes can be
effectively predicted, and what are the most effective attributes to be predicted. In case
of a higher prediction cost, the idea of giving more important attributes higher priorities
for predictions can be applied as an heuristic. We would like to explore the relationships
between the prediction accuracy of ItemRSFit and the percentage of missing attribute
values contained within a data set. In our experiments, we have obtained a satisfactory
predicting accuracy for the ItemRSFit approach on data sets with an average of 5% of
total missing attribute values. One future study we intend to make is to determine what
database characteristics (distribution of the data, functional dependencies among the data,
complexity of relations, and so on) must be taken into account and how should they be
taken into account to develop a parameterized analytic measure of missing values that can
be meaningfully calculated.
Chapter 7
Rough Set Based Knowledge
Discovery with Case Study in
Personalization
The goal of knowledge discovery in databases and data mining is to extract information
from a large amount of real world data and to generate such information into knowledge, in
the form of explainable rules, to help human beings understand certain applications. In the
previous chapters of this thesis, we study and develop techniques on the postprocessing of
the knowledge (rule generation and rule evaluation in Chapter 3, 4, 5), and preprocessing
of the data in order to be processed by the data mining tasks (missing attribute processing
in Chapter 6). In order to demonstrate the applicabilities and the usages of the techniques
developed in Chapter 3, 4, 5, 6, we consider a rough set based knowledge discovery system
and explain the utilities of the proposed techniques in such systems. We then demonstrate
how such techniques can be adapted to the specific application of an online user-centric
personalization system through a case study, to further illustrate the value of our research.
7.1 Introduction
The general models of knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) contain processes includ-
ing data preprocessing, knowledge discovery algorithms, rule generations and evaluations.
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Rule evaluation is a significant process in KDD. How to automatically extract rules that
are important and representative for human beings instead of selecting those useful rules
manually is an interesting problem. Specific difficulties make the research of rule evaluation
very challenging.
One of the difficulties is that real-world large data sets normally contain missing at-
tribute values. They may come from the collecting process, or redundant scientific tests,
change of the experimental design, privacy concerns, ethnic issues, unknown data and so
on. Discarding all the data containing the missing attribute values cannot fully preserve
the characteristics of the original data, and wastes part of the data collecting effort. Knowl-
edge generated from missing data may not fully represent the original data set; thus, the
discovery may not be as sufficient. Understanding and utilizing of original context and
background knowledge to assign the missing values seems to be an optimal approach for
handling missing attribute values. In reality, it is difficult to know the original meanings
for missing data from certain application domains. Another difficulty is that a huge num-
ber of rules are generated during the knowledge discovery process, and it is infeasible for
humans to manually select useful and interesting knowledge from such rule sets.
We are interested in tackling difficult problems in knowledge discovery from a rough sets
perspective. In this thesis, we discuss how rough sets-based rule evaluations are utilized
in knowledge discovery systems. Three representative approaches based on rough sets
theory are proposed. The first approach is to provide a rank of how important each rule
is by a Rule Importance Measure (RIM) (Chapter 4). The second approach is to extract
representative rules by considering rules as condition attributes in a decision table, the
Rules-As-Attribute Measure (Chapter 5). The third approach is applied to data containing
missing values (Chapter 6). This approach provides a prediction for all the missing values
using frequent itemsets as a knowledge base. Rules generated from the complete data sets
contain more useful information. The third approach can be used at the data preprocessing
process, combining with the first or second approach at the rule evaluation process to
enhance extracting more important rules. It can also be used alone as preprocessing of
missing attribute values. An interesting personalization system based on this rule-enhanced
knowledge discovery system is studied. The approaches of discovering important rules are
further demonstrated in this personalization system.
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We discuss related work on current knowledge discovery systems based on rough sets
theory in Chapter 2. Section 7.2 examines RSES as a representative rough sets based
knowledge discovery system, and discusses an enhanced knowledge discovery system by
integrating the techniques proposed in this thesis. Section 7.3 contains a case study of
a user-centric personalization system. How the proposed rule evaluation approaches (i.e.,
rule important measures) can be applied to such a system are demonstrated.
7.2 Rule Evaluations and Knowledge Discovery Sys-
tems
In this section, we first examine a current rough set knowledge discovery system, and
suggest the importance of rule evaluations. We then discuss how to integrate our proposed
rule evaluation approaches and their functions in knowledge discovery systems. Other
rough set based knowledge discovery systems are presented in Section 2.1.2 with related
rule evaluations covered in Section 2.3.
7.2.1 Analyzing RSES – Rough Set Exploration System
We take the RSES (Rough Set Exploration System) [12] system introduced in Chapter 2
as an example system, and study in more detail of the role of rule evaluations. We show
that current systems are limited with regard to the rule evaluations, and we emphasize the
importance of rule evaluation in current knowledge discovery systems.
RSES is a well developed knowledge discovery system focusing on data analysis and
classification tasks, which is currently under development. Figure 7.1 shows a use of the
system on a heart disease data set for classification rule generation.
The data input to RSES is in the form of a decision table T = (C,D), where C is the
condition attribute set and D is the decision attribute set. Preprocessing is conducted once
the data is imported to the system, during which stage the missing attribute values are
handled and discretization is performed if necessary as well. Reducts are then generated
and classification rules based on the reducts are extracted.
RSES provides four approaches for processing missing attribute values, such as removing
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Figure 7.1: Using Rough Set Exploration System on the Heart data
data records with missing values, assigning the most common values of the missing attribute
within the same decision class and without the same decision class, and considering missing
attribute values as a special value of the attribute [12]. These approaches are used during
the data preprocessing stage in the system. Although these approaches are fast and can
be directly applied in the data, they lack the ability of preserving the semantic meanings
of the original data set. Missing values may be assigned; however, the filled values may
not be able to fully represent what is missing in the data.
RSES provides rule postprocessing procedures which are “rule filter”, “rule shorten”
and “rule generalize”. “Rule filter” removes from the rule set rules that do not satisfy
certain support. “Rule shorten” shortens the length of the rules according to certain
parameters [12]. “Rule generalization” generalizes rules according to a system-provided
parameter on the precision level. Although these rule postprocessing approaches provide
an easier presentation of all the rule sets, these approaches do not provide ways to evaluate
which rules are more interesting, and which rules are higher quality rules. These functions
cannot provide a rank of rules according to a rule’s significance to the users.
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7.2.2 Enhanced Knowledge Discovery System based on Rough
Sets
We present an enhanced rough set based knowledge discovery system as shown in Fig-





















Figure 7.2: The Knowledge Discovery System Based on the Rough Sets Theory
In this general purpose knowledge discovery system, data from different application do-
mains are first imported into the system. Preprocessing including missing attribute values
processing and discretization are conducted in this stage. After the data is preprocessed,
attribute selections are conducted. Depending on the output, different attribute selection
approaches can be applied here. Rule generation algorithms extract rules. After the rule
sets are obtained, the important postprocessing of rule evaluation is performed in this
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stage. Rules are finally represented, possibly visualized in a certain format, as knowledge
to the end users.
The three approaches from Chapter 4, 5, and 6 can be integrated into this general
purpose KDD system as shown in Figure 7.2. The first approach ItemRSFit (as discussed in
Chapter 6) is used in the data preprocessing stage. The second approach, Rule Importance
Measure (as discussed in Chapter 4) is used to rank rules during the rule evaluation process.
It is also applied through the rule generation procedure. The third approach, rules-as-
attributes measure (as discussed in Chapter 5) is used only during the rule evaluation
stage. We will elaborate on the utilities of these approaches as follows.
I. Predicting missing attribute values based on Frequent Itemsets.
The ItemRSFit approach is an approach on predicting missing attribute values based on
association rules algorithm and rough sets theory. It has been shown on both large scale real
world data set and UCI machine learning data sets on the improved prediction accuracies.
ItemRSFit approach is an integration of two other approaches from the association rule
algorithm and from rough sets theory. As a first step in the association rule generation,
frequent itemsets are generated based on the item-item relations from the large data set
according to a certain support. Thus the frequent itemsets of a data set represent strong
correlations between different items. When considering a certain data set as a transaction
data set, the implications from frequent itemsets can be used to find which attribute value
any missing attributes are strongly connected to. Thus the frequent itemset can be used for
predicting the missing values. We call this approach the “itemset-approach” for prediction.
The larger the frequent itemsets used for the prediction, the more information from the
data set itself will be available for prediction; hence, the higher the accuracy that will
be obtained. However, generating frequent itemset for large data sets is time-consuming.
Although itemsets with higher support need less computation time, they restrict item-item
relationships; therefore, not all the missing values can be predicted. In order to balance
the tradeoff between computation time and the percentage of the available predictions,
another approach is taken into consideration.
A reduct contains a subset of condition attributes that are sufficient enough to represent
the whole data set. The intersection of all the possible reducts is the core. Therefore the
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attributes contained in the reduct or core are more important and representative than the
rest of the attributes. Thus by only examining attributes within the core or a reduct to
find the similar attribute value pairs for the data instance containing the missing attribute
values, we can assign the most relevant value for the missing attribute. Since this method
only considers a subset of the data set, which is either the core or a reduct, the prediction is
quite fast. Our approach is called “RSFit” [55], and it is an alternative approach designed
for fast prediction. It can be used to predict missing attributes that cannot be predicted
by the frequent itemset.
We integrate the prediction based on frequent itemsets and the RSFit approach into a
new approach ItemRSFit to predict missing attribute values. Frequent itemsets are first
used to predict missing values as the knowledge base, and the RSFit approach is then used
to predict the rest of the missing values that cannot be predicted by the frequent itemsets.
This approach can predict missing values from the data itself; therefore, less noise is brought
into the original data. The details on the ItemRSFit approach are presented in Chapter 6.
Properly processed data can improve the quality of the generated knowledge. Therefore
the ItemRSFit approach is used in this system at the preprocessing stage. It helps to
preserve the qualities of the original input data to this system, thus facilitating the rule
evaluation process.
II. Rule Importance Measure.
The Rule Importance Measure (as introduced in Chapter 4) is developed to provide a
diverse rank of how important the association rules are, although this approach can also
be applied to rules generated by other rule discovery algorithms (such as classification rule
generations).
The association rule algorithm can be applied on this transaction data set to gener-
ate rules, which have condition attributes on the antecedent part and decision attributes
on the consequent part. Rules generated from different reduct sets can contain different
representative information. If only one reduct set is being considered to generate rules,
other important information might be omitted. Using multiple reducts, some rules will be
generated more frequently than other rules. We consider the rules that are generated more
frequently to be more important.
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If a rule is generated more frequently across different rule sets, we say this rule is more
important than rules generated less frequently across those same rule sets.
The Rule Importance Measure is defined as follows,
Definition 8
Rule Importance Measure =
Number of times a rule appears in all
the generated rules from the reduct sets
Number of reduct sets
.
The Rule Importance Measure can be integrated into the current rough sets based
knowledge discovery system to be used during the rule evaluation process. A list of ranked
important rules can therefore be presented with their rule importance measures to facilitate
the understanding of the extracted knowledge.
III. Rules-As-Attributes Measure.
The method of discovering and ranking important rules by considering rules as attributes
is introduced in Chapter 5. The motivation comes from the concept of reduct. A reduct
of a decision table contains attributes that can fully represent the original knowledge. If
a reduct is given, rules extracted based on this reduct are representative of the original
decision table. Extending this concept of reduct to rule evaluations, if rules are considered
as condition attributes in a new decision table, the reduct of this new decision table contains
important attributes, which are the rules.
We construct a new decision table Am×(n+1), where each record from the original de-
cision table u0, u1, ..., um−1 are the rows, and the columns of this new table consists of
Rule0, Rule1, ..., Rulen−1 and the decision attribute. We say a rule can be applied to a
record in the decision table if both the antecedent and the consequent of the rule appear
together in the record. For each Rulej (j ∈ {0, ..., n − 1}), we assign 1 to cell A[i, j]
(i ∈ {0, ...,m−1}) if the rule Rulej can be applied to the record ui. We set 0 to A[i, j] oth-
erwise. The decision attribute A[i, n] (i ∈ {0, ...,m− 1}) remains the same as the original
values of the decision attribute in the original decision table.
We further define the Reduct Rule Set and Core Rule Set.
Definition 9 Reduct Rule Set. We define a reduct generated from the new decision
table A as Reduct Rule Set. A Reduct Rule Set contains Reduct Rules.
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The Reduct Rules are representative rules that can fully describe the decision attribute.
Definition 10 Core Rule Set. We define the intersection of all the Reduct Rule Sets
generated from this new decision table A as Core Rule Set. A Core Rule Set contains Core
Rules.
The Core Rules are contained in every Reduct Rule Set.
By considering rules as attributes, reducts generated from the new decision table con-
tain all the important attributes, which represent the important rules generated from the
original data set; and it excludes the less important attributes. Core attributes from the
new decision table contain the most important attributes, which represent the most im-
portant rules.
This Rules-As-Attributes Measure can be integrated into the rule evaluation stages,
after all the rules are generated from the original knowledge, in order to help to understand
the essential knowledge of the input data.
Discussions on Rules Importance Measure and Rules-As-Attributes Measure
The Rule Importance Measure and the Rules-As-Attributes Measure can both be applied to
the knowledge discovery system individually, although they are different measures. They
are not to be used together, nor in any way do they compete with each other. Both
measures consider the input data as a decision table. The Rule Importance Measure is
applied through the rule generation procedure, the input of this measure is the original
decision table, and the output is a set of rules ranked by their importance. The Rules-As-
Attributes Measure takes any sets of rules as input, and it is to be used after the rules are
generated. Such rules can be generated by various learning algorithms. The output of the
Rules-As-Attributes Measure is a set of important rules, which is a subset of the original
rule sets generated from the original data. Therefore, in situations where the given input
is only a decision table, we can use the Rule Importance Measure to generate a list of rules
with their rankings of importance; in the situations when there exist a set of rules already,
we can use the Rules-As-Attributes Measure to extract the important rules.
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Other Enhancements.
The utilities of the three approaches discussed in this thesis have been demonstrated via
the enhanced rough sets based knowledge discovery system presented in Figure 7.2. They
are proposed to facilitate the evaluation of the rules. There are other techniques that can
be used along with these approaches. For example, during the rule generation process,
properly defined rule templates (as discussed in Chapter 3) can not only reduce the com-
putation of rule generations, but can also ensure high quality rules, or interesting rules
generated according to the application purposes. Important attributes, such as probe at-
tributes [71], can be defined in the data preprocessing stage for generating rules containing
such attributes for generating expected rules.
Our motivation is proposing approaches to enhance current knowledge discovery system,
to facilitate the knowledge discovery of more interesting and higher quality rules.
7.3 Case Study
This section provides a case study 1 to illustrate how a rough sets based knowledge dis-
covery system provides a useful mechanism for a real-world user-centric personalization
system using the enhancements proposed in this thesis. We demonstrate the rule evalua-
tion techniques proposed in the earlier chapters through a real-world application.
Personalization towards individuals recently became an important focus for business ap-
plications, such as personalized home pages and a personalized shopping cart. In an online
shopping application, individuals’ online purchasing patterns and online browsing experi-
ences may be personalized as well. Such personalization is helpful to predict customers’
interests and to recommend relevant advertisements of interested products to facilitate
customers’ online shopping experiences. However an online web user normally browses
hundreds of web pages before making a purchase online, and different users visit different
websites. Personalization based on other people’s past histories may not be very interesting
to another user. A user-centric personalization system based on an individual user’s search
histories is needed for precise personalization.
1The work shown in this section is a collaboration with the Decision Technology Department at Hewlett-
Packard Labs in Palo Alto, California. The author was employed as a summer intern in Summer 2006.
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The following Figure 7.3 illustrates the prototype of a potential user-centric person-
alization system, combining data mining and machine learning algorithms on predicting
online product purchases. User-centric data is collected and stored in the databases. Fea-
tures related to user-centric clickstream data are selected and the data is preprocessed for
the prediction engine. The search terms users input into the search engines, and the search
terms they use on the leading shopping online stores are considered as strong indications
of the purchasing interests, and the terms are categorized first to classify potential users
into different product purchasing categories. Classification algorithms such as decision
tree [77], logistic regression [5] and Näıve Bayes [64], association rules algorithms such as
apriori [3], and other prediction algorithms are applied in the following steps to further
predict whether a user is an online buyer or non-buyer according to the observed browsing
behaviours across multiple websites.
As part of the HP adaptive user-centric personalization project shown in Figure 7.3,
one possible approach of modeling users’ browsing behaviours is to study their brows-
ing histories across multiple websites. Personalized products and advertisements through
predictions generated by such models can be of great benefit from the business point of
view.
We first survey the current personalization systems in Section 7.3.1. We discuss the
differences between user-centric and site-centric data, and the differences between the per-
sonalization techniques deployed for these two types of data. We study the clickstream
data collected from an online audience measurement company as our test data. We show
through empirical experiments how the Rule Importance Measure, as an example of the
rule evaluation approaches proposed in this thesis to enhance the knowledge discovery sys-
tems, can be applied towards the user-centric personalization system to extract important
rules on predicting online buyers.
7.3.1 Personalization Systems
Clickstream data collected across all the different websites a user visits reflect the user’s
behaviours, interests, and preferences more completely than data collected from the per-
spective of a single website. For example, we would expect that we could better model
and predict the intentions of users who we know not only searched on Google but also
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Figure 7.3: Prototype for Online Product Purchasing System
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visited the HP shopping website and the Dell website, than if we know only one of those
pieces of information. The complete data set is termed user-centric data, which contains
site-centric data as a subset. Current research on clickstream data analysis is centered
around site-centric data [70]. The site-centric personalization systems collect customers’
browsing histories based on the clickstream data from the individual web site perspective,
and personalizations are generated according to these clickstream data to recommend items
to the internet users who browse this specific web site. Predictions can be generated for a
new customer based on the profile matching of the existing customers (such as name, loca-
tion, gender, occupation, IP address, operating system and browser information), browsing
histories (such as the web pages the customers visited during a certain period of time, ap-
plication tasks and their sequences the customers performed during a certain period of
time), and the preferences of the browsed items (such as some customers expressing great
interests on specific items or tasks, whereas some customers show no interest on the same
items or tasks).
Each customer thus has his/her individual profile collected. The more customer profiles
a personalization system collects, the more data becomes available for precise recommenda-
tions. These user profiles are then saved either in flat files or are loaded into the databases.
After the data is collected, preprocessing of the original data is conducted, which includes
tasks such as missing values processing, discretization, normalization and so on.
Then, personalizations are generated by certain rule generation algorithms, such as
association rule algorithms, clustering algorithms, classifications and so on. The amount
of personalization can be huge when first generated; therefore, post-processing for the
generated results is performed in this stage.
The rules generated based on customers’ profiles therefore serve as the available knowl-
edge base for personalization systems. In the real world situation, when the personalization
system observes a new customer whose profile is an exact match or similar match to the
profiles in the databases, the recommendations from the personalization database are gen-
erated and provided to this new customer.
Figure 7.4 shows a model for a site-centric data personalization system. Data collected
from different users, including the browsing histories, personal preferences and demographic
data, are sent for creating the personalization engine. When a new customer comes, based
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on the browsing histories and the demographic information, the engine recommends per-
sonalized interesting items (such as web pages) to this new user.
Figure 7.4: Personalization for Site-Centric Data
7.3.2 User-Centric Personalization
The personalization systems introduced above are also called “site-centric personalization
systems”. Such systems make predictions for “site-centric data”, which is data collected
on one single server [70]. Site-centric personalization systems collect customers’ browsing
history from the clickstream data on the web site side, and personalizations are made based
on these clickstream data from the site to recommend items to the customers who browse
this specific web site.
Much current research on clickstream data personalization focuses on site-centric per-
sonalization [70]. It is important to study the difference between user-centric data and
site-centric data, to determine the potential value of the user-centric approach. Due to
the limitations of site-centric data it is difficult to fully capture customers’ online shopping
behaviours for precise personalization modeling and predictions. We explain one of the
difficulties in the following example.
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Let us consider an online shopping and retail website such as shopping.com or Ama-
zon.com as an example, which we call site-centric website. Consider the online clickstream
data collected by this site as site-centric data. Knowledge such as customers’ demographic
information, the web pages the customers visited, the time the customers spent on each of
the particular web pages, the incoming and outgoing URLs for each of the customers and so
on are collected on the server side. Information for the previous web pages each customer
visited is collected, and recommendations based mostly on the buyers’(customers who are
observed to make a purchase at this site) behaviours are suggested. For those customers
who visited but do not make a purchase at such sites, although later they may make a
purchase elsewhere (e.g., HP shopping websites), this site captures the browsing histories
for people who visited, but such browsing information is not considered to be important
for making online product purchase predictions. The available information is thus not
fully captured and utilized. On the other hand, demographic information for customers’
background are also taken into consideration for making recommendations. Therefore,
customers’ privacies are not well protected.
User-centric studies are proposed for personalization based on customers’ individual
behaviours while greatly preserving customers’ privacy issues. User-centric data is col-
lected to capture each of the individual customers’ browsing behaviours. Data contain-
ing customers’ browsing histories, purchasing histories, and so on are then processed for
personalization generation. In user-centric data personalization, the limitations of not ef-
fectively capturing complete information collected from only certain sites no longer exist.
Users’ web search histories across multiple websites are all used towards the construction
of the engine. User-centric personalization has the advantage of protecting users’ privacy
as well. By considering more complete information collected from the users, without using
their demographic information, the personalized model can fully capture the behaviours
while greatly taking care of the privacy issues without using the individual’s demographic
information (such as users’ login names, zip code, age, occupations and so on).
The personalization techniques for site-centric data are quite mature, which are tech-
niques originating from traditional web log mining, machine learning, data mining and so
on. Given the differences between site-centric data and user-centric data, it is important to
study whether these site-centric personalization techniques can be applied to user-centric
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data, and whether new issues (in terms of data collection, data preprocessing, user be-
haviour modeling and so on) and new challenges should be taken into consideration for
user-centric data personalization.
User-centric data is collected for each of the individual user. The data contains users’
browsing histories on all the web sites they visit and their own preferences of interested
web sites. Figure 7.5 depicts a sample user-centric personalization system.
Figure 7.5: Personalization for User-Centric Data
7.3.3 Differences between User-centric and Site-centric Data
We summarize the difference between user-centric and site-centric data.
• How is the data collected? Site-centric data is collected from a particular web site
due to the limitations of accessing other web sites. User-centric data is collected
based on each of the individual users. The data contains clickstreams from multiple
web sites that users browsed.
• What is contained in a session? Given a session containing all the users’ browsing
history within a limited time sequence (i.e., 30 minutes), the session data for site-
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centric data contains all the webpages a user visited on one website; the session data
for user-centric data contains webpages a user visited on multiple websites.
7.3.4 Related Work
Zhu et al. [98] recently developed a user-side web personalization system “Web-IC” to
predict information content (IC) pages that a web user will be interested to visit. The
motivation of this system is to help web users locate these IC pages everywhere on the web
for the users themselves based on their own behaviours. The words contained in the web
pages a user visits, as well as the actions (such as back pages browsing or follow-up pages)
the user makes on such pages are taken into consideration as users’ interests for behaviour
modeling. It is shown that classifiers built from such features as extracted from user-side
browsing properties can effectively predict the interested webpages for the users [99].
Although our work is similar in the fact that we both are interested in personalization
towards the user-side, the purposes of our experiments and the background of the adaptive
web personalization project are different from this work. We do not consider the content
information (words) inside the webpages; we do not collect the user’s web actions on the
web pages (such as back page browsing, follow-up pages). We are interested in predicting
online product purchases instead of predicting interested web pages. We are also interested
in studying how site-centric algorithms can be adapted for user-centric personalization.
Other researchers studying user-centric personalization include Lieberman, who devel-
oped the Letizia web search agent for web page recommendation [62], Billsus and Pazzani,
who query users to get feedback for recommending news web pages [14] and Ardissono et
al. who customize the presentation of a website advertising a product to a user, based on a
monitoring of the user’s interests [8]. These researchers are more focused on user modeling
and machine learning, whereas we are most interested in developing effective data mining
techniques.
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7.3.5 Experimental Data
Nielsen//NetRatings MegaPanel data 2 is used as our testbed for this adaptive web per-
sonalization project. Nielsen is an online audience measurement company, which is the
premier provider of the media-quality internet data. The MegaPanel data offers the over-
all, in-depth profiles of customer behaviours. The data is collected over the complete
customers’ online search experiences on both leading search engines (such as Google, Ya-
hoo) and shopping websites (such as Amazon, BestBuy). The data collection processes are
designed in such a way that the average customers’ online behaviours and their retention
rate are consistent with the goal of representative sampling of internet users.
The data collected over 8 months (from November 2005 to June 2006) amounted to
approximately 1 terabyte from more than 100, 000 households. For each URL there are
time stamps for each internet user. Retailer transaction data contains more than 100 online
leading shopping destinations and retailer sites. The data also contains travel transaction
data, such as air plane, car and hotel reservation histories. There is also users’ search
terms collected in the URL data. The search terms are collected from top search engines
and comparison shopping sites. In addition, additional search terms are extracted and
customized by HP Labs (e.g., from Craigslist.org, which is a website for online classifiers
and forums).
7.3.6 Experimental Design
The essential purpose of this adaptive web personalization project is to predict users’
online purchasing behaviours based on all the websites the user visited. The clickstream
data collected therefore includes not only clickstream data from one single website, but also
all the other websites the users visited. The motivation of the experiment in this section
is to demonstrate the usage of the proposed rule evaluation approaches in this thesis on
a real-world application as a case study. The Rule Importance Measure from Chapter 4
is applied to rank the important rules which are extracted from the experimental data to
predict the potential online buyers for certain products.





Features are important elements representing the experimental data. Feature construction
is usually conducted in the data collection process. In our experimental data, features
reflecting online purchases are not directly available from the original source of the data.
Since our purpose of this section is to predict online product purchases using user-centric
data, we focus on constructing features that can reflect the users’ browsing and searching
behaviours across multiple websites. There are 26 online product categories available in
our experimental data. In this experiment, we limit the online purchasing product category
to be personal computers, including desktops and laptops.
The intuition for extracting such features towards our user-centric personalization task
is that, during an online purchasing event, in general, people would first search the product
category in general on the leading search engines (such as Google or Yahoo); then, they
would visit the retailer websites (such as Dell) who sell this product for detailed product
information. After knowing more about this product, people would check how other cus-
tomers consider this product in some review websites (such as CNET); when they are close
to purchase, they would most likely look for coupons or discounts for a specific product.
Since site-centric data are collected as a subset of user-centric data, traditional features
for site-centric clickstream analysis are considered as part of our feature sets. Features such
as “the number of sessions the user spent on certain website”, “the sub URLs visited”, “the
total time spent per session of visit” and so on are extracted.
User-centric features related to searches across multiple websites such as “search terms
used across multiple search engines and websites”, “whether visited retailer websites”,
“whether visited review websites”, “whether made an online purchase” and so on are
extracted.
According to the above mentioned site-centric and user-centric related features, we
construct 28 features that are used in the following experiments for predicting purchase of
personal computers, as shown in Table 7.1. December 2005 data is used for this experiment.
In the feature descriptions, “NNR” stands for Nielsen//NetRating; HP customized sites
stand for additional searches or websites extracted and customized by HP Labs (such as
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Craigslist). The HP customized sites includes all the sites pre-classified by NNR.
Decision Table
December 2005 data is used for this experiment. We consider the 28 features as shown in
Table 7.1 as condition attributes, we consider whether a person is a buyer or non-buyer
for personal computers in December 2005 as the decision attribute. For a decision table
T = (C,D), C = {feature sets containing 28 features}, D = {buyer, non-buyer}. With
83, 635 users and 28 features, we create a decision table as shown in Table 7.2.
After the data is processed in the format of a decision table, we then apply the equal
frequency [18] approach to discretize the data.
Rule Importance Measures
Recall the generation of the Rule Importance Measure in Figure 4.1 (Chapter 4). After
the input data is preprocessed, the multiple reducts are generated. We use the genetic
algorithm provided by RSES [12] for multiple reducts generation. The reducts are shown
in Table 7.3.
We use apriori association rule generation to obtain prediction rules. Since the goal of
this experiment is to predict whether an internet user is a potential online buyer of personal
computers, our interest is to generate rules which lead to the predictions of buyers or non-
buyers of computers. We specify the following two rule templates as shown in Eq. 7.1 and
Eq. 7.2 that are applied during rule generations.
First, we specify that only decision attributes (buyer or non-buyer) can be on the
consequent part of a rule, and there may exist more than one feature on the antecedent part
of the rule. The antecedent leads to a decision (buyer or non-buyer) which is represented
by the consequent part.
〈Feature1, F eature2, . . . , F eaturen〉 → 〈Decision〉 (7.1)
Secondly, we specify the subsumed rules using the following constraint. Given a rule
represented by Eq. 7.2.
〈Feature1, F eature2〉 → 〈Decision〉 (7.2)
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Table 7.1: 28 User-Centric Features for Online Computer Purchases in December 2005
Data
No. Feature Feature Description No. of Users Value
ID who satisfy range
the feature
1 G1a Whether searched “laptop” before purchasing on Google 279 {Yes, No}
2 G1b # of sessions this user searched “laptop” 279 {0, . . . , N}
before purchasing on Google
3 G1c # of sessions this user searched “laptop” 647 {0, . . . , N}
before purchasing on all NNR
4 G1d # of sessions this user searched “laptop” 1,012 {0, . . . , N}
before purchasing on all NNR & HP customized search
5 G2a # of page views on Google before purchasing 41, 778 {0, . . . , N}
6 G2b # of page views on all NNR before purchasing 69, 219 {0, . . . , N}
7 G2c # of page views on all HP customized search before purchasing 70, 192 {0, . . . , N}
8 G3a # of sessions on Google before purchasing 41, 778 {0, . . . , N}
9 G3b # of sessions on all NNR before purchasing 69, 219 {0, . . . , N}
10 G3c # of sessions on all HP customized sites before purchasing 70, 192 {0, . . . , N}
11 G5a # of page views per user who searched “laptop” 279 {0, . . . , N}
on Google before purchasing
12 G5b # of page views per user who searched “laptop” 647 {0, . . . , N}
on all NNR websites before purchasing
13 G5c # of page views per user who searched “laptop” on 1,012 {0, . . . , N}
HP customized websites before purchasing
14 G6c1 # of sessions a user visited a hardware manufacturers or 48, 130 {0, . . . , N}
multi-category computers/consumer electronics sites
and NNR sites before purchasing
15 G6c2 # of sessions a user visited a hardware manufacturers 48, 627 {0, . . . , N}
or multi-category computers/consumer electronics sites
and HP customized sites before purchasing
16 G6d1 # of page views a user visited a hardware manufacturers 48, 130 {0, . . . , N}
or multi-category computers/consumer electronics sites
and NNR sites before purchasing
17 G6d2 # of page views a user visited a hardware manufacturers 48, 627 {0, . . . , N}
or multi-category computers/consumer electronics sites
and HP customized sites before purchasing
18 G15 # of sessions the user searched “coupon” or 3,208 {0, . . . , N}
“review” before purchasing
19 G6a Whether this user visited the hardware manufacturers 48, 627 {Yes, No}
or multi-category computers/consumer electronics sites
and HP customized sites before purchasing
20 G6b Whether this user visited the hardware manufacturers 48, 130 {Yes, No}
or multi-category computers/consumer electronics sites
and NNR sites before purchasing
21 G20a Whether this user visited the hardware manufacturers 50, 041 {Yes, No}
or multi-category computers/consumer electronics sites
before purchasing
22 G20c # of sessions this user visited the hardware manufacturers 50, 041 {0, . . . , N}
or multi-category computers/consumer electronics sites
before purchasing
23 G20d # of page views this user visited the hardware manufacturers 50, 041 {0, . . . , N}
or multi-category computers/consumer electronics sites
before purchasing
24 G14a Whether this user made a purchase (of any product category) 25, 029 {0, . . . , N}
in the past month (November)
25 G14b Whether this user made a purchase of computer hardware, 5, 400 {Yes, No}
or computer software, or consumer electronics categories in the
past month (November)
26 G14c # of purchases of computer hardware, computer software, 5, 400 {0, . . . , N}
or consumer electronics category the user made in the
past month (November)
27 G11 # of time (seconds) this user spent to visit the hardware manufacturers 50, 041 {0, . . . , N}
or multi-category computers/consumer electronics sites
before purchasing
28 G16 Whether this user visited a review site before purchasing 12, 323 {Yes, No}
(In the URL table, pag addres contain %cnet%)
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Table 7.2: Decision Table for Classifications
User ID Condition Attributes Decision Attribute
28 Features {buyer, non-buyer}
ID G1aG1bG1cG1d . . .G14cG11 G16{buyer, non-buyer}
1 Yes 2 0 2 . . .7 5200No buyer
2 Yes 5 1 7 . . .2 413 Yes non-buyer
3 No 0 0 1 . . .0 622 No buyer
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
83,635 Yes 1 0 3 . . .0 342 No buyer
Table 7.3: Reducts Generated by Genetic Algorithm for Decision Table 7.2
No.Reduct Sets
1 {G2c, G3a, G3b, G14a, G11, G6b, G16}
2 {G2a, G2c, G3b, G6d1, G14a, G11, G16}
3 {G2a, G2c, G3b, G6c2, G14a, G11, G16}
4 {G2a, G2b, G2c, G6d1, G14a, G11, G16}
5 {G2a, G2c, G3b, G14a, G11, G6a, G16}
6 {G2a, G2c, G3b, G20a, G14a, G11, G16}
7 {G2c, G3a, G3b, G6c2, G14a, G11, G16}
8 {G2b, G2c, G3a, G20c, G14a, G11, G16}
9 {G2c, G3a, G3b, G20d, G14a, G11, G16}
10 {G2c, G3a, G3b, G20a, G14a, G11, G16}
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the following rules
〈Feature1, F eature2, F eature3〉 → 〈Decision〉 (7.3)
〈Feature1, F eature2, F eature6〉 → 〈Decision〉 (7.4)
can be removed because they are subsumed by Eq. 7.2.
The classes of online buyers and non-buyers are very imbalanced in this data set.
Among the 83, 635 number of users, only 449 are buyers, which take 0.53% of the total
number of users. It is trivial to obtain higher confidence rules by simply generating rules
to predict the non-buyers based on the features. However, this will not satisfy the purpose
of such research of predicting online buyers. We therefore set the values of support and
confidence to be lower in order to generate rules that can be used to predict both buyer
and non-buyers. We generate the rule sets based on these 10 reduct sets with support =
0.01%, confidence = 5%.
There are 75 rules generated by using the Rule Importance Measures and rule templates.
We rank their rule importance, as shown in Table 7.4. In comparison, without the rule
templates or using reducts, 16, 178, 963 rules are generated.
How to Interpret the Rules
Let us take two rules from Table 7.4 as examples.
Rule No.1: If an online user has not searched on any of the HP customized search sites,
but this user made an online purchase (of any product category) in the previous month, and
this user spent more than 622 seconds visiting a hardware manufacturer or multi-category
computers/consumer electronics sites, then this user may be a potential online buyer of
personal computers.
Rule No.3: If an online user did not visit any hardware manufacturer or multi-category
computers/consumer electronics sites, then this user may not be a potential online buyer
of personal computers.
Discussions
The Rule Importance measures provide an efficient view for important and representative
knowledge contained in this user-centric clickstream data. Such extracted rules are useful to
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Table 7.4: The Rule Importance for Decision Table 7.2
No.Selected Rules Rule Importance
1 G2c=0, G14a=1, G11 ≥ 622 → buyer 100%
2 G16=0 → non-buyer 100%
3 G11=0 → non-buyer 100%
4 G3b=0, G11 ≥ 622 → buyer 80%
5 G2c<13, G3a=0, G14a=0, G11 ≥ 622 → buyer 50%
6 G2a=0, G2c<13, G14a=0, G11 ≥ 622 → buyer 50%
7 G2b < 10 → non-buyer 20%
8 G2c < 13, G20a = 1, G14a = 1, G16=0 → buyer 20%
9 G2b < 10, 1 ≤ G20c < 4, G14a=1 → buyer 10%
10 G2a=0, G2c < 13, G11 ≥ 622, G6a=1 → buyer 10%
. . . . . . . . .
predict whether an online purchase will happen for certain users according to the observed
online searching and browsing behaviours.
In order to generate rules for possible online buyer prediction, the value of the support
is quite low. The following study explains this situation. According to a study published by
comScore 3 in December 2004 about the results for internet users’ potential on purchasing
electronics and computer products, the results indicate that the 92% of the internet users
purchase the products offline after searching on the internet. Only a small percentage of
internet users would make an online purchase eventually, although 85% of such purchases
happen after 5 or 12 weeks of the initial search. The current experimental data we consider
contains users’ online browsing behaviours occurring within one month. Therefore the
occurrence of online purchasing in our data is low.
Through our case study, we also found certain user-centric features are more important
than others on predicting online purchases, namely the features that arise in the Rule
Importance Measure. For example, the number of page views an internet user spent on
3http://www.comscore.com/press/release.asp?press=526
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search websites is an indication of this person’s interests. The fact that some user made a
purchase online previously indicates such a user is more likely to conduct online purchases.
Other Experiments
For this user-centric web personalization application, in addition to the case study of
using the Rule Importance Measure for evaluating important rules for online purchases,
we also conducted related experiments on using classification algorithms including decision
trees, logistic regression and Näıve Bayes for online product purchasing prediction based
on this user-centric experiment data. We discuss briefly the experimental design and the
classification algorithms as well as the experimental results. They serve as preliminary
work on applying classification algorithms for user-centric web personalization purchasing
predictions.
We use cross validation through the rest of the experiments. For the complete data in
the form of a decision table 83635 × 29 as shown in Table 7.2, we performed 2-fold cross
validation (with 50% for training, 50% as testing data, and iterating the process to average
the performance results). The experiments on decision tree classification are conducted
on Suse Linux v9.2. (Intel Xeon(TM) CPU 2.80GHz, 2 processor with 1.5G RAM). The
experiments on logistic regression and Näıve Bayes are conducted on a PC with Pentium
M CPU 1.86GHz, 1.5G RAM.
Given a confusion matrix as shown in Table 7.5, we use the following evaluation met-
rics [20] to evaluate classification performance. Below T stands for “true”, F stands for
“false”, P stands for “positive” and N stands for “negative”.
Table 7.5: Confusion Matrix
Actual buyer Actual non-buyer
Predicted buyer TP FP














Decision Tree Decision tree learning is an approach to approximate discrete-valued
functions that can be represented by a decision tree [77]. The trees can then be used to
construct classifiers for predictions. In a decision tree, the interior nodes stand for the
condition attributes, the leaves stand for the classes, the path from the interior nodes
leading to a leaf stands for a rule which satisfies the conjunction of condition attributes on
this path and leads to a decision. A decision tree algorithm uses information gain to select
the attributes from which to start branching. The attribute with the highest information
gain is chosen as the splitting attribute for the current node. For a given decision attribute
C (we assume only buyer or non-buyer as the two classes in our discussion), the information
gain is





There are different decision tree implementations available. We use C4.5 decision
tree [77] implementation for classification rule generation 4. This implementation avoids
overfitting of the data, performs rule post-pruning and is able to handle continuous at-
tribute values as well.
The experimental results are shown in Table 7.6.




4Source code is downloaded from http://www2.cs.uregina.ca/∼dbd/cs831/notes/ml/dtrees/c4.5/tutorial.html
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The result indicates that a decision tree can be used as a classifier for online product
purchasing prediction 5. Classifiers can be created based on user-centric features to predict
the potential buyers. The branching node in the decision tree splitting a potential buyer
and non-buyer can be detected and be used for suggesting personalized/recommended
items such as potentially interesting products.
Logistic Regression We use Weka’s 6 logistic regression implementation for creating
the classifier based on logistic regression. This statistical regression model can be used
for binary dependent variable predication. By measuring the capabilities of each of the
independent variables, we can estimate the probability of a buyer or non-buyer occurrence.
The coefficients are usually estimated by maximum likelihood, and the logarithm of the
odds lg( p
1−p
) is modeled as a linear function of the explanatory variables [5], which are the




The default cutoff threshold of predicting a buyer is p = 0.5. The classification results
are shown in Table 7.7. By adjusting different cutoff thresholds, we can obtain various sets
of classification performance according to different thresholds.




By varying the cutoff threshold, we plot the following comparison curves. Figure 7.6
shows the precision and recall curve for the user-centric classifier generated by logistic
regression. Figure 7.7 shows the ROC curve [76] (False Positive Rate vs. True Positive
5These turn out to be respectable figures according to marketing executives at HP, compared to other
non-data-mining methods such as using single SQL aggregation to calculate precision and recall.
6Downloaded from http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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Precision & Recall Curve (for 41,817 Customers with 224 Buyers) 
Figure 7.6: Precision vs. Recall























ROC Curve (for 41,817 Customers with 224 Buyers) 
Figure 7.7: ROC Curve






























Figure 7.8: Cutoff Threshold vs. Precision and Recall
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Rate) for the user-centric classifier generated by logistic regression.
Figure 7.8 shows the tradeoff between the cutoff threshold and precision/recall for the
user-centric classifier generated by logistic regression. This plot can be used for determining
the suggested cutoff threshold in order to reach a satisfied precision and recall towards
certain classification applications.
Näıve Bayes Previous studies have shown that a simple Näıve Bayesian classifier has
comparable classification performance with decision tree classifiers [42]. Näıve Bayes clas-
sifiers [64] assume that the effect of an individual attribute on a given class is independent
of the values of the other attributes. Let H be the hypothesis that a person is a buyer C,




Given a set of condition attributes {a1, a2, . . . , an} ∈ X,
P (C|a1, a2, . . . , an) = arg maxai∈XP (ai|a1, a2, . . . , an)
= arg maxai∈X
P (a1, a2, . . . , an|ai)P (ai)
P (a1, a2, . . . , an)
= arg maxai∈XP (a1, a2, . . . , an|ai)P (ai)
Since the Näıve Bayes classifier assumes that the attribute values are conditionally inde-
pendent given the class value C,









Based on the frequencies of the variables over the training data, the estimation corre-
sponds to the learned hypothesis, which is then used to classify a new instance into either
buyer or non-buyer of certain product categories.
We use Weka’s Näıve Bayes classifier implementation for our experiments [90]. We list
the classification results in Table 7.8. In comparison to logistic regression as a classifier,
for the same recall, Näıve Bayes has a lower precision.
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Table 7.8: Näıve Bayes Classifier




From our experiments, we observed that logistic regression provides a lower precision than
the Decision Tree, although it provides a flexible option to adjust the precision and recall
for the classifiers. Näıve Bayes assumes the independence between each of the features.
It is a simple classification model, although the precision is lower than logistic regression.
The classification experimental results we have obtained on this user-centric clickstream
data demonstrate effective product level prediction.
7.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we demonstrate how the proposed techniques in this thesis can be used
to enhance current knowledge discovery systems. The work on exploring the rule tem-
plates for choosing interesting rules in Chapter 3 can be applied to the system for limiting
the number of recommendations and generating recommendations towards the special re-
quirement of the applications. The Rule Importance Measures introduced in Chapter 4
are useful method for providing users various selections of recommendations in different
degrees of importance and interestingness. The Rules-As-Attributes Measure discussed in
Chapter 5 can be used to choose representative and important recommendations from large
recommendation databases. The privacy concerns for users in the context of a knowledge
discovery system are one of the common issues in the data collections of the real-world sys-
tems. In the situation when the users are not willing to release their personal information,
the system will have many occurrences of missing values in the original data. Simply ignor-
ing such user profiles having missing values is not a good strategy for utilizing the available
information; therefore, techniques on how to handle large data sets containing missing at-
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tributes values are very important. The proposed ItemRSFit approach in Chapter 6 are
shown to be well applied to large data sets for processing missing values.
Through a case study of using Rule Importance Measures on generating important rules
from a user-centric personalization system, we show empirically how the Rule Importance
Measure, as a sample of proposed approaches in this thesis, can be adapted into a real
world application. Important rules ranked by the Rule Importance Measure are effective
on discovering potential online buyers. The other proposed approaches can also be applied
to this user-centric personalization system. For example, the rule templates introduced in
Chapter 3 can be used through the rule generation process to extract domain related rules.
Given a set of rules generated by existing learning algorithms, the Rules-As-Attributes
Measure in Chapter 5 can be applied for extracting important rules. In the situation when
there exist missing attribute values from the user-centric clickstream data, we can use the
ItemRSFit approach in Chapter 6 to assign the missing values in the data preprocessing
stage. We also have interesting experimental results on discovering prominent features
for user-centric personalization applications. The feature construction problem for user-
centric applications is still a new area. Features that can better describe an online buyer
or non-buyer’s intention still needs to be studied. In addition, we have some preliminary
results on a related topic in the area of online product purchasing prediction, namely how
to make use of classification algorithms in order to make these predictions.
Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
8.1 Conclusions
We proposed rule evaluation measures to facilitate the knowledge understanding process
and data mining applications. We first studied rule templates as one of the subjective
interestingness measures, and explained its application towards extracting interesting rec-
ommendations in a movie recommendation task (Chapter 3). We then introduced rough
sets theory, based on which two rule evaluation measures were proposed, the Rule Impor-
tance Measure (Chapter 4), and the Rules-As-Attributes Measure (Chapter 5). The Rule
Importance Measure was proposed to provide a ranking of how important the association
rules are. Since reducts contain the representative attributes of the original data, rules
generated based on reducts are therefore representative of the original knowledge. Multi-
ple reducts generated multiple rules, and the more important rules were generated more
frequently across these rule sets. The Rule Importance Measure can be applied to evaluate
association rules. It is an easy and objective measure. The Rules-As-Attributes Measure is
also designed to extract important rules, although it does not provide a list of rules ranked
by their importance. This measure instead provides a set of important rules, which are
from the reduct of a decision table that is constructed by considering the rules generated
from original data as the condition attributes. Empirical studies for both these rough set
based rule evaluation measures demonstrate their effectiveness on extracting important
rules. These measures can be applied towards various applications.
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In addition to the proposed rule evaluation measures, we also studied a data preprocess-
ing approach on handling missing attribute values (Chapter 6). The ItemRSFit approach
integrates both the association rule algorithms and the rough sets theory on assigning the
missing attribute values. We believe such studies on the preprocessing of the knowledge
discovery system can contribute to the rule generations, thus the rule evaluation process
can benefit from more complete and better quality data. We propose this data preprocess-
ing approach be done prior to applying either our proposed Rule Importance Measure or
the Rules-As-Attributes Measure.
Finally, through a case study of an user-centric web personalization system, we show
how the proposed techniques can be utilized and adapted to an actual system (Chapter 7).
The Rule Importance Measures are demonstrated throughout the personalization system
on how to extract important rules for purchasing predictions. The end results indicate the
extracted important rules are useful to predict whether an online purchase will happen for
certain users according to the observed online searching and browsing behaviours.
Our contribution lies in a series of rule evaluation measures and the explorations of
their empirical applications. We summarize our contributions as follows:
• What’s new? We have proposed two rough set based rule evaluation measures, the
Rule Importance Measure and the Rules-As-Attributes Measure; a new use of rule
templates to generate interesting rules, in the context of recommender systems; and
a new approach ItemRSFit for preprocessing missing attribute values. Such rule
evaluation techniques and missing attribute processing techniques proposed in this
thesis are novel in the area of knowledge discovery in databases and data mining. We
also explored the usage of the proposed new techniques on a new user-centric web
personalization system.
• What’s different? The Rule Importance Measures are different from the rule inter-
estingness measure or the rule quality measures proposed by other researchers in the
field [17, 35]. The Rule Importance Measure is used to evaluate association rules.
It is an objective measure, which provides a more direct and obvious view for the
rules. The Rule Importance Measure can reduce the amount of data required for the
rule generations by selecting only important attributes from the original data. The
number of rules generated is thus greatly reduced. As an example, for the geriatric
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care data set in Chapter 4, 218 rules are generated and ranked using the Rule Im-
portance Measure, however, 2, 626, 392 rules are generated from the original data set
without considering the reduct sets or rule templates. Our method efficiently extracts
important rules, and at the same time provides a ranking for important rules.
• What’s significant? The two rough set based rule evaluation measures, the Rule
Importance Measure and the Rules-As-Attributes Measure, are our most significant
contributions of this thesis. They provide an automatic, effective, and straightforward
way of extracting important knowledge. They can also be used jointly with other
measures to facilitate the rule evaluations. These two measures incorporate domain
related information into the rule evaluations. The significance of the Rule Importance
Measure is also reinforced in the case study presented in Chapter 7.
• What is better? The proposed techniques in this thesis can help people better un-
derstand the discovered knowledge from the original data. They help people auto-
matically select important and significant knowledge from a huge amount of data.
In case of incomplete knowledge, the proposed missing attribute processing approach
can be used to provide a complete data source for knowledge discovery. Therefore
rules generated from such complete data better represent the original knowledge than
rules generated based on data with missing information.
8.2 Future Work
We plan to investigate the following future work.
• Rule Evaluation Extensions. The rule evaluation approaches discussed in Chapter 4
and 5 are proposed and demonstrated in experiments based on association rule gen-
eration. We believe such measures can be widely applied towards other rule genera-
tions such as classification rules and sequential patterns [4]. It would be interesting
to conduct logic analysis on the Rule Importance Measure to make this measure more
fundamental and useful. The Rule Importance Measure and the Rules-As-Attribute
Measure can also be integrated together to further evaluate rules. For example, it
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would be interesting to consider the Rules-As-Attribute measure as a transforma-
tion of rules into a decision table. In this decision table, we may also find multiple
reducts. Some rules would appear more frequently in some reducts than others. The
Rule Importance Measure can be again applied. We can rank rules according to the
values of the Rule Importance Measure. This may provide further insight into the
inherent merit of the Rule Importance Measure.
We would also like to extend the proposed measures towards broader knowledge dis-
covery domains, such as survival analysis [11] in the medical research field. Patients’
survival status and survival time (such as days of survival after a disease is diagnosed)
are the two main objectives for predictions. Such predictions also require rule genera-
tions based on the medical data. The rule evaluation measures discussed in this thesis
can be applied to evaluate such prediction rules to facilitate the doctors’ diagnosis.
In addition to extending the proposed evaluations to more application domains, we
are also interested in exploring their values in a general rule evaluation framework.
Yao proposed a three-level framework for the theoretical foundations of measuring
and quantifying discovered knowledge based on utility theory [93, 94]. We would like
to explore the value of our proposed rule evaluation measures in this framework and
to compare with other rule evaluation measures within that framework.
• Cost-Sensitive Learning. The ItemRSFit approach proposed in Chapter 6 uses the
RSFit approach to predict the non-compatible records. We would like to experiment
with other techniques on predicting missing values for the non-compatible records,
such as the method of assigning the common attribute values, to improve the overall
accuracies of the integrated ItemRSFit prediction. In our research, we also adopt the
strategies used by Zhu and Wu [100] on balancing the computational cost and the
prediction accuracy. A lower support value can bring a higher prediction accuracy;
however, frequent itemsets with lower support require more time for computation
than frequent itemsets with higher support. In the future, we are interested in ex-
ploring a satisfactory balance between the support value and the prediction accuracy,
in order to obtain a satisfactory accuracy efficiently. Given the available computa-
tional cost and the affordable computation time, it is interesting to explore what
percentage of the missing attributes can be predicted, and what are the most effec-
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tive attributes to be predicted. In case of a higher prediction cost, the idea of giving
more important attributes higher priorities for predictions may be applied as heuris-
tics. Consider Table 7.1 in Chapter 7 as an example. Through the case study, we
found feature G14a (i.e., whether the user made a purchase in the previous month) is
a more important attribute than G14c (i.e., the number of purchases the user made
in the previous month) for predicting an online buyer of certain product. In the
case of missing attribute values existing in both these two features, we can predict
the missing value of G14a prior to G14c to see whether the overall learning task is
satisfactory.
• New Challenges Facing the User-Centric Personalization System. In this thesis, most
of the empirical experiments conducted in multiple chapters are towards the appli-
cations of personalization systems. In the case study of the user-centric web per-
sonalization systems (Chapter 7), we experienced several challenges through our ex-
periment. For future work, we would like to expand on this experimentation in its
own right, towards improved personalization for users. First, extracting a terabyte
of data from a database is a long process. Secondly, classifying imbalanced data is
a challenging process. Since most people are not online buyers, in our data set, the
majority class belongs to non-buyers, and a very small percentage are buyers. Out
of 83, 635 number of users, the two classes of buyers and non-buyers are divided as
449 vs. 83, 186 users. Without a controlling method (such as forcing the decision
tree to branch), the decision tree classifies all the users as non-buyers. We would like
to use the techniques [81, 83] from recent research on classifying imbalanced data to
help solve the classification difficulties. Thirdly, feature constructions require a mix
of domain knowledge and a data miner’s expertise. Features that can better describe
an online buyer or non-buyer’s intentions still need to be studied and brought into
the experiment. Fourthly, the search terms used by different websites have different
indications, which made the extraction task difficult. Fifthly, the standard evaluation
for the user-centric personalization task is still yet to be discovered. As an emerging
research area, we are interested in exploring different problems in this area such as
developing richer user models, investigating techniques for predicting approximate
purchasing time for user online purchases and exploring latent models for user in-
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tentions and predicting demographic information based on users’ online searching
behaviours.
• Evaluations with Human Users. For the rule evaluation measures we proposed in
Chapter 4 and 5, we compared the differences between the Rule Importance Measures
and the confidence measures as an example of current interestingness measures. We
also introduced some intuitive evaluations of “more interesting” rules. In the future,
we would like to study how effective these measures are by performing experiments
with human users who are experts in the domain. Certain user satisfaction studies
may be conducted for real people’s evaluations with appropriate measures from across
a sufficiently large sample of users in a restricted domain.
Appendix A
Other Related Concepts in Rough
Sets Theory
We list a walk-through example to explain other related concepts in rough sets theory that
might be of interest. The following discussions are based on [72].
A data set can be represented as a decision table, which is used to specify what condi-
tions lead to decisions. A decision table can be defined as T = (U,C,D), where U is the
set of objects in the table, C is the set of the condition attributes and D is the set of the
decision attributes. Table A.1 gives an example of the decision table. {a,b,c} is the set of
condition attributes, and {d} is the set of decision attributes.
Here we only look at the situation when the value of the decision attributes is either
0, or 1. And we will not discuss the situation when the condition attributes have missing
values.
U is the set of objects we are interested in, where U 6= φ. Let R be an equivalence
relation over U , then the family of all equivalence classes of R is represented by U/R. [x]R
means a category in R containing an element x ∈ U . Suppose P ⊆ R, and P 6= φ, IND(P )
is an equivalence relation over U . For any x ∈ U , the equivalence class of x of the relation
IND(P ) is denoted as [x]P . X is a subset of U , R is an equivalence relation, the lower
approximation of X and the upper approximation of X is defined as:
RX = ∪{x ∈ U |[x]R ⊆ X}
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Table A.1: An Example of Decision Table
U a b c d
1 1 1 0 0
2 1 2 0 1
3 1 3 0 1
4 0 1 0 0
5 0 2 0 0
6 0 3 0 1
7 0 2 0 1
8 0 3 0 0
RX = ∪{x ∈ U |[x]R ∩X 6= φ}
respectively.
Reduct and core are further defined as follows [72]. R is an equivalence relation and let
S ∈ R. We say, S is dispensable in R, if IND(R) = IND(R− {S}); S is indispensable in
R if IND(R) 6= IND(R − {S}). We say R is independent if each S ∈ R is indispensable
in R.
Q is a reduct of P if Q is independent, Q ⊆ P , and IND(Q) = IND(P ). An equiv-
alence relation over a knowledge base can have many reducts. The intersection of all the
reducts of an equivalence relation P is defined to be the Core, where
Core(P ) = ∩All Reducts of P.
The reduct and the core are important concepts in rough sets theory. Reduct sets
contain all the representative attributes from the original data set. They are often used
in attribute selection process. The core is contained in all the reduct sets, and it is the
necessity of the whole data. Any reduct generated from the original data set cannot exclude
the core attributes.
Let T = (U,C,D) be a decision table, the C-positive region of D is defined to be the
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set of all objects of U which can be classified into U/D using attributes from C, which is,
POSC(D) = ∪{CX|X ∈ IND(D)}.
An attribute f ∈ C is dispensable if POSC−{f}(D) = POSC(D). All the core attributes
are indispensable.






We use Table A.1 as an example to show how to calculate the degree of dependency.
Example 8 In Table A.1, U = {1, 2, 3, ..., 8} is a set of objects. C = {a, b, c}, D = {d}.
Suppose IND = {b, c}. We have the equivalence classes of IND, E1 = {1, 4}, E2 =
{2, 5, 7}, E3 = {3, 6, 8}. The decision attribute d consists of two classes, D1 = {2, 3, 6, 7},
D0 = {1, 4, 5, 8}. The lower and upper approximation of D are,
RD1 = φ
RD1 = E2 ∪ E3 = {2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8}
RD0 = E1 = {1, 4}
RD0 = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}
Because IND({b, c}) = IND({b, c}−{c}), we say c is dispensable. For P = {a, b, c, d},
Q ⊆ P , Q = {a, b}. Because IND(Q) = IND(P ), Q = {a, b} is a reduct of P .
IND(D) = {{2, 3, 6, 7}, {1, 4, 5, 8}}, IND({b, c}) = {{1, 4}, {2, 5, 7}, {3, 6, 8}}, there-
fore POS{b,c}(D) = {1, 4}.











This dependency evaluation is often used as the stopping condition for the reduct genera-
tion algorithm.
Appendix B
Geriatric Care Data Set
We list the geriatric care data set used in Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and Chapter 6 in Table B.1.
Table B.1: Attributes for the Geriatric Care Data Set
Order Name Question
1 edulevel Education level
2 eyesight How is your eyesight?
3 hearing How is your hearing?
4 eat Can you eat?
5 dress Can you dress and undress yourself?
6 takecare Can you take care of your appearance?
7 walk Can you walk?
8 getbed Can you get in and out of bed?
9 shower Can you take a bath or shower?
10 bathroom Can you go to the bathroom commode?
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11 phoneuse Can you use the telephone?
12 walkout Can you get places out of walking dist.?
13 shopping Can you go shopping for groceries etc.?
14 meal Can you prepare your own meals?
15 housewk Can you do your housework?
16 takemed Can you take your own medicine?
17 money Can you handle your own money?
18 health How is your health these days?
19 trouble Trouble with life?
20 livealone Do you live here alone?
21 cough Often cough?
22 tired Easy feel tired?
23 sneeze Often sneeze?
24 hbp High blood pressure?
25 heart Heart problem?
26 stroke Stroke or effects of stroke?
27 arthriti Arthritis or rheumatism?
28 parkinso Parkinson’s disease?
29 eyetroub Eye trouble not relieved by glasses?
30 eartroub Ear trouble?
31 dental Dental Problems?
32 chest Chest problems?
33 stomach Stomach or digestive problems?
34 kidney Kidney Problems?
35 bladder Lose control of your bladder?
36 bowels Lose control of you bowels?
37 diabetes Ever been diagnosed with diabetes?
38 feet Feet problems?
39 nerves Nerve problems?
40 skin Skin problem?
41 fracture Any fractures?
42 age6 Age group by 5-year
43 studyage Age at investigation
44 sex Sex
45 livedead Survival status
Appendix C
Data Sets Used in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5
We list selected UCI data sets [21] A through M that are used in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5
as follows.
A. Abalone Data This data set is used to predict the age of abalone from physical
measurements. There are 4, 177 instances and 8 condition attributes in this data set.
There are no missing attribute values or inconsistent data instances in the data set.
B. Breast Cancer Data This data set contains 9 condition attributes and 286 instances.
The date is used to diagnose the breast cancer disease. There are missing attributes existing
in the data set. We ignore all the missing attribute values, and remove 9 records, we have
277 instances in the data. There are 12 inconsistent data records removed from the data
as well.
C. Car Data The car data set contains 6 condition attributes, and 1, 728 instances. We
apply association rules algorithm with rule templates, and there are 9 rules generated. We
first use core algorithm to generate core attributes, and all the condition attributes are
the core attributes. There is only one reduct generated for this data set, and the reduct
contains all the core attributes.
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D. Glass Data This data set is used for the study of classification of types of glass
by criminological investigation. At the scene of the crime, the glass left can be used
as evidence. There are 214 instances and 9 condition attributes. There are no missing
attribute values or inconsistent data instances.
E. Heart Data This data set is related to heart disease diagnosis. There are 4 databases
in this data set, we use cleveland clinic foundation data in our experiment because this is
the only one well processed and used by most researchers. This cleveland data contains
303 instances, and 13 condition attributes. We remove 6 missing attribute values. There
is no inconsistent data existing.
F. Iris Data This data set concerns plants. For the Iris data set, there are 4 condition
attributes, 150 instances. There is no inconsistent data existing in the data. We first use
core algorithm to generate core attributes, but the result is empty. This means none of
the attributes is indispensable. There are 4 reducts generated. We apply association rules
algorithm with rule templates, and there are 50 rules generated.
G. Lymphography Data The data set contains 148 instances and 18 condition at-
tributes. There are no missing attribute values in this data. We check that there is no
inconsistent data. The core is empty for this data set. 147 reducts are generated from this
data set.
H. Pendigits Data This is a pen-based recognition of handwritten digits data set. There
are 10 classes with 16 condition attributes in the data, and 7, 494 training instances and
3, 498 testing instances are in the data. We use training data to conduct our experiments.
Each instance represents a hand-written digit with 16 attributes, which are coordinates
information. There is no reference on the 16 condition attributes. We use Ci (1 ≤ i ≤ 16)
to represent these attributes in our experiments. There are no missing attribute values, or
inconsistent data in this data.
I. Pima Indians Diabetes Data The data comes from all female patients who are
at least 21 years old of the pima Indian heritage. The data is used to diagnose whether
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patients show signs of diabetes according to a list of criteria. There are 768 instances
and 8 condition attributes in this data set. There are no missing attribute values, and no
inconsistent data.
J. Spambase Data This data set originally contains 4, 601 instances and 57 condition
attributes. It is used to classify spam and non-spam emails. Most of the attributes indi-
cate whether a certain word (such as, order, report) or character (such as !, #) appears
frequently in the emails. There are no missing attribute values. There are 6 inconsistent
data instances that are removed. After removing redundant data instances as well, there
are 4, 204 left in this data set. There are 110 reducts and 7 core attributes generated from
this data set. It is interesting to notice that, the core attributes, which are essential to
determine whether an email is not a spam email, are, the word frequency of “george”,
“meeting”, ‘re”, “you”, “edu”, “!”, and the total number of capital letters in the email.
In addition, it is interesting to pay attention to the reducts as well. They are important
information on identifying the possible spam emails.1
K. Wine Recognition Data This data is about using chemical analysis to determine
the origin of wines. There are 13 attributes, 178 instances, and 3 classes in the data. There
are no missing attribute values or inconsistent data. The core is empty.
L. Yeast Data This data set is used to predict the cellular localization sites of proteins.
There are 1, 484 instances with 8 condition attributes in the data, and no missing attribute
values. We remove 31 redundant instances.
M. Zoo Data This artificial data set contains 7 classes of animals, 17 condition at-
tributes, 101 data instances, and there are no missing attribute values in this data set.
Since the first condition attribute “animal name” is unique for each instance, and we con-
sider each instance a unique itemset, we do not consider this attribute in our experiment.
There are no inconsistent data in this data set.
1For the apriori association rule generation, we set the maximum number of item per set to be 6.
Without this limitation, the rule generation gives an error of “out of memory”.
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